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Summary

Robot-assisted surgery has revolutionized many surgical subspecialties, mainly where procedures have to be performed in confined, difficult
to visualize spaces. The introduction of a robot interposed between patients and surgeons has paved the way for the development of advanced
tools, sensing systems and control strategies aimed at improving surgeons
capabilities. We imagine a surgeon of tomorrow work in symbiotic interaction with the robotic systems sharing cognitive and manipulation skills
to define new levels of precision, performance and effectiveness in common
surgical procedures. In this thesis, these issues are faced by presenting new
sensing strategies and devices, new surgical instruments with high dexterity capabilities and new human-in-the-loop control strategies to improve
surgeons abilities. In details, chapter 1 introduce thesis showing the background of surgical robotics and introducing the approach; in Chapter 2 we
will describe our experimental setup composed by the da Vinci Research
Kit (dVRK) focusing on kinematics and dynamics modelling and on the
simulated environment; in Chapter 3 new strategies for force estimation
and feedback in the surgical scenario will be analysed; in Chapter 5 we
present two novel and innovative surgical instruments for MIRS promising to improve surgeon’s dexterity, comfort and capabilities; in Chapter 5
9

we present new control strategies to help the surgeon during tedious and
repetitive tasks; finally, Chapter 6 conclude the presented work.
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Robotic and Medical Dictionary

Manipulability index Measure for identifying manipulation in a
workspace.
Dexterity

Skill in performing tasks.

Ergonomics Derived from the two Greek words ergon (labor) and
nomia (arrangement). Designing the working environment
to fit the worker, instead of forcing the worker to fit the
working environment.
Trocar

Medical or veterinary device that is made up of an obturator
(which may be a metal or plastic sharpened or non-bladed
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inserted through the abdominal wall to view the organs in
the abdomen or permit small-scale surgery.
Suture

Medical device used to hold body tissues together after an
injury or surgery. A suture is composed of multiple stitches.

Stitch

Single knot of a suture.
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Phantom

Device used to train surgeons.

Contextual knowledge Knowledge in context, information, and/or
skills that have particular meaning because of the
conditions that form part of their description.
Surgical Dissection Surgical proceure consisting in making incisions
on organ or tissues.
Compliance To define what compliance is, the definition of
non-compliance is useful. A non-compliant (stiff) robot end
effector is a device which is designed to have predetermined
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Telemanipulation control System telecontrolled by the user at the
low level.
Supervised control System with high automation capabilities where
the user is demanding the task yo supervise the system
actions using high level imputs.
Shared control System that uses both user control and an automation
component. Human users interact with automated entities
such as robots and artificial intelligence to work together to
achieve a common goal.
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Introduction
1.1

Minimally Invasive Laparoscopic Surgery

The applications for minimally invasive surgery have increased over the
past several decades. Minimally invasive surgery includes laparoscopy and
robot-assisted surgery and is common in general in urology, gynecology in
particular for oncology [30, 90, 131, 105]. Since 90’s, Laparoscopic Surgery
(LS) has gained wide acceptance among the surgeons for the treatment
of gastrointestinal diseases as well as colon cancer, gallbladder disease,
gastroesophageal functional disorders and cancer [16, 15]. However, LS has
many constraints such as straight instruments, unsatisfactory 3D vision
sometimes associated with motion sickness, instruments clashing and a
limited haptic feedback. These limitations determine trouble during the
learning curve of LS, reducing the spread of this approach.

1.2

Minimally Invasive Robotic Surgery

At the beginning of 2000s, Robotic Surgery (RS) has been introduced
as a new approach in MIS with the aim of overcoming the limits of LS.
1
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In many fields, it quickly replaced the LS such as urologic procedures,
pancreatic and liver surgery and rectal surgery [8].
Open Surgery

Minimally Invasive
Surgery (MIS)

Robt Assisted
Surgery

Natural Orifice
Transluminal Surgery
(NOTES)

1860

1960

1990

2010

Figure 1.1. The evolution of surgery over years.

Minimally Invasive Surgery represents nowadays the gold standard approach in many surgical procedures useful for the treatment of abdominal
benign and malignant diseases. A complete list of surgery field in which a
robotic surgical system can be adopted is listed below:
• Radical prostatectomy, pyeloplasty, cystectomy, nephrectomy and
ureteral reimplantation,
• Hysterectomy, myomectomy and sacrocolpopexy; Hiatal hernia repair,
• Spleen-sparing distal pancreatectomy, cholecystectomy, Nissen fundoplication, Heller myotomy, gastric bypass, donor nephrectomy,
adrenalectomy, splenectomy and bowel resection,
• Internal mammary artery mobilization and cardiac tissue ablation,
• Mitral valve repair and endoscopic atrial septal defect closure,
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• Mammary to left anterior descending coronary artery anastomosis
for cardiac revascularization with adjunctive mediastinotomy,
• Transoral resection of tumors of the upper aerodigestive tract (tonsil,
tongue base, larynx) and transaxillary thyroidectomy,
• Resection of spindle cell tumors originating in the lung.
The most important advantages of MIRS instead of MIS are articulated
instruments, a better 3D vision, an enhanced dexterity with a consequent
better precision and a substantial improved comfort for the surgeon. This
translates in (see Fig. 1.2): (i) smaller scars, (ii) shorter hospitalization
time, (iii) lower risk for adverse side effects, (iv ) faster overall recovery
time, (v ) less pain, (vi) no blood donation prior to surgery, (vii) less blood
loss, (vii) quicker return to normal activity[100].

Figure 1.2. Robotic surgery advantages for the patient.
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1.3

Minimally Invasive Robotic Surgery Platforms

In this section the most advanced robotic surgical platforms currently
on the market or under development are briefly shown.

1.3.1

The da Vinci Robotic Platform

"The da Vinci surgical system is a robotic surgical platform made by
the American company Intuitive Surgical. Intuitive surgical is leader in
the surgical robotics market. The da Vinci systems have been designed
to decrease variability in surgery by offering consistency in functionality
and user experience with dependability for surgeons seeking better outcomes."1 With the da Vinci Surgical System, surgeons operate through

Figure 1.3. The da VinciTM Xi robotic platform.

just a few small incisions. The da Vinci System features a magnified 3D
high-definition vision system and tiny wristed instruments that bend and
1

https://www.intuitive.com/en/products-and-services/da-vinci
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rotate far greater than the human hand. As a result, da Vinci enables your
surgeon to operate with enhanced vision, precision and control. Three different platforms are currently on the market: (i) the da Vinci X that is an
upgradable solution, (ii) the da Vinci Xi that is the most advanced multiport solution (see Fig. 1.3); (iii) the da Vinci SP representing the single
port proposal of the American company. Moreover, an interesting selection
of different surgical instruments is provided by the company to extend the
applicability of the da Vinci platform to many surgical procedures and different surgeon’s techniques. Some disadvantages of the da Vinci solution
are: (i) the robot is fully telemanipulated and no any advanced control
strategy is included, (ii) absence of haptic feedback, (iii) hogh cost of the
robot and in particular for all the consumables.

1.3.2

SenhanceTM Surgical System

Another surgical robotic platform for laparoscopy that is emerging on
the market in the last few years is the SenhanceTM surgical system. The

Figure 1.4. The SenhanceTM Surgical System.
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proposed robotic platform named ALF-X (see Fig. 1.4) was invented by
the Italian SOFAR surgical robotics company and after was acquired by
the American company TransEnterix. The robotic platform inherits from
the da Vinci the same philosophy for a multi-port robot with customisable
arms and different interchangeable instruments but adding a better sensing
capability introducing haptic force feedback.

1.3.3

MiroSurge

The MiroSurge (see Fig. 1.5) is a new platform currently under development and not yet approved by the FDA by the German Aerospace
Center (DLR). The DLR telesurgery MiroSurge includes a master con-

Figure 1.5. The MIRO surge robot.

sole with a 3D-display and two haptic devices as well as a teleoperator
consisting of three MIRO robot arms. Usually two MIROs carry surgical instruments (DLR MICA), the third MIRO (automatically) guides a
stereo video laparoscope. The stereo video stream as well as information
about the system state e.g. the currently used instruments or workspace
limits is displayed to the surgeon at the master console. As the Senhance

1.3. Minimally Invasive Robotic Surgery Platforms

also in the MIRO the surgeon is not limited to seeing but can, via force
feedback, feel workspace limits or collisions of the instruments in the hand
controllers.

1.3.4

Others Surgical Platforms

In the previous paragraphs we show the surgical platform already available or close to the market, however, there are a lot of novel and advanced
solutions that are currently under development. Some of the most promising solutions are listed below. In [115] a recent review of the last results in

Figure 1.6. Surgical platforms currently under development.

the surgical robotics field is reported presenting up to 19 surgical systems
(see Fig. 1.6) that are under development or ready for the market. Some interesting examples approved by the FDA are: (i) Sensei X robotic catheter
system; (ii) FreeHand robotic camera controller; (iii) Invendoscopy E200
handheld system; (iv) Flex single port robotic system; (v) Auris robotic
endoscopy system (ARES); (vi) NeoGuide colonoscope. Moreover, some
other under development/certification are: (i) MMI micro surgery system,
(ii) ViaCath system; (iii) SPORTTM surgical system; (iv) SurgiBotTM ; (v)
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Versius Robotic System.

1.3.5

Shortcomings of existing surgical systems

Despite the improvements of the current robotic solutions available on
the market for minimally invasive surgery, some limitations have not yet
been overcome. Following some of that are summarized:
• Some surgical platforms such as the da Vinci robot are not equipped
with any system to give the surgeon the sense of touch or any force
feedback. In some other, this is present but with some limitations
regarding the types of instruments equipped with this functionality.
• All the surgical systems are extremely expensive in particular for
equipment and consumables.
• The surgical platforms are not equipped with any control strategy
to reduce the surgeon physical-mental workload.
• Only some surgical procedure can be performed using the available
robotic systems mainly for the lack of specific instruments.
In the next sections, some of these aspects are evaluated finding some
solutions to improve the surgical robotic systems and most importantly to
enhance the surgeon capabilities and comfort.

1.4. Sensory-Motor enhancement in MIRS

1.4

Sensory-Motor enhancement in MIRS

In traditional open surgery, tissue manipulation is characterized by the
direct interaction of the surgeon with the anatomic structures, which is
mediated by his hands and standardized instrument designs. In microsurgical and video-endoscopic procedures, tissue manipulation is achieved
exclusively through the control of handheld surgical instruments. The direct hand-tissue interaction is replaced by the less intuitive, more complex
and ergonomically challenging hand-tool and tool-tissue interactions. The
advent of robotic telesurgery has further widened the gap between the site
of surgery and the surgeon, who in this case controls the surgical instruments remotely, sitting in front of a workstation. Hence, the introduction
of a robot between patients and surgeons opened the way to the development of advanced tools, sensing systems, control strategies that were
impossible in MIS.

1.4.1

Ergonomics in MIRS

A major consequence of the advent of robotic surgery is an emerging active partnership between surgeons and machines. The analysis of
this partnership and the study of the interaction between surgeons and
the machines included in the OR is therefore of paramount importance.
Such an analysis is the subject of ergonomics, the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and other
elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, principles,
data, and methods to design to optimize human well-being and overall
system performance[143]. In [32] a survey on the evolution of ergonomics
in MIRS is proposed showing different applications. In [45] the ergonomics
in robotic surgery has been evaluated through an ergonomic training program. Moreover, in [11] a classification of the major aspects influencing
ergonomics in surgery has been done showing the most important issues
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in OR that can influence surgeons comfort.
Sensory-Motor
Ergonomics

Sensing

Manipulation

Visualization

3D Immersive
Environment

Multimodal Imaging

Force
Feedback

Increased
DoFs

Motion
Scaling

Tremor
Filtering

Physical and Cognitive Ergonomics

Sitting
Operating
Position

Correct
Monitor
Position

Decreased
Phisical
Workload

Decreased
Mental
Workload

Intuitive
UserInterface

Figure 1.7. Ergonomics in Minimally Invasive Robotic Surgery. We heilights in green all the aspects that are already available in the commercial
surgical robot such as the da Vinci platform and in yellow the aspects that
are included but that can be improved substantially.

In Fig. 1.7 we summarise these aspects focusing, in particular, on that
have been improved thanks to the introduction of a robot in the minimally
invasive surgical site. With this aim we consider two definition for ergonomics: (i) Sensory-Motor ergonomics which studies the sensory-motor
interaction between the surgeon and the environment through the robotic
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system; (ii) Physical-Cognitive ergonomics which studies surgeon’s comfort
in using the robotic system. In greater details, we evaluate with SensoryMotor ergonomics (Fig. 1.7 Top) all the improvements that a robot has
been introduced in the surgical site, focusing on perception e.g. visual perception, force perception. and manipulation e.g. increased DoFs, motion
scaling, tremor filtering. On the other hand, with Physical-Cognitive ergonomics (Fig. 1.7 Bottom) we consider the improvements relative specifically to the surgeon comfort e.g. improved sitting and visualization of the
surgical site, decreased physical and mental workload and the intuitiveness
of the user interface. The improved comfort, perception and manipulation
capabilities translate in an increased safety, less stress for the surgeon, better outcomes for the patient[143] enabling new procedures not possible in
MIS (see Fig. 1.8).
SensoryMotor
Ergonomics
Advances

Precision
and
Dexterity

Phisical and
Cognitive
Ergonomics
Advances

Confidence

+

Comfort

=

Increased safety, Less
stress for the surgeon, Better outcomes
for the patients, Enable new procedures

Figure 1.8. Summary of the ergonomic advantages of robotic surgery compared with traditional surgical instrumentation and operating techniques.

In Fig. 1.7 we highlight in green the already existing improvements in
the commercial surgical robot such as the da Vinci platform and in yellow
the some of the aspects that are not included or that can be substantially
improved.
In this thesis, we aim to discuss new design solutions and strategies to
improve some of the aspects defined previously. In Fig. 1.9 the proposed
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framework is reported graphically showing the three principal aspects we
have addressed in this dissertation: (i) improving surgeon’s sensing capabilities, (ii) improving surgeon’s manipulation capabilities, (iii) assist the
surgeon through advanced control strategies. In details, in Chapter 2 we
will describe our experimental set-up composed by the da Vinci Research
Kit (dVRK) focusing on kinematics dynamics and simulation; in Chapter
3 new strategies for force estimation and feedback in the surgical scenario
will be analysed; in Chapter 4 we present two novel and innovative surgical instruments for MIRS promising to improve +substantially dexterity,
comfort and capability of the next surgeon generation; finally in Chapter
5 we present new control strategies to help the surgeon during tedious and
repetitive tasks.

ENHANCED SENSING

ASSISTANCE

ENHANCED MANIPULATION

Figure 1.9. The proposed framework.
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da Vinci Research kit: Modelling
and Simulated Environment
In this Chapter, the da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) platform is described
focusing on kinematic and dynamic models and on the developed V-REP
simulated environment. In details, we discuss the kinematic modelling
of the complete dVRK system and the identification of the dynamic parameters of its PSMs and MTMs arms. Using an LMI-based approach
and a constrained optimization method we allow including the physical
consistency constraints of the dynamic parameters in the identification
procedure. Furthermore, all the problems related to trajectory generation,
signal filtering, the presence of counterweights and elasticity due to the
presence of springs or the power cables are evaluated and treated. Moreover, a V-REP simulator has been developed to create an easy and powerful
simulated environment to test our control strategies. Some of the results
reported in this section have been published in [41] and [42].
13
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Figure 2.1. The da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) in the ICAROS center
University of Naples Federico II.

2.1

Preliminaries: Robot Dynamic Modelling

The dynamic model of a generic n-DoFs robot can be obtained by considering the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm. This approach allows an easy
computation of the model in symbolic form. In details, considering a robot
kinematics chain modelled using the Denavit and Hartemberg (DH) convention, the robot structure can be uniquely modelled filling with the DH
parameters and the chain indexes a Table 2.1. For each link of Table 2.1,
Table 2.1. General DH table. R: rotoidal, P: prismatic.
link
1
−
n

joint type (R/P) previous link successive link ai
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

αi
−
−
−

di
−
−
−

θi
−
−
−

the rotation matrix Ri−1
of the frame attached to link i with respect to
i
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frame attached to link i − 1 can be computed as:


cϑi

i−1
Ri (qi ) = sϑi
0

−sϑi cαi
cϑi cαi
sαi


sϑi sαi

−cϑi sαi  ,
cαi

(2.1)

where cϑi and sϑi are the standard abbreviations of cos(θi ) and sin(θi )
respectively. The angular velocity ω ii , the angular acceleration ω̇ ii , and the
linear acceleration p̈ii of link i are computed trough forward recursion as:

• for a revolute joint:
T
(ω i−1
ω ii = Ri−1
i−1 + ϑ̇i z 0 )
i
i−1
T
(ω̇ i−1
ω̇ ii = Ri−1
i−1 + ϑ̈i z 0 + ϑ̇i ω i−1 × z 0 )
i
T i−1
p̈i−1 + ω̇ ii × r ii−1,i + ω ii × (ω ii × r ii−1,i )
p̈ii = Ri−1
i

• for a prismatic joint:
T i−1
ω i−1
ω ii = Ri−1
i
T i−1
ω̇ ii = Ri−1
ω̇ i−1
i
T i−1
T
p̈ii = Ri−1
(p̈i−1 + d¨i z 0 ) + 2d˙i ω ii × Ri−1
z0.
i
i

Moreover, the force f ii and the moment µii exerted by link i on link
i−1, and the torques τi on joint i are computed trough backward recursion
as:
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• for a revolute joint
i−1 T i−1
f ii = Rii+1 f i+1
p̈i−1 + ω̇ ii × miri
i+1 + mi Ri

+ω ii × (ω ii × miri )
i+1
i
i
µii = Rii+1 µi+1
i+1 − Ri+1 f i+1 × r i−1,i
T i−1
−Ri−1
p̈i−1 × miri + I iri ω̇ ii + ω ii × (I iri ω ii )
i
T
τi = µii T Ri−1
z0
i

• for a prismatic joint
i
i
i
f ii = Rii+1 f i+1
i+1 + mi p̈i + ω̇ i × mpi

+ω ii × (ω ii × mipi )
i
i
i
i
µii = Rii+1 µi+1
i+1 − f i × r i−1,i − p̈i × mpi

+I ipi ω̇ ii + ω ii × (I ipi ω ii )
T
τi = f ii T Ri−1
z0,
i

where mi is the mass of link i, I iri (miri ) is the constant inertia tensor
(first moment) of link i relative to the origin of frame i − 1 expressed in
the frame i, and I ipi (mipi ) is the constant inertia tensor (first moment) of
link i relative to the origin of frame i expressed in the frame i.
The dynamical model calculated with the Newton Euler recursive algorithm can be obtained in symbolic Lagrangian form extracting the inertia,
Coriolis, gravity, friction and elasticity matrix from the symbolic τP SM
vector.
B(q)q̈ + N (q, q̇) + τof f set = τ − J T (q)he

(2.2)

N (q, q̇) = C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) + F (q̇) + Ke q

(2.3)

where
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τf i
0.1

0

−0.1
-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0
q̇i

0.05

0.1

0.15

˙ i) +
Figure 2.2.
Hyperbolic tangent friction model τf i (q̇i ) = Fv (q
Fs tanh(sq̇i ). In the figure F v = 0.2, Fs = 0.1, s = 50.

q, q̇ q̈ are respectively the n − dimensional vectors of generalized joint
positions, velocities and accelerations. B(q) is the (n × n) inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) is the (n × n) coriolis and centrifugal matrix, g(q) is the
gravity vector. The friction contribution F (q̇) can be computed as the
sum of viscous and static friction at the actuator side. In order to guarantee a continuous friction function keeping a linear model an the following
hyperbolic tangent model has been used.


F (q̇) = (Jja )T Fv Jja q̇ + Fs tanh(SJja q̇)

(2.4)

with F s = diag{Fs1 , . . . , Fsn }, F v = diag{Fv1 , . . . , Fvn } and S =
diag{s, . . . , s}. The term s Fv represent the slope of the static friction
contribution, see Fig. 2.2 and can be set as constant value. Moreover, the
therm q˙a = Jja q̇ represent the actuator side velocities vector mapped into
obtained from the joint velocities q̇ through the Jacobian matrix Jja .
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2.2

dVRK Kinematic and Dynamic Modelling

The full dVRK is a first-generation da Vinci Surgical System consisting of
two/three PSMs, one ECM, and two Master Side Manipulators (MTMs).
The slave side manipulators are mounted on a SUJ that allows the manual
spatial positioning of the arm bases. The kit available at ICAROS center
of the University of Naples Federico II is shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.2.1

Setup Joints Arm Kinematics

The two PSMs and the ECM are mounted on the SUJ, an articulated robotic structure composed by three or, in the newest versions,
four arms. The two PSMs are located at the end of two 6-degree-of-

Figure 2.3. SUJ kinematic description.

freedom (DoFs) arms (that we indicate hereafter as SUJ-PSMs) while
the ECM is located at the end of a 4-DoFs arm (SUJ-ECM). All the
robotic arms in the SUJ are not actuated by motors but it is possible
to control breaks in each joint and read the angular position using potentiometers [1]. Denoting with q sp = [qsp,1 , . . . , qsp,6 ] the vector of the
SUJ-PSMs arms generalized coordinates, the homogeneous transforma-
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tion matrix1 T B
AP (q sp ) ∈ SE(3), representing the pose of the SUJ-PSMs
end-effector frame AP : {O ap ; xap , y ap , z ap } with respect to the base frame
B : {O b ; xb , y b , z b }, can be easily computed applying the standard DH convention to the kinematic chain {J1 , . . . , J6 } of Fig. 2.3 (see Table 2.2 where
a2 = 0.58m, a3 = 0.56m and d4 = 0.425m). Moreover, denoting with q se =
[qse,1 , . . . , qse,4 ] the vector of the SUJ-ECM arm generalized coordinates,
the pose of the SUJ-ECM end-effector frame AE : {O ae ; xae , y ae , z ae }
with respect to the base frame B : {O b ; xb , y b , z b }, defined by the homogeneous transformation matrix T B
AE (q se ) ∈ SE(3), can be computed
considering only the first four rows of Table 2.2. Notice that, two constant
AE
homogeneous transformation matrices T AP
BP ∈ SE(3) and T BE ∈ SE(3)
must be considered to complete che kinematics description, providing the
transformation between AP and AE (respectively the last SUJ-PSM and
SUJ-ECM frames) and the base frames BP and BE of the PSMs and of
the ECM described in Sec. 2.2.2 and 2.2.4 (see Fig. 2.3).
Table 2.2. DH parameters of the SUJ
link
1
2
3
4
5
6

2.2.2

joint
P
R
R
R
R
R

prev
1
2
3
4
5

succ
2
3
4
5
6
-

ai
0
a2
a3
0
0
0

αi
0
0
0
−π/2
π/2
0

di
qse,1
−
−
−
−d4
−

θi
−
qse,2
qse,3
qse,4
qse,5
qse,6

PSM Arm Kinematics and Dynamics

Each PSM is a 7-DOF actuated arm, which moves a surgical instrument
about a Remote Center of Motion (RCM), i.e., a fixed fulcrum point that
is invariant to the configuration of the PSM joints [55]. In detail, with
reference to Fig. 2.4: (i) the overall structure may rotate about axis J1
1
Hereafter, we use the matrix notation T ab , where the superscript a denotes the frame
in which vector components are expressed, the subscript b the current frame. E.g., T B
AP
denotes the pose of the SUJ-PSM attach point expressed in the base frame.
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Figure 2.4. Patient Side Manipulator (PSM) kinematics

of an angle θ1 ; (ii) a double parallelogram mechanism allows the rotation
of the surgical instrument about axis J2 of an angle θ2 ; (iii) the surgical
instrument may translate along axis J3 of a length d3 and rotate about
axis J4 ≡ J3 of an angle θ4 ; (iv ) the axes J1 , J2 , J3 and J4 intersect in
the RCM, whose position does not depend on the joint variables; (v ) the
revolute joints J5 (angle θ5 ) and J6 (angle θ6 ) are orthogonal and, together
with J4 , form a non-spherical wrist.
The first 6 degrees of freedom correspond to Revolute (R) or Prismatic
(P) joints, combined in a RRPRRR sequence. The last degree of freedom, corresponding to the opening and closing motion of the gripper, is
not considered here since we are interested in computing the position and
orientation of a frame attached to the center of the gripper (frame g) with
respect to a base frame (frame b) as a function of the the joint vector:
q = [θ1 θ2 d3 θ4 θ5 θ6 θ7 ]T .
The homogeneous transformation matrix T BP
G (q p ) ∈ SE(3) , representing the pose of the gripper frame G : {O g ; xg , y g , z g } with respect
to the base frame BP : {O bp ; xbp , y bp , z bp }, can be easily computed by
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choosing the origin of frame BP in the RCM point and applying the standard Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention [141] to the kinematic chain
{J1 , . . . , J6 } of Fig. 2.4 with a2 = 0.2, a02 = 0.5 and a5 = 0.0091. Notice that, to respect the consistency with the kinematics implemented in
the DVRK open controller [2], two suitable transformation (T b0 (q) and
T 5g (q)) must be considered to map the first DH frame {O 0 ; x0 , y 0 , z 0 }
into the base frame BP and the last DH frame {O 5 ; x5 , y 5 , z 5 } into the
gripper frame G. Noticeably, for the computation of T BP
G (q), the kinematics of the double parallelogram can be ignored. Moreover, the PSM
arm is mounted on a passive base (the so-called setup joint) which allows
translating and rotating the arm with respect to the patient, i.e., to modify the position and orientation of the frame BP attached to the RCM.
W must
Hence, a suitable constant homogeneous transformation matrix TBP
be introduced to define the position and orientation of the base frame BP
with respect to a world frame W. In computing the dynamic model of the
W of the base frame BP with respect to the
PSM, the constant rotation RBP
world frame W must be taken explicitly into account because it affects the
gravity torque reflected at the joints.
Table 2.3. DH parameters of the PSM
link
1
2
20
200
3
4
5
6
χ
c

joint
R
R
R
R
P
R
R
R
P
P

prev
−
1
2
20
200
3
4
5
2
χ

succ
2
20 , χ
200
3
4
5
6
−
c
−

ai
0
a2
a02
0
0
0
a5
0
0
0

αi
−π/2
0
0
−π/2
0
π/2
−π/2
−π/2
−π/2
0

di
−
−
−
−
d3
−
−
−
−
dc

θi
θ1
θ2
θ20
θ200
−
θ4
θ5
θ6
−
−

The computation of the dynamic model of the PSM arm can be performed using, e.g., the recursive Newton-Euler approach [141]. The clas-
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sical version of the algorithm for open kinematic chains must be suitably
modified to include the dynamic effects of:
• the counterweight used to balance the motion of the instrument along
the prismatic joint (see Fig. 2.4);
• the links of the double parallelogram mechanism.
• the coupled friction in the instrument
With reference to Fig. 2.4, representing the complete kinematic structure of the PSM, the forward and backward recursions can be applied to
the open kinematic chain composed by joints {1, 2, 20 , 200 , 3, 4, 5, 6}. An
additional branch of the chain must be considered to take into account the
counterweight. The effects of the double parallelogram can be accounted
by imposing constraints to the kinematic variables and to the joint torques.
Table 2.3 reports the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters corresponding to
the reference frames set as in Fig. 2.4, using the same notation of [141].
In particular, the joint variable qi is denoted as θi in case of revolute
joint and as di in case of prismatic joint. The last two rows of the table
allows to take into account the counterweight, modelled as a link which
slides along a prismatic joint attached to link L2 and linked by a tendon
driven mechanism to the actuator of the prismatic joint 3. In detail, row c
specifies a frame attached to the counterweight, while row χ corresponds to
a frame attached to a fictitious link Lχ , which coincides with link L2 and
must be introduced to comply with the Denavit-Hartenberg convention.
Considering the Newton Euler approach described in subsection 2.1 the
forward recursion equations allow to compute ω ii , ω̇ ii , p̈ii as a function
of q, q̇, q̈, for all the links of the kinematic chain composed by joints
{1, 2, 20 , 200 , 3, 4, 5, 6} starting from the initial conditions ω 00 , ω̇ 00 , p̈00 − g 00 ,
being g 00 the vector of the gravity acceleration, r ii−1,i the vector from the
h
iT
origin of frame i − 1 to the origin of frame i, and z 0 = 0 0 1 . For the
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other branch of the chain composed by links Lχ and Lc , the velocities and
accelerations of the fictitious link Lχ can be computed from those of link
L2 , using the forward recursion equations for the case of prismatic joint
with d˙χ = d¨χ = 0, and so on. Moreover, the backward recursion equations
allow to computef ii , µii and τi for all the links of the robot through a
backward recursion, taking into account that the kinematic chain contains
two branches originating from link L2 . For the first branch, starting from
link L6 with the terminal conditions f 77 = µ77 = 0, the above equations
can be used to compute the forces and moments exerted on links L5 , L4 ,
0
0
L3 , L200 , L20 , till f 220 and µ220 . These vectors are respectively the force and
the moment exerted by link L2 on the first branch. Analogously, starting
c+1
c
from link Lc with the terminal conditions f c+1
c+1 = µc+1 = 0, the force f c
and the moment µcc exerted by the fictitious link Lχ on link Lc can be
computed. A this point, the the backward recursion can be applied to the
fictitious link Lχ , considering null the mass, first moment and inertia, to
compute f χχ and µχχ . Finally, for link L2 , the interaction with both the
branches must be considered, i.e.:
0

f 22 = R220 f 220 + R2χ f χχ + m2 R12 T p̈11 + ω̇ 22 × m2r2
+ω 22 × (ω 22 × m2r2 )

0

0

µ22 = R220 µ220 − R220 f 220 × r 21,2
+R2χ µχχ − R2χ f χχ × r 21,2
−R12 T p̈11 × m2r2 + I 2r2 ω̇ 22 + ω 22 × (I 2r2 ω 22 ),

and may be resumed in the standard form with link L1 .
To take into account that the counterweight is linked to the actuator
of the prismatic joint 3, the following constraints must be imposed to the
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corresponding joint variables:
qc = −q3 ,

q̇c = −q̇3 ,

q̈c = −q̈3 .

Moreover, the torque on joint 3 can be computed as:
00 T

τ3 = f 33 T R23

z 0 − f cc T R2c T z 0

The presence of the parallelogram is taken into account by imposing the
closed-chain constraints to the joint positions, velocities and acceleration,
for the joints 2, 20 and 200 . Notice that joint 2 is actuated or active, while
joints 20 and 200 are unactuated or passive. In detail, the following equalities
hold for the joint variables:
q2 = qa ,

q20 = −qa ,

q200 = qa

where qa denotes the active joint variable. The corresponding constraints
for the joint velocities can be written in compact form as
q̇ p = Υq̇a ,
h
where q̇ p = q̇2 q̇20
the accelerations.

q̇

iT
200

h
iT
Υ = 1 −1 1 ,

(2.5)

. Similarly, the equation q̈ p = Υq̈a holds for

By denoting as τa the torque performing work on the active joint qa ,
in view of (2.5) and of the principle of the virtual works, the following
equality holds:
τa = ΥT τ p ,
(2.6)
iT
h
where τ p = τ2 τ20 τ200
is the vector of the torques of joints 2, 20 and
200 resulting from the backward recursion of the Newton-Euler algorithm
applied to the open kinematic chain.
In conclusion, the above procedure allows computing the (7 × 1) vector
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of the joint torques
h
iT
τ = τ1 τa τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7
taking into account the inertia, Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity generalized forces. Notice that τ7 correspond to the torque due to the instrument
gripper opening and closing movement. We consider its dynamics depending only by friction contribution and than we set τ7 = 0. The contributions
due to joint friction and to elastic forces acting on some of the joints can
be added separately, i.e.:
τ P SM = τ + τ f + τ e .
The friction contribution τ f has been obtained as described in Section
2.1 from equation 2.4 where s = 50 and






Jja = 






1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
−0.639
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.982
0.669
0.669

0
0
0
0
0
0.821
0.821

0
0
0
0
0
−0.410
0.410














(2.7)

In this way the diagonal friction matrix in the actuator side is mapped
in the joint side to take into account the coupling of the last three joints
due to the tendon driving mechanism. Notice that in order to consider
the complete friction model due to the coupling between the last three
joints we need to consider also the seventh joint that corresponding to the
opening and closing motion of the gripper. It is necessary because the 6
and 7 DOF of the PSM arm are coupled because the motion is obtained
by the independent motion of the two fingers of the gripper that could be
controlled to rotate the wrist about the axis z5 in Fig. 2.4 (sixth DOF) and
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to open and close the gripper (seventh DOF). Then we need to consider
the 7x1 velocities vector q̇.
The elastic contribution τ e models the elastic forces acting on some
joints. In particular, for joint 1 and 2 the elasticity is created by the power
cables, while an elastic torque produced by an torsional spring is present
on joint 4. These torques tend to bring back the joints to their zero angular
positions and can be modeled as:
τ e = K e q,

(2.8)

with F s = diag{ke1 , ke2 , 0, ke4 , 0, 0}.
Finally, for the last four links, the mass and inertia properties have
been neglected and the corresponding parameters have been set to zero.

2.2.3

MTM Arm Kinematics and Dynamics

The two MTMs, used to remotely teleoperate the two PSMs and the endoscopic manipulator, are identical except for their wrists, that are mirrored.
Each MTM is an 8-DOF manipulator. The last degree of freedom is not
actuated and is used to command the opening and closing of the gripper
of the instrument. Only the first 7 degrees of freedom are considered in
the kinematic and dynamic model described here.
In detail, with reference to Fig. 2.5:
(i) the overall structure may rotate about the vertical axis J1 of an
angle θ1 ; (ii) the revolute joints with axes J2 , J20 , J200 and J3 form a 2-DOF
parallelogram mechanism; the two actuated joints of the parallelogram are
those about axes J2 (angle θ2 ) and J3 (angle θ3 ); (iii) the axes J4 , J5 , J6
and J7 intersect in the same point and correspond to revolute joints with
angles θ4 , θ5 , θ6 and θ7 .
All the joints are actuated with the exception of the two revolute joints
of the parallelogram about axes J20 and J200 .
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Figure 2.5. Master tool Manipulator (MTM) kineamatics with DenavitHartenberg frames

The kinematic model of the MTM arm can be computed as a function
of the vector of the actuated joints: q = [θ1 . . . θ7 ]T by using the DH
convention extended to closed kinematic chains [141]. The reference frames
corresponding to the DH table reported in Table 2.4 are shown in Fig. 2.5.
Notice that the base frame BM : {O bm ; xbm , y bm , z bm } coincides with
frame {O 0 ; x0 , y 0 , z 0 }.
The homogenous transformation matrix T BM
(q) can be computed,
7
e.g., by considering the kinematic chain {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and taking into
account that the parallelogram mechanism imposes the following constraints to the joint variables:
q20 = q2 + q3 ,

q200 = −q3 .

(2.9)
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Table 2.4. DH parameters of the MTM
link
1
2
20
200
3
4
5
6
7

joint
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

prev
−
1
1
20
2
3
4
5
6

succ
2, 20
3
200
−
4
5
6
7
−

ai
0
0.279
0.1
0.279
0.365
0
0
0
0

αi
π/2
0
0
0
−π/2
π/2
−π/2
π/2
0

di
0
0
0
0
0
0.151
0
0
0

θi
θ1
θ2
θ 20
θ200
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6
θ7

The computation of the dynamic model of the MSM arm, as for the
PSM arm, can be performed using the recursive Newton-Euler approach.
The version of the algorithm for closed kinematic chains must be adopted,
to take into account for the parallelogram mechanism.
In detail, the joint 3 can be virtually cut and the recursive NewtonEuler algorithm described in the previous section can be employed for the
two open kinematic chains, the first composed by the joints {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
and the second composed by the joints {1, 20 , 200 }. Then, the effects of the
parallelogram can be accounted by imposing constraints to the kinematic
variables and to the joint torques.
By denoting as q p = [q2 q3 q20 q200 ]T the vector of all the joints of
the parallelogram, and as q a = [qa2 qa3 ]T the vector of the active joints
of the parallelogram, in view of the constraint equations (2.9) on the joint
positions, the following equation can be derived for the velocities:

q̇ p = Υq̇ a ,



Υ=



1 0
0 1
1 1
0 −1




,



and the equation q̈ p = Υq̈ a follows for the accelerations.

(2.10)
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If τ a = [τa2 τa3 ]T denotes the vector of the torques performing work
on the active joints q a , in view of (2.10) and of the principle of the virtual
works, the equality τ a = ΥT τ p holds, where τ p = [τ2 τ3 τ20 τ200 ]T
is the vector of the torques of joints 2, 3, 20 and 200 resulting from the
backward recursion of the Newton-Euler algorithm applied to the open
kinematic chain.
In conclusion, the above procedure allows computing the (7 × 1) vector
of the joint torques
h
iT
τ = τ1 τa2 τa3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7
taking into account the inertia, Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity torques.
As for the PSM dynamic model, the contributions due to joint friction
and to elastic torques acting on some of the joints are added separately,
i.e.:
τ M T M = τ + τ f + τ e.
The friction contribution τ f has been set as the sum of viscous and static
friction as in (2.4) with F s and F v set as diagonal matrices and Jja set as
identity matrix. The torque τ e , set as in (2.8) with diagonal K e , models
the elastic torques acting on joint 1, due to the power cables, and on joints
4, 5 and 6, caused by torsional springs.

2.2.4

ECM arm kinematics

The ECM is a 4-DoF actuated arm, which moves the endoscopic camera about the RCM through revolute and prismatic joints, combined in
a RRPR sequence. The homogeneous transformation matrix T BE
C (q e ) ∈
SE(3) (where q e = [qe,1 , . . . , qe,4 ]), representing the pose of the camera frame C = {O c ; xc , y c , z c } with respect to the base frame BE =
{O be ; xbe , y be , z be }, can be easily computed by choosing the origin of frame
BC in the RCM point and applying the standard DH convention to the
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Figure 2.6. ECM kinematic description.

kinematic chain {J1 , . . . , J4 } of Fig. 2.6 (parameters are given in Table 2.5,
where d4 = 0.007m).
Table 2.5. DH parameters of the ECM
link
1
2
3
4

joint
R
R
P
R

prev
1
2
3

succ
2
3
4
-

ai
0
0
0
0

αi
−π/2
−π/2
0
0

di
−
−
qe,3
d4

θi
qe,1
qe,2
−
qe,4
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2.3

Identification of the Dynamic Parameters

The methods of identification of the dynamic model of a rigid robot are
based on the property of linearity of the equations with respect to a suitable
set of dynamic parameters. In general, for a n-DOF manipulator, the
dynamic model can be written in the form:
τ = Y (q, q̇, q̈)δ

(2.11)

where δ is a suitable (p × 1) vector of dynamic parameters and Y is a
(n × p) matrix know as regressor; standard notation has been used for the
other quantities. In principle, vector δ can be obtained by stacking the
vectors δ i of the dynamic parameters of link Li , that, in the general case,
includes:
• the mass mi
• the three components of the first moment mi (mri for revolute joints
and mpi for prismatic joints);
• the six independent elements of the inertia tensor I i (I ri for revolute
joints or I pi for prismatic joints);
• the static (Fsi ) and viscous (Fvi ) friction coefficients.
Moreover, in the robots considered here, the link parameters include also:
• the elasticity coefficients Kei for some of the links;
• a constant additive torque τo,i modelling the static friction offset,
which may also take into account the motor current offset and the
residual elastic force of the cables.
It is known that not all the dynamic parameters of the links appear
explicitly in the dynamic model (3.14) and can be identified. There are
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some parameters that are unidentifiable due to the mechanical structure
of the manipulator and some others that are identifiable only in linear
combination [48].
A reduced vector β of r < p parameters can be found using, e.g, a
numerical algorithm based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of
the regressor Y [48], so that:
τ = Y r (q, q̇, q̈)β,

(2.12)

being Y r the (n × r) reduced regressor. Vector β can be computed as
β = K I δ, where K I is a constant (r × p) matrix of coefficients.

2.3.1

LMI-Based Identification

The standard method proposed in the literature to identify the robot
dynamic parameters is based on a simple least-squares optimal solution.
Namely, if the robot joint torques, as well as the joint positions, velocities
and accelerations are measured at given time instants t1 , . . . , tM along a
given trajectory, one may write:


τM

 

τ (t1 )
Yr (t1 )
 .   . 
.   . 
=
 .  =  .  β = YM β.
τ (tM )
Yr (tM )

(2.13)

The least-squares optimal solution to (2.13) is obtained through the left
pseudo-inverse matrix of Y M as:
β̂ = YMT YM

−1

YM τM .

(2.14)

More advanced approaches allow to preserve the physical consistency
of the parameters [50, 9]. The method proposed by Sousa e Cortesão [142]
is adopted, which is based on a semidefinite programming reformulation
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of the least squares method.
In detail, the identification problem is formulated in terms of a constrained optimisation problem:
minimize
(β,δ)

kτM − YM βk2

subject to β = K I δ

(2.15)

δ∈D
where both the existence domain D of vector δ and the objective function are expressed in a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) form, suitable for
semidefinite programming techniques.
For the generic link Li , the conditions that guarantee the physical
feasibility of the inertial parameters are [164]:
mi > 0,

Ī i  0,

where the symbol  means positive definite and Ī i denotes the inertia
tensor of link Li with respect to its center of mass. The above inequalities
can be rewritten in terms of the components of vector δ i in the LMI form
Di (δ i )  0 as reported in [142], where:
"

#
Ii
−S (mi )
,
Di (δi ) =
S (mi )
mi I

(2.16)

being S(·) the (3 × 3) skew-symmetric matrix operator and I the (3 × 3)
identity matrix.
The physical feasibility conditions for the other parameters of link Li
are that the friction coefficients Fvi and Fsi , and the elastic coefficient Kei
are positive.
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By defining the matrix
E(δ) = diag{D 1 (δ 1 ), . . . , D n (δ n ),
Fv1 , Fs1 , Ke1 , . . . , Fvn , Fsn , Ken },
the set of all physically feasible parameters of the optimisation problem (2.15) can be defined as:
D = {δ ∈ Rp : Ē (δ)  0},

(2.17)

where Ē (δ) = E (δ) − ε I , with ε an infinitesimally small positive scalar
and I identity matrix of proper dimension. The non-strict inequality is
required for semidefinite programming.
In the case of PSM arm, the inertial properties of the last two links
have been neglected. Therefore, the corresponding constraints on matrices
D i have been omitted in the formulation (2.17). Moreover, the constraint
imposed to the viscous friction coefficients of the last two joints, in view
of (2.4), is that the corresponding (2 × 2) matrix is positive definite.
By following the approach proposed in [142], by defining the scalar
u ≥kτM − Y M βk2 ,

(2.18)

representing an upper bound of the squared error, it can be shown that
the problem (2.15) is equivalent to the semi-definite programming problem
minimize u

(2.19)

(u,δ)

subject to
where

F (u, δ)  0

"

#
Ē(δ)
0
F (u, δ) =
,
0
U (u, δ)

(2.20)
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and matrix U (u, δ) is defined in [142]. The solutions to this problem
can be found numerically using software tools for solving SDP problems
like CVX [52]. Although there are multiple optimal solutions δ ∗ , all the
solutions map to a unique optimal vector β ∗ = K I δ ∗ .

2.3.2

Regressor Normalisation

Since the joint torques of both the PSM and MTM arm may have very
different values, numerical errors may occur. These errors can be reduced
by multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.12) by a suitable diagonal weighting
matrix W whose elements are inversely proportional to the maximum
torque measured on the respective joint along a given trajectory, namely:
W = diag{w1 , . . . , wn }
with wi = 1/τi,max .
Another weighting matrix P can be introduced to normalise the regressor Y M with respect the difference in magnitude of the parameters,
defined as:


1
1
, ... ,
,
(2.21)
P = diag
kYM,1 k
kYM,r k
where kYM,i k is norm of the i-th column of the regressor Y M . The optimal
solution computed using the weighted regressor must be premultiplied by
P −1 to obtain β ∗ .

2.3.3

Optimal Trajectory Generation

The trajectory used for the identification must be sufficiently rich to allow
an accurate estimation of the dynamic parameters. On the other hand,
the trajectory must not excite the unmodeled dynamics, like link or joint
elasticity. The condition number of the regression matrix YM is a measure
of the sensitivity of the solution β̂ respect to the errors on YM or τM
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Figure 2.7. The optimal identification trajectory for the PSM (left) and
MTM (right): arm top, instrument bottom.

[78, 49]. Therefore the problem of the optimal trajectory generation can
be formulated as that of minimising the condition number of the matrix
YM P being P the weighting matrix defined in (2.21).
The method proposed in [146, 147] is adopted, based on the composition of sinusoidal trajectories for joint i of the form:
L
X
ail
bi
qi (t) =
sin (ωf l t) − l cos (ωf l t) + qi0
ωf l
ωf l

(2.22)

l=1

where ωf is the fundamental frequency and L is the number of the Fourier
series harmonics. For both the PSM arm and the MTM arm these parameters have been set to ωf = 0.1 and L = 5. The quantities ail , bil and qi0
for l = 1, . . . , L are the degrees of freedom used to minimize the condition number, by solving a nonlinear optimisation problem with 2L + 1 free
variables per joint. It is possible to consider also the constraints deriving
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from joint positions and velocity limits:
qmin ≤ q (p Ts ) ≤ qmax
q̇max ≤ q̇ (p Ts ) ≤ q̇max
{k (q (p Ts ))} ⊂ S
where p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Tf /Ts , Tf is the final time, Ts is the sampling time,
S is the robot workspace and k (q) is the robot direct kinematic function.
The constrained nonlinear optimization method active-set included in the
fmincon MATLAB® function has been used.

2.3.4

Identification Results

The dynamics of the the PSM arm, corresponding to the first three joints,
and that of the instruments, corresponding to the last four joints, are
decoupled because we consider for the instrument only the friction contribution. Therefore, a separate identification must be considered. In detail,
Fig. 2.7 left shows the trajectory used for the identification of the PSM
arm (first three joints), while Fig. 2.7 right shows the trajectory used for
the instrument. The trajectories are calculated using the optimization procedure, described previously. The constraints applied for the optimization
are reported in the Table:
Table 2.6. Trajectory joint space constraints (PSM)
qmin [deg − m]
qmax [deg − m]
q̇min [rad/s − m/s]
q̇max [rad/s − m/s]

J1
−60
60
−2
2

J2
−45
45
−2
2

J3
0.05
0.18
−0.4
0.4

J4
−135
135
−6
6

J5
−60
60
−5
5

J6
−60
60
−5
5

J7
12
45
−5
5

We filter all the signal using a moving average filtering technique. Furthermore after filtering the output signal xF result scaled respect to the
input signal xi due to the filter attenuation. Therefore a rescaling proce-
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h
Table 2.7. Trajectory joints space constraints (MTM)
qmin [deg]
qmax [deg]
q̇min [rad/s]
q̇max [rad/s]

J1
−40
65
−1.1
1.1

J2
−15
50
−1.1
1.1

J3
−50
35
−1.1
1.1

J4
−200
90
−2
2

J5
−90
180
−2
2

J6
−45
45
−2
2

J7
−480
450
−2
2

Table 2.8. Trajectory Cartesian space constraints (MTM)
pmin [mm]
pmax [mm]

x
−60
250

y
−60
100

z
−80
100

dure was performed. Then the rescaled signal xF S is calculated using the
relations in the equations 2.23.
xFi S = ki xFi

ki = (xi )−1 xFi

(2.23)

In Fig. 2.8 left are shown the identification results when the robot is
moving with a different trajectory respect to the one used for the identification. In table 2.9 there are the RMS absolute errors and the RMS
percent errors of the identification. The resultant errors are not negligible
in particular for the joints 5, 6 and 7 in which only the friction components
are modeled but this is a good result considering the sensors noise and the
unmodelled dynamics. The identification of the MTM arm was performed
using the same procedure. In Figure 2.7 right is shown the trajectory
calculated using the optimization procedure, described previously. In the
Table 2.7 and in Table 2.8 are the constraints applied for the optimization.
For the MTM also a constrain in the Cartesian space is needed to avoid
the collision between the MTM arm and the console frame structure. We
apply the constraints shown in Table 2.8 considering the direct kinematics
between the base frame and the frame of the link 3 (T03 ) and we constrain
the relative motion of this frame in a cube delimited by the value pmin and
pmax . In Fig. 2.8 left there are the results of the identification and in
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Figure 2.8. Comparison between measured and identified torques: Left:
PSM arm, Right: MTM arm.

the table 2.10 there are the RMS absolute errors and the RMS relative %
errors of the identification. Also for the MTM the errors are not negligible
in particular for the joints 5 and 7. In both the robotics arms the results
show an identification with errors below 30% that is a good result due
to the noise of the velocity and the acceleration measure, the absence of
torque sensors and the unmodelled dynamics like friction of the tendons
or elasticity.
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Table 2.9. PSM identification results [RMS error]
Abs err
Rel err %

J1
0.05
23.84

J2
0.08
31.33

J3
0.194
29.56

J4
0.0029
16.79

J5
0.025
48.14

J6
0.013
40.19

J7 (grip)
0.004
60.2

Table 2.10. MTM identification results [RMS error]
Abs err
Rel err %

2.4

J1
0.031
27.06

J2
0.097
21.04

J3
0.102
39.07

J4
0.029
28.36

J5
0.011
43.54

J6
0.004
25.42

J7
0.0005
42.83

dVRK V-REP Simulator

In this section, we present a V-REP simulator developed for the da
Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) we extensively used to test our algorithms.
The simulator contains a full robot kinematic model and integrated sensors.
A robot operating system (ROS) interface has been created for easy use
and development of common software components.
We choose V-REP2 as simulator engine because of its versatility and
simplicity for multi-robot applications. V-REP is based on a distributed
control architecture. Each object/model can be individually controlled
via an embedded script, a plugin, a ROS or BlueZero node, a remote
API client, or a custom solution. Controllers can be written in C/C++,
Python, Java, Lua, Matlab or Octave. Therefore, the simulator can be
easily interfaced with the real surgeon master console, and new objects and
robots can be imported in the scene by using a graphical interface. The
complete simulator, together with the four developed application scenes,
is available at https://github.com/unina-icaros/dvrk-vrep.git.
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2.4. dVRK V-REP Simulator

Figure 2.9. The da Vinci Research Kit V-REP simulator.

2.4.1

Simulator Description

In this section, the simulator is described focusing on the robot structure and on the general performances. With reference to Fig. 2.9, our
V-REP simulator is composed of a SUJ, two PSMs and one ECM. The
robotic arms have been modeled starting from the CAD models included
in the John Hopkins dVRK git webpage3 , except for the SUJ. Each link
was made using two types of mesh: (i) one visual mesh with structure and
texture similar to the real robot link, (ii) one simplified convex dynamic
and respondable mesh used to simulate dynamics and contacts4 . With
reference to Sect. 2 we realized the kinematic chain of each robotic arm by
linking mesh and joints in a joint-respondable-visual sequence. For each
respondable link of the two PSMs we included the dynamic parameters
obtained by identification, as described in Sec. 2.
At the end of the endoscope link, two cameras have been included to
3

https://github.com/jhu-dvrk
Dynamic respondable shapes influence each other during dynamic collisions and are
subject to gravity and inertial forces.
4
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simulate the binocular vision system of the real dVRK endoscope. We set
a resolution for the cameras at 320 × 288 pixels, i.e., half the resolution of
the real endoscope, that results a trade-off option to have a good resolution
and a good simulated sampling time.
The resulting complete robot is composed of 10178 triangles. Hence,
considering a computer powered by a Intel I7-7770HQ processor, 16GB of
ram and Nvidia GeForce 960M the scene is rendered at 45 fps and the
dynamics is simulated at 200 Hz.

2.4.2

Simulator Architecture
Distributed Application Code: da Vinci Simulator
Network ROS

Simulator Computer

Distributed Application Code
Network ROS

Mid Level Control
Commands

Feedback

Low Level Control
Control Commands

Sensor Feedbach

Hardware Interface
Port

Port

Port

MTMs robots

Control Computer

Hardware

PSMs robots

Figure 2.10. Software architecture.

We designed the proposed V-REP simulator to be fully integrated into
the dVRK control infrastructure. Hence, the high-level ROS framework
has been used to link our simulator to the low-level control [71]. This allows
the user to use the simulator in different modalities: (i) telemanipulated

2.4. dVRK V-REP Simulator

using the dVRK MTMs; (ii) in combination with the real robotic PSMs
and ECM, to implement augmented reality algorithms; (iii) as standalone,
by controlling the simulated robot using the ROS framework (e.g., through
C++, MATLAB and Python ROS nodes), or directly in V-REP using the
embedded scripts.
With reference to Fig. 2.10, the control architectures of the dVRK,
described in detail in [22], is composed of: (i) a hardware interface to
communicate with the embedded actuator controllers through the fire-wire
bus, implementing the safety checks; (ii) a low level layer implementing
all the algorithms for the inverse kinematics and impedance master control; (iii) a mid-level layer implementing the ROS communication and the
high level controllers. The communication between the da Vinci simulator, running in a dedicate computer, and the dVRK console is implemented through ROS topics. In detail, we use the v_repExtRosInterface
to publish the state of the robot joints (PSMs, SUJ, ECM) and the gripper state for the PSMs. Moreover, the simulator subscribes to two topics
sensor_msgs::joint_state to control the robots joints motion from ROS.
The computer configuration described in the previous section is able
to stream cameras topics at 60 Hz5 . The joints and objects topics are
streamed at 220Hz.
This architecture allows to easily interface the simulator with the mid
level control of the dVRK (for commanding the simulated robot through
MTMs) or to other ROS-integrated input device (e.g., haptic devices).

5

The simulation requires to be run in threaded-rendering mode, in order to decouple
the rendering and the control scripts and speed up the execution.
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3

Sensory Enhancement Through
Force Feedback
As depicted in Sec. 1.2 robotic surgery increases dexterity, precision and
steadiness by filtering tremors and allowing motion scaling [110] however,
considering the most adopted systems available on the market e.g. da
Vinci Platform, the use of a robot can limit the surgeon’s sensory perception and situational awareness. In details, during open surgeries, surgeons
rely mostly on vision and haptic/force feedback to have the contextual
knowledge of the environment. However, in MIRS, no (or limited) force
information is available, since the surgeon does not handle the tools directly [108] and current systems do not provide force feedback, limiting
the ability to carry out surgeries as easily as in open surgery, increasing
also intra-operative injuries [161]. For instance, in a task like suturing arterial anastomosis the surgeon relies on the sense of touch to accomplish
it; when using the da Vinci, sutures are often broken and tissue is torn,
due to the exertion of excessive forces [110]. Other studies conducted on
laparoscopic grasping showed that often procedural errors occur due to
the lack of force perception [59]. For systems like the da Vinci, where
45
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Figure 3.1. Sketch describing the framework of the proposed force sensing
system.

the surgeon mostly relies on vision, force perception becomes very important also because there is no proportional relationship between the angular
displacement at the master hand controller and the angular output at the
slave grasper [66]. Therefore, the surgeon’s force judgment is affected when
handling tissues and may lead to an increase of the applied force by the
grasper in the attempt to reach the desired angle. In needle insertion [109]
knowledge of the applied force is also needed because the path of the needle
is not always observable and the clinician relies mostly on the senses interaction between the tissue and the needle [5]. Furthermore, without force
information it is impossible to identify undesired interactions between the
tools and the environment (organs) when they are out of the visual area.
Consequently, experience and ability of the surgeon make the difference.
Another interesting field of application of force feedback is palpitation and
tissue stiffness estimation. Here force feedback is required to estimate the
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stiffness of a tissue which allows evaluating tumours in cases where it is
covered by healthy tissue layers. Moreover, through palpation, it is possible
to create stiffness models of the targeted tissue [86, 84, 73]. As mentioned
above, force information is of uttermost importance in robotic surgery and
it is what is manly hindering it from spreading [96]. It is also well known
in robotics that knowledge of the interaction forces can be exploited to
design controllers more suitable than pure motion controllers. As a matter
of fact, motion controllers allow successful executions of interaction tasks
only if the environment and the robot are precisely modelled, otherwise
errors in the models may lead to the rise of unwanted and unexpected reaction forces, in turn leading to instability and damages[141] [140]. These
drawbacks can be overcome by ensuring a compliant behaviour between
the robot and the environment, either passively (e.g. through structural
compliance of links, joints) or actively through impedance/admittance control, stiffness/compliance control, hybrid force/position control and parallel force/position control. In many surgical applications, for example, the
surgeon applies some kind of hybrid force/position control, being capable
of accurately positioning a knife and of modulating the applied force to
avoid damages [17]. Possibly, surgical robots will achieve the same capabilities of industrial robotic manipulators or humans when it comes to
interacting with the environment.
In this Chapter, we aim to discuss new developed methods and devices
that can be used in MIRS to provide force feedback information to the
surgeon improving his/her perception. All the methods and devices have
been designed to work with the dVRK robot hence we will refer to this
platform in the next sections. However, the proposed approaches could be
easily extended to other surgical robotic systems. We will discuss in detail
a model based approach based on the robot dynamic model knowledge in
Sec. 2, a new sensing solution in Sec. 3.2, a vision-based method in Sec.
3.4 and finally a simple vision-based force feedback method in Sec. 3.5.
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3.1

Sensorless Force Estimation: a Model Based
Approach

In this section, we discuss the possibility to estimate the external force
through the joint current measure and the knowledge of the dynamic model
of the surgical robotic platform. This allows the force estimation without
recurring to fragile and costly force sensing solutions. Some of the results
reported in this section have been published in [41].

3.1.1

Residual-Based External Force Reconstruction

The knowledge of the robot dynamic model allows the estimation of the
external forces acting on the robot structure. On this purpose in literature,
different approaches have been proposed. In this section, we discuss the
approach proposed by De Luca et al in [91].
The residual vector r for a robot with dynamics 2.2 is defined as:

Z
r(t) = KI B(q)q̇ −

t



 
r(σ) + τ + Ñ(q, q̇ − τoffset ) dσ

(3.1)

0

Ñ (q, q̇) = C T (q, q̇)q̇ − g(q) − F (q̇) − Ke q

(3.2)

where B(q)q̇ is the robot generalized momentum and KI > 0 is a diagonal
gain matrix. The evolution of the resiual vector r is a stable first-order
filter
ṙ = KI (τE − r).
(3.3)
Hence, for large gains KI , we can assume that
r ' τE = J T (q)fE
Therefore, reversing the previous equation it is possible to obtain the endeffector external forces fE
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fˆE = (J T (q))† r

(3.4)

We validate the method considering only the first three joints because
we are interested only in the force estimation and not in the torque estimation. The residual based force estimation was compared with an ATI
Mini 45 torque-force sensor. The experimental setup has been defined as
in Figure 3.2: a suturing thread traction force was estimated. In detail,
a spring was used to transmit the force exerted by the instrument to the
ATI sensor through the suturing thread. In this way, at the steady state,
the force measured at the end effector is equal to the force applied at The
ATI force sensor. A rotation matrix was obtained in order to project the
ATI force sensor measurements in the end-effector base Frame. The com-

Figure 3.2. Experimental setup, the instrument is linked to the ATI force
sensor with a Spring.

parison between the force reconstruction along the axis x, y and z of the
PSM base frame and the Ati measure in the same frame has been performed. In Figure 3.3 are shown the estimated forces using the residual
based approach described previously and the forces reconstructed using
the Jacobian transpose projection of the joint effort without the use of
the PSM dynamical model. The robot was controlled in telemanipulation
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mode. It’s possible to see that the error between the ATI force measure
and the force reconstructed using the residual is noticeably lower when the
dynamic model and the residual-based approach is used. Moreover, in Sec.
3.2 we will discuss the performance of the method also in comparison with
our new trocar force sensor.
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Figure 3.3. External force reconstruction with the residual-based algorithm
(red) and with the static mapping (dashed black); ground truth (blue).
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3.2

Sensorized Force Estimation: The Trocar Force
Sensor

In this section, a new non-invasive force feedback system is proposed and
evaluated. A solution based on a novel force sensor placed in the terminal
part of the trocar is shown in detail. With respect to the state of the art,
our system allows measuring the interaction forces between the surgical
instrument and the environment inside the patient’s body without any
changes to the instrument structure and with full adaptability to different
robotic platforms and surgical tools.
Several works on the development of force sensing to measure the interaction between surgical instruments and the patient body are available
in the literature. Some of them investigate the possibility to provide force
measurement without making changes to the robot, e.g. in [116] using only
visual information or, as in [37] and [38], using the control torques and the
dynamic model of the robot.
Many prototypes of sensorised surgical instruments have been developed by integrating force sensors in the instrument shaft or wrist, or even
in the gripper fingers and clamp faces. In [58] a 6-axis force sensor using
Bragg reticula is presented, while in [163, 125, 121] the fiber-optic technology is used to build miniaturized and robust force sensors for different
surgical applications. As reported in these works, the fiber-optic technology has many advantages, including the high miniaturization capability
and the immunity to the EMI noise. Optical or thin-film organic solutions
like that presented respectively in [24, 156] to develop a sensitive skin could
be adapted for sensing the forces directly on the surgical gripper or on the
instrument shaft. Moreover, promising research for miniaturized force sensors are based on MEMS technology [85] as well as on piezoelectric [26]
and capacitive effects [113, 80]; the sensing devices are placed inside the
instrument gripper or in the wrist. The common feature of the above works
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is that they require the modification of the instrument structure to host
the force sensor. This entails higher costs, problems related to sterilization, increased likelihood of instrument breakage, the need of miniaturing
complex structures able to withstand high stresses, problems related to the
tendon driven mechanisms of the instruments. Moreover, the instruments
may be used for a limited number of interventions and thus the cost of
the sensor represents an additional cost for each surgical procedure. On
the other hand, the proposed sensing device allows is capable of measuring
the forces in the orthogonal plane to the shaft of the surgical instrument
without modifying the surgical instrument structure. The idea is to place
the sensor in the trocar allowing reducing costs and saving time. Moreover, this solution can be fully adapted to different robotic platforms and
surgical tools. The price to pay is that the axial force component, i.e, the
force acting along the axis of the instrument’s shaft, cannot be directly
measured. This problem is overcome here by adopting the residual-based
estimation method of [28] which, used to estimate only the axial force component, requires the knowledge of a reduced set of dynamic parameters of
the robot and of the instrument.
The accuracy of the proposed trocar sensor is evaluated experimentally
with the dVRK and a first prototype of the sensor developed using a polyjet
3D printing technology. Moreover using a commercial force-torque sensor
as ground truth, the static and dynamic characterization of the sensor is
provided together with an extensive experimental validation. Some of the
results reported in this section have been published in [40] and have been
submitted to TRMECH 2018.

3.2.1

Sensor Operating Principle

The innovation of the solution proposed in this paper concerns the sensing
element that is allocated at the end-tip of the trocar. Fig. 3.1 shows a
sketch of the proposed idea with a zoomed view of the trocar where the

3.2. Sensorized Force Estimation: The Trocar Force Sensor

V1

V2

V3

Figure 3.4. Trocar sensor versions.

sensor is placed.
The sensor is composed by a bronze ring that has an internal diameter
lower than the internal diameter of the trocar; the bronze ring is glued
to a deformable structure (see Fig. 3.5). The interaction force between
the instrument end effector and the patient body produces a displacement
of the bronze ring, pushed by the instrument shaft, with respect to the
trocar axis, which causes the deformation of the elastic frames that compose the sensor. This deformation, which depends on the elasticity of the
deformable elements and is measured using four proximity optical sensors
mounted in an appropriate way, is proportional to the force applied by the
shaft to the ring.
More specifically, consider a sensor reference frame OS -xS yS zS attached to the sensor, with the axes xS and yS lying on a plane orthogonal
to the trocar axis. The deformation of the elastic frames is proportional
to the forces applied along the axis xS and yS to the ring.
This solution has a number of advantages with respect to the state of
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Trocar (h)
Deformable frames (e)
Reflecting surfaces (d)
Bronze ring (c)
Optical sensors
GP2S60 (b)

Top part (g)
Steel pins (f)

Bottom part (a)

Figure 3.5. Exploded view of the force sensor CAD model.

the art:
• the trocar sensor is cheap and can be used with different surgical
instruments, which can be replaced easily during the surgical procedure and no modification of the robot structure is required;
• the forces measured by the trocar sensor are not influenced by the
tendon forces, as it happens for the sensors located in the instrument
shaft;
• compared to the solutions with sensors located at the end-tip of the
instrument, the connection cables and the data acquisition system of
the trocar sensor are fixed and far away from the surgical site.
In the next subsections, the mechanical design, the optical sensor and the
electronics required for signals acquisition and processing are described in
detail.

3.2. Sensorized Force Estimation: The Trocar Force Sensor

Mechanical Design
The exploded view of the CAD model of the trocar sensor is shown
in Fig. 3.5. The sensor is composed of three main parts. The top part
(g) is attached at the trocar end-tip and is composed by four deformable
frames designed with four digs holding flat reflective surfaces; the surgical instrument slides inside a bronze ring (c) that is glued on the four
deformable frames. The bronze ring ensures a homogeneous deformation
of the four deformable frames, when a force is applied by the instrument
shaft; moreover, it allows to reduce the sliding friction and to reinforce
the overall structure. In order to measure the deformation, four optical
sensors are fixed to the bottom part of the sensor (a), in correspondence
of the reflective surfaces.
In this first prototype the parts have been produced in plastic using
a 3D printed technology based on the polyjet process. This technology
was chosen due to the high precision and quick fabrication time, without
requiring cleaning or post-print treatments. However, it is not suitable for
a real working version of the sensor, because the mechanical properties of
the printed material are not stable and change with time.
The mechanical design was supported by the use of a Finite Element
Model (FEM) optimization procedure to compute the optimal dimensions
of the deformable frames according to the following specifications:
• the force along xS and yS axes set in the range [−20, 20] N
• the maximum von Mises stress (safety factor) settled as two times the
value of the material yield stress, which is in the range [50, 65] MPa
• minimum size of the overall structure, especially the diameter, compatible with the constraints of the printer.
The prototype was verified using FEM analysis to validate the expectations of the project pre-requirements. The behaviour of the trocar sensor
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was simulated when a force of 10 N was applied to the instrument end
effector frame OE -xE yE zE along the xE axis, as shown in Fig. 3.6 (top).
The point O on the top of the tool was considered as stuck. In the same
way, the end-tip of the trocar can be considered as a fixed point since
it constitutes a constraint for the motion of the tool shaft except for the
sliding motion. In the configuration considered in the FEM analysis, the
tool is placed with respect to the trocar in such a way that the distance
of the end effector frame from point O is two times the distance of the
sensor frame from the same point. Hence, due to the lever effect, in static
conditions, a 20 N force is applied to the sensor frame along the xS axis.
The Von Mises stress and the displacements of the four reflective surfaces
are shown in Fig. 3.6 (bottom).
It can be seen that the von Mises stress on the deformable structure
is about half of the yield stress value, that for the used material is around
6.5e7 N/m2 . Moreover, a force applied along the xS -axis causes a displacement of the reflecting surfaces perpendicular to the xS -axis (in orange)
while the other two surfaces (in blue) do not move. Therefore, the deformations of the structure caused by the forces along the xS and yS are
decoupled as desired.
The zoomed section of the sensor represented in Fig. 3.6 (top) shows
the eccentricity between the instrument shaft and the fixed trocar caused
by the force applied to the instrument’s tip. In detail, it is possible to
observe how the interaction force between the instrument and the environment causes a displacement of the instrument shaft that collides with
the bronze ring of the trocar sensor glued to the four deformable frames.
The displacement of the frames orthogonal to the direction of the force is
quoted in the zoomed section for an applied force of 20 N in the sensor
frame.

3.2. Sensorized Force Estimation: The Trocar Force Sensor

Constraints

O

yS
xS

FX
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zE
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Figure 3.6. FEM analysis results. Top: schematic of the instrument with
the relevant reference frames and zoomed section of the trocar sensor. Bottom: von Mises stress and displacements along xS and yS axes in the case
of a 10 N force applied to the tip along the xE axis.

Optical Sensors and Electronics
In the tested prototype, the measurement of the deformation of the
frames is obtained using four GP 2S60 proximity optical sensors. The sensors are positioned in suitably designed trays. To improve the sensitivity
of the device, the four proximity sensors are located at 90 deg one from the
other, and thus they are in couple one in front of the other. Therefore, for
a given displacement of the sensitive structure, one sensor detects a posi-
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tive displacement while the opposite one detects a negative displacement.
These differential readings allow to double the gain of the device.
Each optical sensor is equipped with an IR source and a photo-diode
detector capable of measuring the amount of reflected light, which is related
to the distance of the sensor from the reflective surface placed in front of
it. This kind of sensing system is affected by light interference and crosstalk disturbance. In our prototype the four trays are designed opportunely
to reduce these effects and all the external parts of the trocar sensor are
painted in black, except for the reflective surfaces that are painted in white.
Moreover, the overall structure of the sensitive device was designed to
reduce the external light disturbances.
The use of proximity optical sensors instead of other sensing solutions
has the advantage that the electronics needed to acquire the signals is
very simple. Namely, only a polarization circuit and an analog to digital
converter (ADC) are required.
In the presented prototype the ADS1015 analog to digital converter
(ADC) was selected, since it is equipped with a four channel converter
which offers the possibility to read in differential mode and to amplify
the input signal with an internal amplifier. The internal amplification
factor G was set to the maximum value to maximize the resolution in the
measurement range. The maximum frame rate of the ADC is 1.5 KHz for
the differential acquisition mode, with a 12-bit resolution, which is good
enough for our application. Finally, the ADC is provided with a serial bus
I2C which allows to use only four connection wires to communicate with
the micro-controller.
The micro-controller LPC1768, which is a mbed platform1 , was used
for signal processing. This device performs a numerical pre-filtering at
frequency of 1Khz.
Moreover, Fig. 3.7 (a) reports the relating polarization circuit, where:
1

https://developer.mbed.org/platforms
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R1 = 330Ω, R2 = 15KΩ, vcc = 5V . Moreover, Fig. 3.7 (b) shows the
characteristic curve representing the relative collector current with respect
to the distance between the sensor and the reflecting surface. This current
value is reported as a percentage since it is a function of the device polarization condition. Therefore it depends on the maximum current iCmax
and on the collector dark current iCEO that flows in the device in the
absence of light:
iC − iCEO
.
(3.5)
iC% =
iCmax
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Figure 3.7. Polarization circuit (a) and characteristic curve (b) of the
GP2S60 optical sensor.

The sensor is used in the first part of the characteristic curve, i.e.,
in the region where the distance belongs to the interval [0, 0.4] mm, with
almost linear characteristic and high gain. Let GI the gain in this linear
region between the displacement of the sensor δx and the current iC% .
By taking into account (3.5), the following relationship between the k-th
output sensor voltage vout,k and the k-th displacement δx,k can be found
vout,k = vcc − R2 iC,k =vcc − R2 iC%,k iCmax + R2 iCEO =
=vcc − R2 GI iCmax δx,k + R2 iCEO .

(3.6)
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In our design, the output voltage from the ADC, with gain G, is the
difference between the output voltage of two opposite sensors. Assuming
the same parameters Vcc , R2 , ICmax , GI , ICEO for each sensor, the output
voltage for each couple is:
vs = G(vout,2 − vout,2 ) = GGI R2 iCmax (δx,2 − δx,2 ).

(3.7)

Moreover, assuming δx,1 = −δx,2 = δx , it is:
δx =

1
vS = QvS .
2GGI R2 iCmax

(3.8)

Finally, if K is the stiffness coefficient modeling the elastic behavior of
the deformable structure of the sensor, the external force can be computed
as:
fS = Kδx = KQvS .
(3.9)
Therefore, the sensor calibration matrix W describing the relationship
between the output voltages vector vS ∈ R2 and the vector fS ∈ R2 of the
forces applied to the sensor can be defined as:
"

#
K11 Q K12 Q
W =
.
K21 Q K22 Q

(3.10)

Notice that two off-diagonal terms K12 Q and K21 Q have been introduced
in the calibration matrix (3.10) to capture the non perfect symmetry of
the sensor and the residual crosstalk effects.

A software calibration procedure was implemented to compensate the
residual bias due to the non negligible differences between the parameters
of each sensor and their asymmetry.
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3.2.2

Sensor Modelling and Calibration

The force fS measured by the trocar sensor is influenced by the external
force acting on the instrument shaft, but also by gravity and inertial forces
due to the instrument motion.
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Figure 3.8. The da Vinci PSM robotic arm with the force sensor placed at
the end of the trocar: kinematic frames description.

Fig. 3.8 shows the sensing system mounted on the Patient Side Manipulator (PSM) of a dVRK whose detailed description is in Sec. 2.
The sensor is mounted on the terminal part of the trocar, in proximity
of the RCM of the robot, which is located at the intersection of axes J1 and
J2 . Fig. 3.9 represents a planar view of the system, where the RCM is at
point R, in the center of the two yellow semicircles. In this figure the shaft
of the instrument (blue segment) is linked to point O, which corresponds
to the intersection of axes J4 and J5 of Fig. 3.8, and can translate with
respect to the RCM along axis J3 . The rotational motion of the shaft
about the axis J1 and J2 is described by joint variables q1 and q2 , while
the translational motion along axis J3 is described by q3 . The joints J1 ,
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J2 and J3 are actuated by the motors of the PSM, and the corresponding
joint variables are collected in the vector q = [q1 , q2 , q3 ]T .
It is assumed that the external force fE ∈ R3 is applied to the end
point of the shaft. The sensing element is placed on point S of Fig. 3.9, at
a distance LS from the remote center of motion R. The sensor measures
the displacement of the shaft with respect to its rest position under the
action of the external force, gravity and inertial forces, and fS ∈ R2 is the
reaction force of the deformable part of the sensing element. To model this
displacement, we assume that the shaft (a carbon fiber tube) is rigid and
can rotate with respect the pivot point O about the orthogonal axes J4
and J5 of Fig. 3.8, modeled as passive revolute joints. The corresponding
joint variables are collected in the vector qS = [q4 , q5 ]T .
In static conditions and in absence of gravity, the relationship between
the force fS applied to the sensor and the external force fE depends only
on the distance of the end point from point S as explained in Subsection
3.2.2. This relationship is used in Subsection 3.2.2 for sensor calibration
and in Subsection 3.2.2 for sensor characterization. In dynamic conditions,
the weight and inertia of the instrument shaft must be suitably taken into
account to estimate the external forces from sensor readings, as illustrated
in Subsection 3.2.2.

Static Modelling
In static conditions and absence of gravity, assuming that the shaft (a
carbon fiber tube) is rigid and can only rotate about the axes J4 and J5 ,
the relationship between fS and fE can be simply obtained from the static
equilibrium of the corresponding torques about O as follows:
JET fE = JST (q)fS → fE = (JET )† JST (q) fS ,

(3.11)
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LR - q

LE
LG

3
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fS

R

q1

S

fE

G

Figure 3.9. Single axis sensor operating principle. The points G, S, O, R
are respectively the center of mass of the instrument shaft, the contact point
between the instrument shaft and the sensor (bronze ring), the attaching
point between the instrument shaft and the instrument box, the RCM.

where the Jacobian matrices JE ∈ R3×2 and JS ∈ R2×2 are defined as:
"
JS (q) =

LOS3
0
0
LOS3



#
,


LE 0


JE =  0 LE  ,
0
0

(3.12)

being LOS3 = LS + LR − q3 the distance from point S to point O, LR the
distance from point R to point O when q3 = 0 and LE the shaft length.
Notice that, here and in the sequel, both fE and fS are defined in the
end effector frame. Moreover, the third element of vector fE computed in
(3.11) is always null, because the trocar sensor allows to measure only the
components of the interaction force lying in the plane orthogonal to the
instrument’s shaft, corresponding to the first two elements of fE .
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Sensor Calibration
The calibration of the trocar sensor is aimed at computing the calibration matrix W ∈ R2×2 in (3.10) which maps the vector of the sensed
voltages vS to the vector of the measured forces fS , i.e,
fS = W vS .
We have chosen to compute directly the mapping between the external
forces and the output voltages, and not that between the displacements
δx and the forces, due to the simplicity to measure forces with respect to
displacements. However, if matrix Q in (3.9) is known, also the relationship
between δx and voltages could be obtained.
A commercial force-torque sensor ATI Mini 45 was attached to the
instrument’s tip using a 3D structure printed on purpose, with the axes of
the ATI reference frame OA -xA yA zA of the ATI sensor aligned to the axes
of the end effector frame.
The calibration is performed by applying a force on the ATI sensor
and reading the signals of the two sensors simultaneously. The ATI sensed
forces are mapped to the trocar sensor frame using the equation
fAS = JS−T (q)JET fA

(3.13)

obtained by inverting the mapping (3.11). The numerical value of the
calibration matrix was then derived as
W = FAS VS† ,
being FAS ∈ R2×n and VS ∈ R2×n the matrices obtained by stacking n
samples of the measurements of fAS and vS respectively.
We found experimentally that the trocar sensor exhibits different behaviors for positive and negative voltages. This is due to the non perfect
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symmetry of the optical sensors that have been glued to the plastic frame.
Hence, two different calibration matrices were identified:
"
WP =

34.86 −1.47
−1.25 37.71

#

"
, WN =

30.99 −1.46
−1.11 47.19

#
,

for positive and negative voltages respectively. The following numerical
values have been used: LS = 0.0254 m, LR = 0.4046 m, LE = 0.389 m for
a standard needle driver surgical instrument.
Sensor Characterization
The resolution of the trocar sensor depends on different factors. First
of all, the output of the couple of optical sensors is an analog signal in
the range ±0.512 V that is converted to a digital signal by a 12 bit ADC
in differential configuration. Therefore, it is possible to define a voltage
quantum p = 0.512/211 V, which is the minimal voltage value that can be
discriminated.
Moreover, the resolution depends on the distance between the point
where the external force is applied (the instruments’ tip) and the point
where the sensitive element is placed. Such a distance is a function of the
prismatic joint variable q3 . The effect on the force can be evaluated from
the mapping (3.11) which allows to define the force resolution vector
σ = (JET )† JST (q) W p
with p = [p, p]T . Hence, the resolution is not constant but depends on
the prismatic joint position. In the following evaluation, without loss of
generality, only the positive values matrix W = WP has been considered.
Therefore, the theoretical resolution of the sensing system in the range
of motion q3 ∈ [70, 250] mm is σ = [0.0082, 0.0089]T N in the worst case
and σ = [0.0042, 0.0046]T N in the best case. Without loss of general-
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ity, these quantities have been computed considering only the calibration
matrix WP .
Notice that also the measurement range of the sensor is influenced by
the value of the prismatic joint variable q3 . Considering that the sensor
is designed to measure a force fS in the range ±20 N and assuming that
q3 is in the range [70, 250] mm, from Eq. (3.11ssan ca) it follows that the
allowed range of fE is between ±10 N for q3 = 250 mm and ±19 N for
q3 = 70 mm.
Dynamic Modelling and Force Estimation
The forces measured by the sensor are influenced by gravity and inertial forces acting on the shaft. This means, for example, that the sensor
measurements are different from zero also in the absence of interaction.
Moreover, the sensor allows to measure only the components of the external force belonging to the plane orthogonal to the axis of the shaft.
On the other hand, using a sensorless approach like the residual-based
technique [28], an estimation of the external force could be obtained from
the currents and the dynamic model of the PSM moving the instrument.
In this case the estimation error will mainly depend on the accuracy of
the dynamic model that should be carefully identified. An identification
procedure for the dynamic parameters of the PSM arm of the dVRK robot
is proposed in [41], where it is shown that an accurate identification is
hard to obtain due to the relatively high measurement noise of the joint
position sensors and to presence of non negligible dynamics effects like
friction, elasticity, backlash, that are difficult to model. The experimental
results presented in the next Section show that the resolution that can be
achieved using the residual-based approach alone is of about 1 N, making
this method unsuitable to measure small interaction forces.
The idea here is to improve the estimation of the external forces by combining the measurements obtained by the trocar sensor with the residual-
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based approach, which takes into account the dynamic interaction between
the PSM arm and the sensor.
To this purpose, the dynamic model of the PSM arm and of the instrument can be computed by considering the kinematic chain composed
by the actuated joint J1 , J2 and J3 of the PSM and the two passive joints
J4 and J5 (see Fig. 3.8). The dynamic model can be computed using a
Lagrangian approach, by tacking into account that:
• the instrument can rotate with respect to the remote center of motion RCM about the axes J1 and J2 , with joint variables q1 and q2
respectively
• the instrument can translate along the axis J3 , with joint variables
q3
• the instrument is modeled as a rigid cylinder which can rotate about
the two passive revolute joints J4 and J5 .
The equations of motion can be computed in terms of the vector of the

T
generalized coordinates η = q T , qST
as:
B(η)η̈ + C(η, η̇)η̇ + g(η) + d(η, η̇) = τM + J T (η)fE ,

(3.14)

where B(η) ∈ R5×5 is the inertia matrix, C(η, η̇) ∈ R5×5 , set so that
Ḃ = C + C T is the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix, g(η) ∈ R5 is the
gravity generalized torque, d(η, η̇) ∈ R5 is the torque vector modeling
viscous and Coulomb friction, the elasticity of the PSM cables and other
disturbances (see [41] for details). Moreover, J (η) ∈ R3×5 is the Jacobian
matrix, mapping the joint velocities to the translational velocity of the
instrument’s tip referred to the end effector frame and:
"

τM

#
τR
=
,
τS

(3.15)
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where τR ∈ R3 is the vector of the motor torques acting on the first three
joints of the PSM and τS = JST (q)fS ∈ R2 is the vector of the torques
produced on the passive joints 4 and 5 by the force fS sensed by the trocar
sensor, being JS (q) the Jacobian defined in (3.12).
The residual based approach [28] allows to compute an estimate of the
external force, assuming that the torque τM and the dynamic model (3.14)
of the system are known. The advantage of this approach is that the
acceleration measure, that is very noisy in most of the cases, is not needed.
In detail, the residual vector is defined as:
r = KI



Z t
B(η)η̇ −
(r(σ) + τM + n(η, η̇) dσ

(3.16)

0

where
n(η, η̇) = C T (η, η̇)η̇ − g(η) − d(η, η̇)

(3.17)

and KI ∈ R5×5 is a positive definite diagonal gain matrix.
The residual vector r satisfies the first-order equation
ṙ = KI (τE − r),

(3.18)

r ' τE = J T (η)fE ,

(3.19)

hence, we can assume that

although the convergence is asymptotic, depending on the choice of KI .
Eq. (3.19) corresponds to an overdetermined linear transformation that can
be inverted to compute vector fE from r using the weighted left inverse
as:
fE = (J T (η))† r.
(3.20)
This is a least squares solution, whose value depends on the choice of
the weights of the left inverse matrix. Notice that the computation of
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the components of the residual (3.16) requires the measurement of the
vector of the generalized coordinates η (i.e, q and qS ) and of its first time
derivative η̇. While the measurements of the joint variables q of the PSM
are available, and their time derivatives can be approximated via finite
difference, the passive variables qS and q̇S could be computed from the
deflections of the trocar sensor. However these deflections are very small
and can be neglected in a fist approximation. This produces a substantial
simplification of the residual vector (3.16) and of the Jacobian J (η), that
can be computed by setting qS = q̇S = 0, and thus η = [q T , 0T ]T and
η̇ = [q̇ T , 0T ]T . In particular, the Jacobian matrix can be computed as:




T
J (q) = 




LOE3 c2
0
0
LOE3
0
0
LE
0
0
LE

0
0
1
0
0





,




(3.21)

with ci = cos(qi ) and si = sin(qi ) and LOE3 = LR −LE −q3 . By inspecting
the Jacobian matrix in (3.21) and in view of (3.19), it is possible to see
that the external force along the xE and yE axes of the end effector frame
can be estimated by considering either the first two residual values (r12 )
or the last two (r45 ). Therefore, the vector fE of the external forces can
be computed in three different ways:
(A) from the first three components of the residual vector r in (3.16)
which, in view of (3.15) depend only on the motor torques τR , without making use of the measured force fS ;
(B) from the last three components of the residual vector r in (3.16);
namely, r3 , which depends on the motor torque of the prismatic
joint J3 , allows to estimate fzE , while r45 , which depends on the
measured force fS , allows to estimate fxE and fyE ;
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(C) from Eq. (3.20), with suitable weights in the left inverse; the criterion
to adopt for the weights selection should be that of using the force
sensor information when the force is in the trocar sensor measurement range, and the motor currents outside this range.
In this paper, to gain a better insight into the accuracy of the different
available input data (motor currents and force sensor readings) the case
(A) and (B) are considered. In particular, in case (A) the first three
components of the residual vector (3.16) depend on the base parameters
of PSM arm and instrument, by considering only the first three joints
and assuming that the instrument is rigidly connected to the arm. The
symbolic expressions of these parameters and their identified numerical
values can be found in [41]. In the (B), the last three components of the
residual vector (3.16) can be computed in terms of a reduced subset of
dynamic parameters of the PSM and of the instruments’ shaft. In detail,
in view of (3.19) and (3.21), vector fE can be computed as



r4 /LE


fE =  r5 /LE  .
r3

(3.22)

The vector r45 collecting the last two components of the residual vector
(3.16) can be expressed as:
r45



Z t
= K45I Bxy (q)q̇ − (r45 (σ) + τS + nxy (q, q̇)) , dσ
0

with:

"
#
bx1 0
Bxy (q) =
0 by2
"
#
cx1 q˙1 + cx2 q˙2 + cx3 q˙3 − gx
nxy (q, q̇) =
,
cy1 q˙1 + cy3 q˙3 − gy
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and:
bx1 = (mpxS (q3 − LR ) − IyyS ) c2
by2 = mpxS (q3 − LR ) − IzzS
cx1 = (IxxS + IyyS − IzzS )s2 q˙2
cx2 = − (IyyS − IxxS + IzzS + mpxS (LR − 2q3 )) s2 q˙1
cx3 = −2mpxS c2 q̇1
cy1 = −2 (IxxS − IyyS + (2q3 − LR )mpxS ) s2 c2 q˙1
cy3 = −2mpxS q̇2
gx = 9.81 mpxS c1 s2
gy = 9.81 mpxS s1 .
In the above equations mpxS is a first moment of the instruments’ shaft,
and IxxS , IyyS , IzzS are the elements of its inertia matrix. The numerical
values of these parameters, for a standard da Vinci needle driver instrument, were derived using CAD and are reported in Table 3.1. The quantities are referred to frame O5 -x5 y5 z5 of Fig. 3.8 and expressed in SI basic
standard measurement units, that are omitted here for brevity.
Table 3.1. CAD dynamic parameters of the instruments’ shaft

parameter

value

parameter

value

mpxS

−5.1e−3

IyyS

8e−4

IxxS

2.8e−7

IzzS

8e−4

The third component of the residual vector (3.16) can be expressed in
the form:


Z t
T
r3 = k3I bz (q)q̇ − (r3 (σ) + τ3R + nz (q, q̇) ) dσ ,
0
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with:
bTz (q) = [bz1

bz2

bz3 ]

nz (q, q̇) = cz1 q˙1 + cz2 q˙2 − gz − fz ,
and:
bz1 = mpyI c2
bz2 = mpxI
bz3 = mI + mC
cz1 = 2mpyI s2 q˙2 − 0.0312mI c22 q˙1 + 0.4mC c22 q˙1 +
+ 2mpzI c22 q˙1 + 2(mI + mC )q3 c22 q˙1 + 2mpxI c2 s2 q˙1
cz2 = 0.4mC q˙2 − 0.0312mI q˙2 − 2mpzI q˙2 +
+ 2(mI + mC )q3 q˙2
gz = −9.81(mI − mC )c1 c2
fz = FvI q˙3 + FsI tanh(50 q˙3 ).
In the above equations mI is mass of the translating link of the PSM, mpxI ,
mpyI , mpzI are the corresponding first moments, mC is the mass of the
counterweight, and FvI , FsI are friction coefficients. The numerical values
of the above parameters have been estimated through the identification
procedure presented in 2 and are reported in Table 3.2. The quantities
are referred to frame OE -xE yE zE and are expressed in SI basic standard
measurement units, that are omitted here for brevity.

3.2.3

Experimental Validation of the Sensing System

This section is devoted to the experimental validation of the sensor
in static and dynamic conditions, by using an ATI Mini 45 force sensor,
mounted at the end tip of the surgical instrument, as ground truth.
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Table 3.2. Identified dynamic parameters of the PSM

parameter

value

parameter

value

mI

0.146

mC

0.179

mpxI

0.001

FvI

2.695

mpyI

0.033

FsI

0.496

mpzI

−0.039

Figure 3.10. Experimental setup. The ATI Mini 45 force sensor mounted
at the end tip of the surgical instrument (a); interaction of the spherical
probe attached at the bottom of the ATI sensor with a soft tissue phantom
(b).

Static Validation
To cancel the effects of gravity a force is applied to the ATI sensor
while keeping the shaft of the surgical instrument aligned to the vertical
direction, as shown in Fig. 3.10 (a). A motion of the instrument along
the vertical direction is commanded, by considering a constant velocity
displacement of 0.1 m of the prismatic joint q3 , in order to test the trocar
sensor for different distances of the instrument’s tip from the position of the
sensitive elements. Fig. 3.11 reports the time histories of the components
along the axes xE and yE of the force measured by the ATI sensor and of
the force estimated by using the trocar sensor and Eq. (3.11). The time
history of the prismatic joint q3 is reported in the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 3.11. Static characterization. Force along the axis xE (top), force
along the axis yE (middle), prismatic joint trajectory (bottom).

The results show that the trocar sensor has a good response, close to
that of the commercial sensor ATI mini 45. The relative error between the
force components measured by the ATI sensor and the trocar sensor is less
than 12% along both the axes. The error is higher in the central region
of the graph, when a constant force is applied. This is due to undesired
hysteresis effects of the material used for the prototype.
Dynamic Validation
The validation of the complete dynamic model has been performed
on a simulated diagnostic procedure involving the interaction between the
instrument and a soft tissue phantom.
A spherical probe was attached at the bottom of the ATI sensor mounted
at the end tip of the instrument shaft (see Fig. 3.10 (b)). By using the
PSM arm in telemanipulation mode, the probe was pushed against the soft
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tissue phantom. The dynamic parameters reported in Table 3.1 and Table
3.2 have been properly updated to take into account the mass and inertia
of the ATI sensor.
The estimation of the external force was performed considering both
methods (A) and (B) described in Sec. 3.2.2. The time histories of the
estimated force components together with the corresponding quantities
measured using the ATI force sensor are shown in Fig. 3.12. In the first
three plots, the force components along the axes xE , yE and zE computed
with method (A) are reported. The last two plots show the components
along the axes xE and yE computed with method (B), using the trocar
sensor measurements. The visual inspection of the plots shows that the
trocar sensor allows a more accurate estimation of the force components
along the directions xE and yE , compared to those computed with method
(A).
A quantitative analysis, in terms of the RMS errors reported in Table
3.3, shows that with method (B) the errors are one tenth lower than with
method (A).
Table 3.3. RMS errors using methods (A) and (B)

method

RM Sex [N]

RM Sey [N]

RM Sez [N]

(A)

0.618

0.9027

0.949

(B)

0.094

0.112

0.949

From the experimental data we can say that, for the considered set
up, the resolution of the force estimation using method (A) is of about
1 , which decrease to 0.1 N for the components in the plane orthogonal to
the instruments’ shaft axis estimated with method (B), using the trocar
sensor. It is worth pointing out that this value is larger than the theoretical
resolution that could be obtained with the trocar sensor in ideal conditions
and absence of motion.
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Figure 3.12. Time histories of the estimated force. Method (A) is used in
the first three plots from the top and method (B) in the last three plots.

3.3

Sensorized Force Estimation: FBG for finger
tip sensor design

The development of new surgical instruments, e.g. our MUSHA hand
(see Sec. 4.2), open the possibility to evaluate in a different way also
the force sensing problem. In this section, we propose a solution for a
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miniaturized force sensor integrated into the fingertip of a hand suitable
for surgical applications. The proposed tree fingered, reconfigurable and
underactuated hand is presented in detail in Sec. 4.2. Here, we focus on
the design, calibration and evaluation of a sensorized fingertip based on
the Fiber optic Bragg technology.

120° bragg fibers

Figure 3.13. Sensor structure integrated into the distal phalanges. The
section view shows the four columns and the holes built to glue three Bragg
fibers.

On the basis of these requirements, the Bragg technology has been
chosen as the suitable one for the sensor realization. The Bragg technology has many advantages, including miniaturization, possibility to include
different sensors on the same optical fiber, high resolution, immunity to
the Electromagnetic interference noise and the high integration capability.
In the surgical scenario, optical fibers are used in [58] to realize a 6 DOF
Bragg-based force sensor for a robotic laparoscopic instrument. While in
[87] a sub-miniaturized force sensor composed of three optical fibers and
based on the Fabry-PÃľrot interferometry method for vitreoretinal microsurgery is presented.
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3.3.1

Sensorized Fingertip Mechanical Design

Our force sensor is composed by three Bragg Gratings for each finger.
The distal finger has been designed with a bottom part (highlighted in
white in Fig. 3.13) linked to the joint axis and controlled by the tendondriven mechanism. A central column with three holes is located in the
finger structure: in our design, each hole is disposed at 120 degrees one
from another in which optical fiber has been glued inside. The design choice
has been evaluated using the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to evaluate
the deformation of the regions in which is glued the Bragg gratings and
thus the ability of the sensor to decouple the three force components. In
particular, considering the plastic material adopted for the prototype a
non-linear analysis have been chosen. In Fig. 3.14 the results are shown.
More in detail, in Fig. 3.14(a) the stress of the structure subjected to three
component of force (one normal and two tangential to the finger surface)
of amplitude about 7N is reported. The result shows a maximum stress
about 4 time lower than the material yield stress (4.0e7 N/m2 ). Moreover,
in Fig. 3.14(b,c,d) the deformation of the three Bragg fibers under a normal and two tangential components along two orthogonal directions are
Stress

Tangential force (x)

Tangential force (y)

Normal force (z)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.14. Finite element analysis of the proposed finger sensor design.
(a) structure stress, (b,c,d) simulated deformation of the three Bragg fibers
when the phalanx is subject to a normal, tangential and vertical force.
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represented. It is possible to see that the three component of force causes
different deformations of the structure. However, such deformations are
coupled. This means that it could be possible to find a calibration matrix that maps the three forces to the deformations of the three fibers as
reported following.

3.3.2

Sensor Calibration and Validation

In order to obtain a mathematical model that relates fiber Bragg sensorâĂŹs deformations with the three forces, a measurement system has
been set up as shown in Fig. 3.15. The system is composed by two ver-

Figure 3.15. Left: measurement system. Right: a detailed view of the
prototype finger and the reference sensor.

tical holders, the one mounting the finger prototype allows three linear
independent motions, the one mounting the ATI Force/Torque reference
sensor can translate along the vertical direction. In order to acquire the
Bragg wavelength sensorsâĂŹ variation, an Optical Sensing Interrogator
(Micron Optics sm130) provides the simultaneous interrogation of the sensors.
The aim is to acquire a sufficient number of measurements of Bragg
wavelength variations related to forces applied along X, Y and Z axis in
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order to obtain the 3 × 3 coefficient matrix in Eq. (3.23)
  


Fx
A1 B 1 C 1
∆λ1
  


Fy  = A2 B2 C2  ∆λ2 
Fz
A3 B 3 C 3
∆λ3

(3.23)

The vertical holder allows controlling motions along the three axes with
very high precision to stimulate a pressure on the reference sensor from the
prototype finger that perfectly fit a rigid support designed on purpose and
attached to the reference sensor (Figure 3.15Right). Thus, the system
allows applying forces along single directions with increasing intensity in
order to obtain a sufficient number of measurements contained in a range
suitably chosen.
A Fiber Bragg sensor consists of a periodic modulation of the refractive index in the core of a single-mode optical fiber. When the light from a
broadband source is launched from one side of the fiber, only a particular
wavelength which satisfies Bragg condition will be reflected while the remainder is transmitted without any loss [68]. It can be also demonstrated
that the reflectivity is a function of the grating length, thus fiber gratings
are excellent elements in sensing applications [3]. The operating principle
is to monitor the shift in Bragg wavelength related to the changes in the
measure. The Bragg wavelength is a function of the grating period Λ and
the effective refractive index nef f of the fiber core:
λB = 2nef f Λ

(3.24)

Any change in the refractive index or the grating period due to external measure will change the Bragg wavelength and can be detected [70].
In this experiment, a strain variation is the parameter that directly tunes
the center wavelength of the Bragg grating. Due to the wavelength-based
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Figure 3.16. Coefficients associated wite h the sensor characteristic.

working principle of Bragg sensing technology, the measurement is not
affected by the amplitude variation of the light emission caused by fiber
bending outside the Bragg zone [128]. This makes FBG technology suitable for force measurements even when the fiber is bending inside the MH
joints. In a first experience, the Bragg wavelength and the relative mechanical variation along z-axis have been simultaneously acquired obtaining a
sample of ten measurements for different values of the force. Afterwards,
data have been manipulated via MATLAB to calculate the best linear fit
and to extract the coefficients related to the sensor characteristic (Figure
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Figure 3.17. Force measure evaluation along z axis. Fa :ati force, Fs :sensor
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3.16). To prove the effectiveness of the FBG sensor, we have compared
ten measurements of the force component along z-axis measured by the
ATI sensor and the FBG sensor (see Fig. 3.17). The percentage error
associated with the average carried out on the measurements is of 5%.
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3.4

Vision-based Force Estimation

The purpose of this section is to propose a method enabling the measurements of contact forces between the operator and a deformable object
through an RGB-D camera. The task is very challenging, since a given
deformation can be gendered by a multiplicity of interactions.
Capturing interactions in manipulation based on computer vision has
aroused much interest recently and may represent a convenient, minimally
invasive and cheap sensing set-up. Some efforts have been focused on
sensing interactions between rigid objects, but the field remains open when
considering deformations. For instance, the changes in the appearance of
the fingertip are measured through photodetectors or an external camera,
and are processed to estimate contact forces using statistical models, as
in [60, 95, 145, 154, 54, 144]. These technologies are limited to measure
the normal force and cannot simultaneously consider shear or slip. A
promising approach [165], also based on visual observations, relies on the
GelSight sensor [130]. In this case the deformations, measured by markerbased visual tracking techniques on an embedded elastomer medium, are
interpreted as known responses to the external load exerted on the sensor.
All the above force sensing methods require precise calibration, and
instrumenting the interacting tool/hand and/or the manipulated object
with cumbersome and expensive equipment which can also limit the range
of motion. Often they are tailored to particular objects and hard to generalise, whereas we wish to design a generic data-driven system. Moreover,
several works have suggested the use of an external vision system to capture
the interactions and to sense contact forces in the case of object manipulation by a human or any manipulation tool. In the motion capture field,
this approach has been demonstrated by some works using marker-based
or markerless vision tracking to capture and synthesise hand/object interaction [75, 10, 107], by providing a kinematic analysis of the interactions
through discriminative or generative processes and by introducing some
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physics-based constraints to deal with occlusions or collision detection.
Some other approaches [159, 169] propose to bridge the gap between the
kinematics provided by the motion capture systems and the contact forces
by linking physical constraints to visual observations.
Here we demonstrate that, by confronting a physical deformation model
based on continuum mechanics and on known material properties of the
object, with deformations measured through vision, it is possible to retrieve
a single point-wise contact force exerted by an operator (a human hand, a
robot end-effector) on the considered object. Relying on a physical model
implies knowing the mechanical properties of the object. Here we employ
the Finite Element Method to model the object and its elasticity, which is
described by two parameters, the Young Modulus and the Poisson ratio.
Material properties, represented by elasticity parameters, are estimated
in a preliminary step by using a force sensor and an optimisation technique. Then, assuming that the object lies on a flat surface and that the
tool/object interaction consists in a known single contact point, a similar
optimisation technique is used to infer the value of the 3D force exerted
on that point by fitting the simulated deformations with those estimated
by the vision system. This approach is based on the techniques suggested
in [120], [117] moreover the results reported in this section have been published in [116].

3.4.1

Deformation and Interaction Models

The basic concept of this work, for both objectives, is to rely on a
realistic physical deformation model of the considered elastic and isotropic
object.
The Finite Element Method (FEM) provides accurate physical realism,
by relying on continuum mechanics, instead of finite differences for massspring systems for instance. For an exhaustive description, the reader
can refer to [25]. It consists in tessellating the deformable object into
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X
a mesh made of elements connecting a set X = {xj }nj=1
of 3D vertices.
The deformation fields over the elements are approximated as continuous
interpolations of the displacements of the vertices. We rely here on a
volumetric linear FEM approach with tetrahedral elements.

Modelling Elastic Deformations
In order to model elasticity for a continuous isotropic material, we
follow the method proposed in [119], by resorting to the linear elasticity,
with Hooke’s law, and to the infinitesimal strain theories [25], modified by
adopting a corotational approach [33, 99, 103], so as to accommodate to
rotation transformations. The infinitesimal strain tensor e (6 × 1) and
stress tensor σe (6 × 1) within a tetrahedron e can be written as:
e = Le ûre = Le R−1
e xe − xe,0

(3.25)

σe = Ce (E, ν)e .
where Le is the constant 6 × 12 matrix related to the interpolation function, Ce is a 6 × 6 symmetric matrix depending on two elastic parameters
of the material, the Young modulus E and the Poisson ratio ν, and Re
is a rotation matrix corresponding the rotational component of the defor−1
mations of the element. Moreover, being ûre = R−1
e xe − xe,0 , with Re xe
the back rotated deformed coordinates of the vertices of e. The internal
elastic forces fe exerted on the four vertices of e can then be related to
their displacements ûe as:
fe = Re Ke ûre

(3.26)

being Ke = Ve LTe Ce Le the stiffness matrix of the element of volume Ve .
The forces Ke ûre are re-rotated to the current deformed element through
multiplication by Re .
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Interaction Model

Besides the object and its own deformation model, we describe here
the model of its interaction its contact environment to infer contact forces.
Here we consider the case of a manipulated object lying on a known
flat rigid surface. The object is then deformed through a single contact
force which acts vertically, so that the contact between the object and the
plane remains constant. In the carried out experiments (see section 3.4.5),
this force is applied by a tool mounted on a robotic arm. We assume a
pointwise contact on a point of known position lying on the surface of
X
the object. Considering for the simulation model the mesh X = {xj }nj=1
,
and using the corotated deformation model described in section 3.4.1, the
Lagrangian dynamics is described by the equations:
sim
Mẍ + Cẋ + f = fext

with

sim
fext

=g+f

ground

+f

(3.27)

op

where g is the gravity and f ground is the contact forces of the flat rigid
surface or ground, exerted on the vertices in contact with it. These forces
act on vertices of the mesh for which the signed distance is negative (below
the plane), attracting them thus towards the plane. We simply model
them as damped linear springs according to the signed distance between
the vertices of mesh and the known plane representing the surface. We
assume an inelastic surface, meaning that the stiffness of the springs is set
high. For simplicity and since we deal with a vertical compressing effort on
the object, we neglect adhesive sticky effects, as well as tangential friction.
Finally f op is the pointwise external force exerted by the operator deforming the considered object. Our objective in this paper is to estimate
this force, based on observations provided by a vision system.

3.4. Vision-based Force Estimation

3.4.2

Deformation Estimation Using RGB-D Data

In this section is described the way we use external vision data to
estimate, in a physically realistic manner, the deformations undergone by
the object which will then drive the estimation of the force exerted by an
operator (see section 3.4.3).
The registration problem we tackle consists in fitting the point cloud
data, provided by an RGB-D sensor, with the tetrahedral mesh, in terms
of both rigid and non-rigid transformations, and directly employing the
approach proposed in [119], for which the main steps are recalled hereafter.

Preliminary Visual Segmentation
The visual segmentation step presented in [119] is carried out in order
to restrict the acquired point cloud to the considered object, so as to
avoid ambiguities in the matching process with the background or with
occluding shapes. This phase provides us with the set Y of the 3D points
of the target point cloud. For computational concerns, we limit the size of
Y by sampling Dk on a regular grid in the image plane.

Rigid Iterative Closest Point
A second step in our method is to register the observed segmented point
cloud Y in terms of rigid translation and rotation transformations, initially
considering the mesh of the object as rigid. We employ a classical rigid
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [21] between Y and the vertices
of the visible surface XV of the mesh, transformed with respect to the
previous RGB-D data. Through this procedure a fair initialization for the
non-rigid process can be obtained.
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Deformable Registration Process
Following the approaches in [119, 120], the basic idea is to derive external forces exerted by the point cloud on the mesh, and to balance them with
the internal forces based on the deformation model presented in Sect. 3.4.1,
with respect to the displacements of the vertices of the mesh. We use
g
external forces fext
related to geometrical information as introduced in
[119]. The method consists first in determining nearest neighbors correspondences, both from the segmented point cloud to the mesh and from
the mesh to the segmented point cloud, as shown in Fig.3.18.
Based on the two sets of mesh-to-point cloud and point cloud-to-mesh
g
correspondences, an external elastic force fext
exerted on each xj in XV ,
can be computed as follows:
g
g
fext
(xj ) = kext
(xj − yjf )

(3.28)

where, as described in [119], yjf is a linear combination of points in the
point clouds which are matched to xj , either from mesh-to-point cloud and
g
from point cloud-to-mesh correspondence sets. kext
is the stiffness of these
external elastic forces.

Figure 3.18. External forces based on Nearest neighbors searches.
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Resolution
Estimating the deformations of the mesh consists in solving a dynamic
system of linear ordinary differential equations involving the internal and
external forces, based on the Lagrangian dynamics:
g
Mẍ + Cẋ + f = fext

(3.29)

with f = Kx + f0
where x is a nX vector containing the positions to estimate of the vertices
in X, M and C are the nX × nX mass and damping matrices, K the
nX × nX global stiffness matrix which sums the nX × nX element-wise
rotated stiffness matrices Ke = Re Ke R−1
e , written with respect to whole
set of vertices, and f0 the corresponding global offset summing the elementwise ones Re Ke xe,0 .
g
kext
is the stiffness of these external spring elastic forces. They can be
seen as gains in the estimation process and weights between the different
forces. An Euler implicit integration scheme is used to solve the system
with respect to x, along with a conjugate gradient method. Since we
consider the static case, with the static equilibrium of the deformations
assumed to be reached, the transient and the dynamic terms of equation
(3.29) can be neglected.

3.4.3

Estimation of Elasticity Parameters

Our system consists in estimating the elasticity parameters of the object using the point cloud data observing the deformations, provided by an
RGB-D sensor, and a force sensor. For the estimation of these parameters,
we follow the data-driven approaches described in [46, 157], by minimizing
a fitting error between the deformations simulated based on the designed
deformation and interaction models presented above, with the input operator force provided by the sensor, and the deformation captured by the
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RGB-D sensor. These two methods also employ finite elements for the
deformation model. The work [157] goes further by proposing a framework that sequentially tracks the shape and estimates both material and
dynamic parameters (damping), through the dynamic deformation model
and solely based on a complete vision capture set-up with various RGBD sensors around the scene. Here we reason statically for modeling and
we limit this preliminary process as an estimation process of the Young
modulus and the Poisson ratio of the material, employing a single RGB-D
sensor and the force sensor on an robotic operator, with a set-up similar
to the one proposed in [46]. The deformations are indeed generated by applying an effort, in our case compression, on the deformable object and we
observe the deformations with the vision sensor once static equilibrium is
reached. These deformations can be simulated, starting from the same initial rest shape, provided the deformation and interaction model presented
above, the elasticity parameters, and the input measured contact force.
As a data-driven approach, our problem is thus addressed by minimizing
the deviation between these simulated deformation, and the observed ones,
with respect to the elasticity parameters. This deviation is defined by a
fitting function accounting for the sum of squared distances between the
measured real displacements, observed on the acquired object point cloud
and the simulated deformations. It is written as:
e(E, ν) = dist(sim(E, ν, f op , xic ), Y )

(3.30)

where E and ν are respectively the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio,
f op is the measured force exerted by the operator on the object, xic is
the contact point, Y is the acquired point cloud. We use the point cloud
segmented on the considered object by running the segmentation phase
described in section 3.4.2.
For a relevant significant error function, we design it by employing the
matching technique presented in section 3.4.2 between the segmented point
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cloud and the visible part of mesh of the virtual object and conversely.
Based on the two sets of mesh-to-point cloud and point cloud-to-mesh
correspondences, the error function is calculated as:
e(E, ν) =

nXV

1

X

nXV
1
nY

(xi − NNY (xi ))2 +

i=0
nY
X

(yj − NNXV (yj ))2

(3.31)
(3.32)

j=0

nX

where XV = {xi }i=0V are the vertices of the visible part of the mesh and
Y
Y = {yj }nj=0
are those of the segmented point cloud ones. NNY (xi )
and NNXV (yj ) define the correspondence of xi and yj , through nearest
neighbour based matching process, respectively within the sets Y and XV .
This optimization problem with respect to (E, ν) is non-linear and
the evaluation of the objective function is expensive and its gradients are
non-trivial to compute making gradient-based optimization methods prohibitive. We thus employ the gradient-free Nelder-Mead, which is an extension of the downhill simplex method to the nonlinear case.
We point out that, during the Nelder-Mead processs, for each evaluation of the objective function in the Nelder-Mead process, the mesh is
initially reset to its rest shape before applying the virtual contact force f o p
on the known vertex of the mesh, given the elasticity parameters (E, ν)
determined throughout the Nelder-Mead algorithm.
For each evaluated value of (E, ν), a simulation is then started until a
static equilibrium is reached. From this static equilibrium, the matching
process to derive equation (3.32) is handled.

3.4.4

Pointwise Contact Force Estimation

By inverting the method for parameter estimation, the problem of recovering the contact force exerted on the manipulated object relies on
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the interaction model between the object, the deforming operator and the
ground, presented in section 3.4.1. Similarly, we then employ a fitting process, with respect to the force this time, between simulated deformations
given the interaction model and the deformations observed using the vision. Since the material parameters are now determined, we can use the
deformation model and the registration technique described in section 3.4.2
as the vision observation, providing a regularized and complete observation
of the deformations.
We consider here the static case to estimate the interaction force, for
which the static equilibrium state of the deformed material due to the
exerted contact force is reached.
Our system consists in determining the force for which the resulting
simulated deformations best fit the mesh deformed by the vision data.
More formally, we minimize, we respect to f op the least square error e
X
between the deformations sensed through vision X = {xj }nj=1
and the
deformations simulated based on the interaction model involving f op .

e(f op ) =

X

op 2
(xvision
− xsim
i
i (f ))

(3.33)

i

The derivation of e, given the full interaction model presented above
is a non-trivial task which requires the inversion of the model, making
iterative method like Newton methods tricky to handle. Instead, as for
the estimation of the material parameters, since we aim at performing a
quite global process without any strong guess on this force, we suggest a
Nelder-Mead optimization framework to minimize e with respect to f op =
T
[fxop fyop fzop ] .
In practice, to compute e for a given force f op in the Nelder-Mead
process, we start from the state of the mesh deformed through the vision
registration. We then substitute all the external forces due to the point
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cloud data by f op on the known vertex in contact with the operator. A
simulation is evolved based on this force and the interaction model presented in Section 3.4.1. After a few iterations in the simulation process,
e can be computed and thus measures the ability of f op to reproduce the
actions of the forces provided by vision on the object.

3.4.5

Experimental Validation

The results presented here involve a deformable object, a stuff toy undergoing a compression deformation effort applied by a tool fixed on the
end-effector of a Kuka LWR arm, which is equipped with a FT force sensor
fixed on its last wrist joint (see Fig. 3.19). The point clouds of the investigated scenes are acquired using a calibrated RGB-D camera Asus Xtion,
320×240 RGB and depth images being processed. For both the estimation
of the elasticity parameters and the applied contact compression force, we
process the data of single RGB-D camera, taken at static equilibrium (see
Fig. 3.19).
To build the deformation model of the stuff toy, a surface mesh of the
undeformed object was reconstructed offline using an RGB-D based dense
3D reconstruction technique [104], by flying around the object with the
Xtion sensor, and then manually segmenting the part of scene featuring the
object. Finally, some remeshing snd smoothing procedures are performed
with a modelling engine in order to obtain a fair, closed and clean surface
mesh of the object.
The volumetric tetrahedral mesh was then generated by carrying out
a 3D Delaunay triangulation on the surface mesh, with the CGAL library.
As a compromise between modeling accuracy and real-time constraints,
we have generated a volumetric mesh with 951 vertices and 5015 tetrahedral elements, as seen in Fig. 3.19. As an approximation, we assume the
isotropicity of the material of the stuff toy to apply the deformation model
described in 3.4.1.
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For modeling, we have employed the Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA) simulator [34], which enables to deal with various physical models and to evolve simulations in real-time. In terms of hardware,
a standard laptop with an NVIDIA GeForce 720M graphic card has been
used, along with a 2.4GHz Intel Core i7 CPU.

Figure 3.19. Surface triangular (in red) and volumetric tetrahedral mesh
(elements in blue colors) of the tuff toy (left). On the right, the experimental
set-up, with the tool mounted on the robotic arm equipped with a force
sensor, compressing the object.

Estimation of the Elasticity Parameters
In order to carry out tests for the estimation of the elasticity parameters, we first measure the contact force exerted by the tool mounted
op
on the robotic arm to compress the object, giving a value of fmech
=
T
[0.17, 1.125, 4.006] .
Due to the particular shape of the considered object, the application
of the pointwise virtual contact force may result in the loss of the static
equilibrium. In order to yield more reliable results, we constrain the system
by fixing some boundary conditions which consist in fixing the position of
certain vertices. For the considered object, we fix some vertices on the
lower part of the shape, close to the contact area with the flat surface, so
that the object may not get bent excessively or turned over and its base
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remains quite rigidly attached to the flat contact surface.
Following the Nelder-Mead algorithm basic implementation and the
parameter space for (E, ν) being of dimension 2, 3 samples will be sorted
after each iteration of the optimization, while performing the reflection,
expansion, contraction and shrinking steps, providing a best, a good and
a worst candidate. We also integrate the specific boundaries for both E
and ν in the process, in the sense that inequalities E > 0 and 0 < ν < 0.5
should be preserved during the different steps. If an inequality is violated,
E or ν is reset slightly below or above.
We have tested our parameters estimation technique with two different
initialization configurations In Figs. 3.21b and 3.22b we can observe for
these two configuration the trajectories of the 3 sorted candidates, along
E and ν throughout the iterations of the Nelder-Mead process. Figs. 3.21c
and 3.22c show the fitting error for the 3 candidates after each iteration.
In the first case the initial values are quite far from the actual estimated
one, stressing out the robustness of the estimation with respect to coarse
initial guesses, while in the second configuration, the process starts from
closer.
For both configurations convergence is achieved respectively towards
(E, ν) = (4268.65 P a, 0.412031) and (E, ν) = (4328.12 P a, 0.415625).
The fitting error being prone to local minima, convergence may be reached
after a certain number of iterations, around 8 in the first case and around
11, despite its closer initial values. As it can noticed on the plot of the
fitting error in Fig. 3.23, the non-convexity can be especially observable
for the ν parameter, along which the error is quite flat, resulting in some
local minimas.
Estimation of the Operator Contact Force
With the aim of testing the operator contact force estimation based
on the vision tracking system, we first proceed by setting the material
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Figure 3.20. Fitting error with respect to the elasticity parameters. In
3.20b a closer view around the global minimum is shown.

parameters of the deformation models used in the vision system (here we
use (E, ν) = (4268.65 P a 0.412031)).
Let us remind that for each evaluation of the error function in the
Nelder Mead process, the registered mesh is relaxed from the forces exerted by vision while applying the point wise contact force to evaluate on
the known vertex. Some fixed points are not necessary as boundary conditions to constraint the simulation since we measure here the ability of
this force to keep the static equilibrium already reached by the action of
the vision forces. The parameter space being of dimension 3, there will
be 4 samples to sort after each iteration, the best, the worst and two intermediate ones. Two different initial configurations are also tested here,
starting respectively quite far, without any particular guess on the intensity and direction of the force, and close to the actual value of the force
op
given by the sensor fmech
= [0.17, 1.125, 4.006]T . Figs. 3.24a and 3.25a
show in both cases the trajectories of the four candidates for the estimate
of the contact force f op , along X, Y and Z, while Figs. 3.24d and 3.25d
feature the corresponding fitting errors. In both cases, the algorithm converges respectively towards a force f op = [0.618, 0.0687929, 3.54801]T and
f op = [−0.462414, 0.247626, 3.71292]T , which are relatively close to the
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Figure 3.21. Results of the Nelder-Mead process for the first initial configuration.

value sensed by the force sensor mounted on the robot, thus validating our
whole model. Convergence is of course reached much faster in the second
case.
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Figure 3.22. Results of the Nelder-Mead process for the second initial
configuration.

3.5

Vision-based Force Feedback

In this Section, we aim is to show a simple and effective method that
can be used to give the force contact force information to the surgeon
through visual feedback. This method has been designed to be used with
the trocar force sensor presented in Sec. 3.2 to improve the surgeon perception, also in the absence of the measure of the axial force component.
To this purpose, the main approaches proposed in the literature are: (i)
kinesthetic feedback, in which the force estimated on the slave side is applied on the master robot e.g. [108]; (ii) cutaneous force feedback, that
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.23. Registration process, with in Fig. 3.23a the fitting result
between the mesh and the segmented point cloud.

allows perceiving the force via sensory substitution using wearables devices e.g. [124]; (iii) visual force feedback, retrieving the force information
via sensory substitution in augmented reality [149]. The third approach is
used here to test our sensing device on a dVRK performing typical surgical
tasks. The results have been submitted to TRMECH 2018.

3.5.1

An Intuitive Vision-Based Force Feedback Method
for the Trocar Sensor

The estimation of the two components of the external force provided by
the trocar sensor is used here to develop an intuitive force feedback method
based on augmented reality. In our surgical system, frame grabbers capture
real-time stereoscopic images from the dVRK InSite stereo endoscope. The
force is visualized on the two rectified stereo images with a graphic overlay
following the instrument motion. To guarantees the intuitiveness of the
proposed approach, the overlay is defined in the end effector frame OE −
xE yE zE and follows the tool during the motion as reported in the screenshots of Fig. 3.26.
The intuitiveness with respect to the lack of the measure of the force
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Figure 3.24. Results of the Nelder-Mead process for force estimation, for
the first initial configuration.

along the axis zE is preserved by representing the vector composed by the
first two force components (fxE and fyE ) directly in the plane orthogonal
to the instrument axis. Moreover, the force vector is visualized with a
directed line segment (i.e., a geometric vector) with the initial point on the
tool’s tip, then it is always inside the field of view. The graphical overlay is
updated on the surgeon’s stereoscopic display console with a frequency of
30 frames per second. The geometric vector can change length, direction
and color to visualize three different information:
• force amplitude in a range [0, fmax ] proportional to the vector length;
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Figure 3.25. Results of the Nelder-Mead process for force estimation, for
the first initial configuration.

• force direction on the plane orthogonal to the instrument axis through
the vector direction;
• force thresholds set for particular surgical phases codified through
the vector color.
To be more precise, the geometric vector connects the origin OE of the
end effector frame to point PT , whose position vector pT , expressed in the
base frame, is computed as:
pT = oE + RE l,
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being oE the position vector of OE and RE the rotation matrix of the
end effector frame with respect to the robot base frame. These quantities
are computed from the joint vector q using the PSM direct kinematics.
Moreover, vector l is defined as l = lmax /fmax fE being lmax the length of
the geometric vector when kfE k = fmax . Points PT and OE are projected
on the rectified stereo image plane considering the known pinhole camera
model transformation and the hand-eye calibration matrices between the
camera left/right frames and the robot base frame, obtained using the
method proposed in [168]. Finally, the vector color is set according to a
continuous gradient scale between the green and the red color defined by
the following RGB code:
c = [α|fE |/fmax ,

α(1 − |fE |/fmax ),

0]

with α = 255.
In our framework, the task-related force thresholds are set empirically
based on the average force the surgeon exerts while performing the specific
task. In the experiment presented in this paper, the following parameters
are used:
• fmax = 5 N
• lmax = 0.02 m
• green color for force less than 2 N
• yellow color for force in the range [2 − 4] N
• red color for force up to 5 N.
Three typical surgical subtasks have been considered: tissue palpating,
needle passing, knot tying. The results are shown in Fig. 3.26, reporting
the variation in direction, length and color of the overlapped geometric
vectors. A video showing the sensing device and the proposed experiment
can be downloaded from the link https://youtu.be/YxIBzTMlKFo.
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Tissue palpating

Needle insertion

Knot tying

Figure 3.26. Vision-based force feedback. The tissue reaction force is
shown in augmented reality. Top: Tissue pushing, Middle: Needle insertion,
Bottom: Knot tying.

3.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, some new approaches enabling the force estimation
and force feedback in minimally invasive surgical procedures have been
presented. Our method consists in evaluating methods whose the word
"non-invasiveness" can be considered a keyword. With this, we mean that
the proposed approaches must be non-invasive for the robot, for the patient
and also for the surgeon. Therefore we propose three different force sensing
methods and a force feedback solution:
• A sensor-less, model-based force estimation method relying on the
identified dVRK dynamic model that can be used without any modification to the robot structure.
• A new sensor that as it can be integrated into the PSM trocar not
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require any modification to the surgical instrument, is fully adaptable to different instruments and also allows the surgeon to switch
between different instruments intraoperatively without putting any
mental effort on this procedure.
• A miniaturized sensorized hand fingertip with integrated fiber-optic
force sensor that is able to estimate three component of the force.
• A vision-based method allowing both the estimation of the physical
properties of a deformable object and the external force. This allows
obtaining this information by using sensors that are usually included
in the surgical robotic platforms, e.g. the stereo endoscope.
• A vision-based force feedback solution that used in combination with
the trocar force sensor and/or the other approaches allows giving the
surgeon a non-invasive, stable force information without distracting
him from the surgical procedure.
On the other hand, some limitations of the proposed approaches can
be discussed also focusing on the guidelines for future improvements.
In detail, using the current measurement and the robot dynamic model
for robots like the dVRK could be a good approach only to estimate force
with high intensity, such as > 2N in our case study. This is because the
unmodelled dynamics due to the tendon driven actuation, configuration
and time-dependent friction and also a bad motor current estimation. On
the other hand, using the proposed force sensor integrated into the trocar we are able to improve notably the resolution in the estimation of the
two component of force lying on the plane orthogonal to the instrument
axis with a resolution of 0.1N. This allows giving to the surgeon information about thread traction and instrument-tissue force. However, in
order to estimate the complete force vector we need to use a combination
of the two proposed methods. In future our purpose will be evaluating
the possibility to fuse the two proposed method with a filtering solution,

3.6. Conclusions

e.g. Kalman filter, to improve the resolution and also to extend the range
of measure using the better force measure (model-based/trocar) for each
range. Furthermore, is worthy of notice that the instrument physical properties (length, mass, inertia) should be taken into account when our trocar
force sensor is used in the static and dynamic model; however, for standard
lightweight instruments, the dynamic effects are usually small compared
to the range of the measured forces and can also be neglected.
On the other hand, our finger-tip force sensor shows promising results
in terms of resolution demonstrating also the possibility of miniaturization
given by the use of fibre-optic Bragg based sensors. However, this technology has some drown-backs such as (i) high costs, (ii) high fragility, (iii)
big and costly measure device.
Moreover, in this chapter, we discuss also the use of vision to estimate
the external force. Despite the proposed method was only at a first stage
and no surgical experiments have been conducted we are confident that
the results presented can be applied in the surgical scenario, in particular, considering that the vision systems technology, miniaturisation and
resolution are constantly improved over years. Our work shows also some
guidelines for future works we’ll report the following:
Considering the deformation capture set-up, it is based on a single
Asus Xtion RGB-D sensor, providing in quite low resolution, partial and
noisy point cloud data around the object. It results in a non-convex shape
for the fitting error function in the elasticity estimation process, especially
with respect to ν, or in registration errors within the vision system.
A more sophisticated set-up to capture deformations, such as the one
proposed in [157], with a set of RGB-D sensors at different viewpoints,
would give more accurate results for the estimation of both the mechanical
parameters and the contact force.
Moreover, we assume the contact point between the object and the
operator to be known, as well as the contact between the object and the
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underlying flat surface. A further development of our approach would be
the design of a vision system able to capture the interaction between the
object and its interacting environment.
In the estimation of the force exerted by the operator, we use a gradientfree Nelder-Mead optimization method. It has the advantage of being quite
easy to implement and robust to a coarse initialization, it is however quite
slow to run. Indeed for force estimation, each evaluation of the error
function requires at least 5 successive simulations to obtain a reliable error
with respect to deformations of the registration process. An iteration in
the Nelder-Mead algorithm requires in this case 7 evaluations, so around
350ms, given that one simulation takes around 10ms, making the process
quite far from being real-time if considering a stream a successive RGB-D
data. A possible improvement would be to investigate an efficient inversion
of the full interaction model and some local optimization techniques such
as quadratic programming, as proposed by [77].
Furthermore, we want to point up that our system is designed for the
static case, for which deformations have reached a static equilibrium. It
could be adapted to a dynamic case by benefiting from a measure, through
vision, of the kinematics of the object or of interacting entities. Hence,
based on Lagrangian dynamics, the system could track on-line both the
deformations and the force.
In conclusion, we think that both the devices and the strategies presented in this chapter can open the possibility to create non-invasive haptic
feedback methods improving the surgeon perception of the environment.
Our novel trocar force sensor, combined with sensorless approaches and
the vision-based haptic feedback can enable a precise contact force estimation and a simple force feedback. Moreover, the presented vision-based
method can help the surgeon to estimate the physical properties of organs
and tissues online enabling new diagnostic methods in MIRS.

Chapter

4

Motor Enhancement Through
Advanced Instruments
Laparoscopic robotic surgery, and in general minimally invasive surgery
(MIS), has obvious advantages compared to the classical open and laparoscopic surgery (see Sec. 1.2). The use of robots tried to overcome some
limitation of the laparoscopic surgery by enhancing the surgeon dexterity, speeding up the recovery time, increasing comfort for the surgeon and
surgery’s performance, reducing the hemorrhaging and reduced risk of infections. The idea behind MIRS is improving the laparoscopic tools by
enhancing precision, dexterity e.g. the EndoWrist technology1 and making human friendly the user interface. Therefore, the surgical tools used
in MIRS are designed to mimic and enhance the working principle of the
standard laparoscopic tools. However, with the new design technology and
miniaturisation is possible doing more. We imagine the next surgical robot
generation giving the ability to the surgeon to reacquire some hands ma1
http://www.davincisurgery.com/da-vinci-gynecology/
da-vinci-surgery/da-vinci-surgical-system/system-safety.php
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nipulation/sensation capabilities also in laparoscopic surgery. With this
goal, the aim of this Chapter is to show the development of a new generation of laparoscopic robotic instruments bio-inspired to the human hand.
The need of a hand-like tool for laparoscopic surgery is demonstrated by
the existence of a Hand-assisted laparoscopic surgery (HALS) technique
[69] where the operator’s hand is inserted through a small incision into the
abdomen. This technique has the advantages of providing the surgeons
with the capabilities of exposure, traction, palpation, tactile sensation and
digital dissection of the operative specimen while the operative field is visualized as in standard laparoscopic surgery, namely with a video monitor.
Besides the advantages, the application of HALS has been limited to a few
major centers. This is due to the fact that instruments suitable for HALS
are limited to few standard surgical procedures. Indeed, open issues are
related to the operator fatigue, potential risk for injury to other organs,
the need of suitable setup for HALS that requires appropriate operating
table height and table orientation, and finally optimized positioning of the
operating ports to avoid that the assisting hand is too close or to far from
the target organ. Indeed, in the first case, the hand could obscure vision
while in the latter could cause hand fatigue. The aim of the work presented
in this Chapter and of the MUSHA project is to find a suitable trade-off
between the use of classical laparoscopic forceps and the HALS technique
by introducing the advantages of anthropomorphic manipulation capabilities in the daVinci setup by transferring the most recent results in robotic
manipulation to the robotic surgical scenario. In detail, in Sec. 4.1 we will
show a new concept for a robotic needle driver capable of in-hand rolling
the suturing needle while in Sec. 4.2 a new three-fingered, underactuated,
sensorized and miniaturized hand for MIRS is proposed.

4.1. A New Laparoscopic Tool with In-Hand Rolling Capabilities for Needle
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4.1

A New Laparoscopic Tool with In-Hand Rolling
Capabilities for Needle Reorientation

During suturing, the surgeon needs to constantly change the orientation of the needle in order to find the appropriate pose. To this end,
the reorientation phase is conducted through successive grasp and release
operations, according to a grasping - release - positioning - re-grasping sequence, using both arms of the robot. This sequence of operations is shown
in the flow chart on the left of Fig. 4.2. This problem may be overcome
by modifying the needle driver with a slot specifically designed to keep the
needle perpendicular to the gripper [94, 136]. However, even in this case,
the needle position and orientation inside the gripper would not be under
the surgeon’s control. In some cases, also the reaching of instrument’s

Figure 4.1. Object rolling capability of the novel suturing tool inspired by
that of the human hand.
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Grasp the needle with
the first needle-grasper
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tip at the starting
point of the suture
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Re-grasp the needle
with the needle-grasper
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Orient the needle
correctly using the
new needle driver

Performs the
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Figure 4.2. Suturing sequence flow charts. Left: standard tool (ST); right:
modified tool (MT). The steps involving needle reorientation are highlighted
in gray.

joint limits might require releasing and re-grasping the needle in a different configuration with the second arm intervention. Starting from these
premises, we believe that an additional Degree of Freedom (DoF) can be
extremely useful to manipulate rigid objects with a circular cross section,
such as, needles for suturing. In this section, a new needle driver tool that
allows a more natural and intuitive manipulation of the surgical needle is
presented. Inspired by the human hand motion (see Fig. 4.1), our design
enables the possibility to reorient the suturing needle without interruptions, controlling the additional DoF of the tool in telemanipulation or in
autonomous mode. Hence, some surgical tasks, such as suturing, might
be executed using only one arm. The presented tool toghether with the
experimental results have been published in [43].
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Figure 4.3. Percentage of stitches requiring needle reorientation and average/variance of the time lost for reorienting the needle. Data provided by
the JIGSAWS dataset (-Dat) and real procedures (-InVivo) performed by
novice (Nov-), intermediate (Int-) and expert (Exp-) surgeons.

4.1.1

Clinical Motivations

Suturing is one of the most challenging tasks in minimally invasive
surgery and micro surgery [53, 35]; an error in suturing can produce significant tissue damage and is more likely to happen when the needle orientation is not completely under the surgeons control [136], especially in
absence of force feedback information [149, 40, 116]. Due to the structure
of standard needle drivers, the orientation of the needle during the suturing procedure is not completely controllable and multiple pairs of hand-off
movements are required, before the execution of each stitch [136].
An evaluation of the occurrence of this behavior can be found by inspecting replicated suturing procedures. To this end, we have considered
the suturing video data in the JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill Assessment Working Set (JIGSAWS) [7], captured using the da Vinci Research Kit [71]. The
database comprises 39 suturing tasks each composed of four stitches on a
bench-top model, performed by eight surgeons with different levels of skills.
In addition to this, we have also inspected a number of videos acquired
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during in vivo surgical procedures performed by expert surgeons. In the
considered videos, we counted the number of stitches that require needle
reorientation and measured the average and the variance of time lost in
this operation, for the three levels of surgical skills. The results in Fig. 4.3
show that the percentage of stitches requiring needle reorientation is rather
high, although it decreases when the surgeons’ skills increase. The same
trend can be observed for the average time lost. It is worth noting that in
the real scenarios, in which the needle needs to be dropped and re-grasped
to make knots or move organs, the number of stitches requiring reorientation is considerably higher than for the sutures performed on the phantom
model.

4.1.2

Preliminaries: Dexterity Evaluation with Joint Limits

In order to quantitatively evaluate the benefits introduced by our tool,
a dexterity analysis has been performed along suturing trajectories. A
suitable dexterity measure has been used to quantify the overall motion
capability of the robot with the new tool in comparison with the same
robot using a standard da Vinci tool. This measure can be computed
directly starting from the robot Jacobian matrix.
The influence of the joint limits on the robot’s dexterity can be taken
into account by weighting the entries of the Jacobian matrix according to a
joint limits performance criterion as in [155]. More in detail, a penalization
matrix L(q) ∈ Rr×n is introduced, where r and n are the task and the
joint space dimensions, respectively. This matrix is used to compute the
˜
elements of the augmented Jacobian J(q)
∈ Rr×n as
J˜i,j (q) = Li,j (q)Ji,j (q),

i = 1, . . . r,

i = 1, . . . n,

(4.1)

where Ji,j (q) is the (i, j) element of the robot Jacobian and Li,j (q) is
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defined as

1
Li,j (q) = p
.
1 + |∇hj (q)|

(4.2)

The scalar function h (q) : Rn → R in (4.2) is a differentiable function of
the joint vector q which tends to infinity as the joint variables approach
the corresponding joint limits. Taking inspiration from [19], we use the
following function
h (q) =

n
X
1
i=1

(qi,max − qi,min )2
.
4 (qi,max − qi ) (qi − qi,min )

(4.3)

The gradient ∇h (q) represents the direction of fastest increase of h (q)
and is useful to build the corresponding penalization index (4.2). The
i−th component of the gradient ∇hi (q) = ∂h (q)/∂qi can be computed as
∇hi (q) =

1 (qi,max − qi,min )2 (2qi − qi,max − qi,min )
.
4
(qi,max − qi )2 (qi − qi,min )2

(4.4)

At this point, according to [148], a weighted dexterity measure d can
be computed from the augmented Jacobian as:
√

rn
,
d= r h
−1 i
T
˜
˜
tr J J

(4.5)

where tr(·) denote the trace operator. This index provides similar information of the standard manipulability index, but allows comparing manipulators with the same task space dimension independently from the joint
space dimension. Moreover, it takes into account the distance from both
joint limits and singularities.
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4.1.3

Tool Working principle

In this section, the working principle of the new suturing tool is described.
Mechanics
A gripping mechanism capable of impressing tangential motions to a
circular cross section object is described following. The tendon driven
actuation mechanism of a standard da Vinci laparoscopic tool has been
modified by adding an additional pulley used to actuate the extra DoF
responsible for the rolling motion. This solution is fully compatible with
the instruments of the ultimate da Vinci robots, such as the da Vinci
Xi, which is equipped with an extra actuated DoF that can be used for
advanced tools.
The design of the tool has been carried out considering the following
constraints:
• the external radius of the tool must be smaller than the internal
radius of the trocar (8.5 mm) used by the da Vinci robotic system;
• the dimensions of the two fingers must be equal to those of the fingers
of the da Vinci standard needle driver tool whose efficiency has been
largely demonstrated in their long time of use.
• the rolling mechanism must be designed to be general to be used also
with fingers of different shape and dimensions.
Moreover, the maximization of the rolling motion that can be impressed
to the most used needles in laparoscopic procedures [6] has been taken in
to account.
In Figure 4.4 the four tool versions are reported to show the design
process. In detail, versions V1 and V2 represent two first working solutions
but not general in the sense that no differen shape fingers can be used. On
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V1

V2

V3

V4

Figure 4.4. Tool versions.

the other hand versions V3 and V4 are in line with the requirements but
the guide mechanism in V4 has been chosen due to the effectiveness and
reliability compared with the solution in V3. Figure 4.5 shows an exploded
view of the chosen tool (V4). The fingers 6A and 6B are actuated indirectly
by the pulleys 7A and 7B to allow the fingers rotation. The pulley 8 creates
the desired linear displacement along the fingers major direction. To this
end, the pulley 8 has been designed with two eccentric cylinders disposed
specularly with a phase displacement of 180◦ (8-1 in Fig. 4.5). These
cylinders rotate within two slots made on the fingers to produce a linear
motion. Two linear guides, represented by the parts 7A-1 and 6A-1 in Fig.
4.5, are used to constrain the linear motion between the fingers and the
pulleys 7A and 7B. Therefore, a rotation of the eccentric cam causes a shift
of the finger with respect to its rest position. Conversely, leaving the cam
in the rest position (see Fig. 4.6 on the center) the fingers remain aligned.
The actuation of the pulleys 7A, 7B and 8 is obtained by means of three
pairs of tendons (direct and antagonist) fixed to the respective pulleys.
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Figure 4.5. The new suturing tool: exploded view and cross section (in the
frame).

Tool Modelling
The displacement ∆x of the two fingers is mechanically related to the
central pulley rotation angle ∆ϑ (see Fig. 4.6). This displacement causes a
certain rotation ∆α of the cylindrical object depending on the object radius
and on its position between the fingers. Assuming no slippage between the
object and the fingers, the following equations hold
(

∆x = D sin(∆ϑ)
∆x = R ∆α

⇐⇒

∆α =

D sin(∆ϑ)
R

(4.6)
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where R is the object radius and D is the misalignment between the center
of the central pulley and the center of the eccentric (refer to Fig. 4.5).
γ

R
Δx

Δα
Δx

Δx
L
Δϑ

Δx

D
Δϑ

Figure 4.6. New suturing tool working principle. A rotation of the internal
pulley of an angle ∆ϑ causes the opposite translation of the two fingers (∆x)
and hence the rotation of the grasped object of an angle ∆α.

To maximize the rolling capability of the tool, the needle needs to be
grasped with its tangent parallel to the tool joint axis (the axis of the
pulley 8 in Fig. 4.5). If there is a misalignment the velocity impressed by
the instrument is not converted only into a rolling velocity but another
component is determined.
In Fig. 4.7 this behavior is shown more in detail: consider two planes
that translate in two opposite directions with velocities VT and VB and
a cylinder in contact with the two planes oriented with an angle β with
respect to the direction of motion. The velocity VB can be decomposed
into two components VBt , VBn , where
VBt = VB cos(β)

VBn = VB sin(β)

(4.7)

and the same equations can be written for the VT velocity. Then, (4.6)
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Figure 4.7. Rolling model representation.

must be rewritten taking into account that the rolling motion when β 6= 0
is reduced by cos(β)
∆α =

D sin(∆ϑ)
cos(β).
R

(4.8)

Therefore, if the angle β is not equal to zero, both the normal and tangential components of the velocities VB and VT are different from zero.
Notice that the normal velocities VBn and VTn are realizable only considering slippage in the direction of the object axis. Hence, if β 6= 0, during
the rolling motion a higher velocity is required to rotate the needle by the
same quantity, resulting in a more expensive operation. This means that,
if the needle is not gripped with its tangent orthogonal to the direction
of motion of the two fingers, the needle can be still rotated but a lower
angular displacement can be accomplished.
To comply with specifications of Sec. 4.1.3, a constraint on the misalignment D has been imposed. In particular, we choose D = 0.5 mm
while ∆ϑ is in the range [−π/2, π/2]. The rolling angle ranges for four
classes of needle, most used in laparoscopic surgery, with three different β
values can be computed using (4.8) are given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Maximum rolling angles for different needles

RB-1
SH-Plus
GL-222
UR-6

R [mm]
0.25
0.352
0.38
0.5

β=0
± 114◦
± 88◦
± 81◦
± 57.5◦

β = π/12
± 110.1◦
± 85◦
± 78.2◦
± 55.3◦

β = π/4
± 80.3◦
± 62◦
± 57◦
± 40.5◦

Finally, the aperture angle of the gripper γ is related to the object
radius and to the distance of the object from the gripper center of rotation
(R and L in Fig. 4.6) by the equation
R = L sin(γ)

4.1.4

⇐⇒

 
R
.
γ = arcsin
L

(4.9)

Evaluation Trough 3D Printed Prototype

Due to the difficulty of having a complete and fully functional metal
tool attached to a surgical robot, the evaluation of the mechanism has
been carried out through a plastic 2:1 scale prototype. The prototype was

Figure 4.8. 3D printed prototype of the new tool (scale 2:1): evaluation of
the working principle with a circular shape needle.
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realized using a 3D printed technology based on the polyjet process2 . This
technology allows achieving sufficiently high precision and accuracy.
Fig. 4.8 shows a sequence of the motion. The mechanism was manually
actuated by tendons and the executed rotation angle was measured using
a protractor. The experiments were performed on a needle with a circular
cross-section with diameter doubled with respect to the SH-Plus needle.
When the tendons were actuated to move the mechanism in the entire
range of motion, we measured an angle of about 80◦ . This value is close
to the predicted value of 88◦ for a SH-plus needle actuated using a nonscaled tool. Hence, despite the high friction of the employed material and
the errors introduced by a non perfect needle alignment, the experiments
showed a working behaviour of the prototype close to the expected one.

4.1.5

Evaluation Trough Simulated Case Studies

To measure the performance of the new needle driver we considered a
set of real suturing procedures executed on da Vinci Research Kit (DVRK)
with a standard tool (ST) and replicated them in a simulated environment
with our modified tool (MT). Two case studies have been considered: the
first is focusing on a single stitch trajectory execution; in the second, complete sutures procedures are considered, all with 5 stitches performed on
different phantoms.
The goal of the analysis is to prove that our MT can both improve the
surgeon precision and reduce the execution time by allowing in-hand needle
reorientation during real suturing procedures. Moreover, we show that our
tool is able to overcome the problem of reaching joint limits, within the
range of movement.
Given these good results obtained on the scale prototype, in our simulation we have assumed that the MT is able to rotate the needle as expected,
2

http://www.stratasys.com/3d-printers/designseries/objet24
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Table 4.2. DH parameters of the modified tool (MT)

link
1
2
3
4

joint
R
R
R
R

prev
−
1
2
3

succ
2
3
4
−

ai [m]
0
0.009
L
0

αi [rad]
π/2
−π/2
0
−π/2

di [m] θi [rad]
−
θ4
−
θ5 + π/2
−
θ6
−
θ7 − π/2

without slipping.
Simulation Environment
The simulation environment is composed by a simulated Patient Side
Manipulator (PSM) of the da Vinci Research Kit that can be equipped
with ST and MT. The simulator has been developed in V-REP and interfaced with the Master Tool Manipulator (MTM) of the da Vinci robot.
Simulated trajectories have been planned with MATLAB.
Two different tools moved by the first 3 PSM DoFs are used in the
case studies: the first is the ST whose kinematic model is that described
in [41]; the second is our MT whose kinematic is described by the DH
parameters in Table 4.2. In detail, the MT is a 4-DoFs kinematic chain
in which the first 3-DoFs are the three joints of the ST wrist. The fourth
DoF corresponds to a joint placed in the center of the circular section of
the needle at the grasping point and is used to model the rotation induced
by our mechanism. Notice that, in the experiments, we will assume that
the object is already grasped and then the opening/closing DoF is not
explicitly taken into account.
First Case Study: Single Stitch
Due to its kinematic structure, the PSM arm of the DVRK can easily reach configurations that are near to joint limits. When this happens,
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the real trajectory of the robot PSM may deviate from the trajectory
commanded by the surgeon through the master robot, because of the occurrence of joint saturations. The goal of this case study is that of showing
how our instrument could help to overcome this problem. To this end, an
experiment was carried out using the ST mounted on the PSM arm: a
needle trajectory along a circular path was commanded through the master robot, starting from a configuration close to a joint limit, so that joint
saturations occur. Then, the desired circular trajectory was extrapolated
using the part of the real trajectory not influenced by joint saturations.
This desired trajectory was used in simulation as reference for the model
of the PSM arm with the MT.

Figure 4.9. Snapshots sequence of a single stitch trajectory. Top: standard
tool (ST); Bottom: modified tool (MT).

Table 4.3. Robot joint limits (in meters or radians)

q1 [rad] q2 [rad] q3 [m] q4 [rad] q5 [rad] q6 [rad] q7 [rad]
Std. ±π/2 ±π/3 [0, 1] ±3/2π ±1.39 ±1.39
−
Mod. ±π/2 ±π/3 [0, 1] ±3/2π ±1.39 ±1.39 ±1.4
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pd
pes
pem
sp

z [m]

−0.02
−0.025
0.03
−0.03

0.04
0.05

−0.034
−0.028

0.06

x [m]

y [m]

Figure 4.10. Needle tip paths. pes is the path performed using the ST,
pd is the desired circular path and pem is the path simulated using the MT.
The point sp is the trajectory starting point.

The joint limits considered in the experiments are given in Table 4.3. A
standard inverse kinematics algorithm has been implemented to solve for
the da Vinci PSM joint values given the desired position and orientation
of the needle frame [141]. Fig. 4.9 contains some snapshots from the real
performed trajectory and the V-REP simulated environment.
The different behaviour of the two instruments can be better understood in Fig. 5.2 showing the needle tip path executed using the ST (pes )
and our MT (pem ), respectively. When the ST is used, due to the presence of the joint limits, the desired path cannot be successfully executed,
as shown in Fig. 5.2 (dot dashed blue line). It can be observed that only
in the first part of the commanded trajectory, before the joint limits occurrence, the path of the needle’s tip has a circular shape; when the joint
limits occur, the corresponding joint variables saturate and the actual path
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significantly deviates from the desired circular path. The desired circular
trajectory, extrapolated using the part of the real trajectory not influenced
by joint saturations, is depicted using dotted black line. This trajectory
was commanded in simulation to the PSM arm with our MT. Since now
the system is redundant, infinite solutions exist for the inverse kinematics problem and the redundancy could be used to efficiently avoid joint
limits. In our problem, we do not explicitly exploit the redundancy; instead, we just want to show that a feasible solution could be easily found
by a surgeon teleoperating the instrument. Therefore a simple solution
corresponding to the minimum norm velocity is computed by using the
Jacobian pseudo-inverse; despite this, the joint limits are not violated and
the desired path for the needle is respected as shown in Fig. 5.2 (red continuous line). Quantitative results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 4.11.
In particular, the figure shows the time histories of the joint variables q
using both the ST and the MT where the dashed lines represent the time
history of the seventh joint, active only in the MT, and the dot-and-dash
lines represent the time history of the sixth joint, which reaches its upper
limit in the ST. It is clear that, with our MT, the redundancy allows to
avoid the joint limits. This is quantitatively explained by considering the
weighted dexterity index, better described in Appendix, which allows evaluating the manipulator’s overall ability to move, by tacking into account
the distance from both joint limits and singularities. This index has been
chosen because it allows comparing the dexterity of manipulators with the
same task space dimension independently from the joint space dimension,
thus it constitutes a suitable measure of the introduced enhancements. As
it can be seen from Fig. 4.11, this measure remains greater than zero for
the whole trajectory execution only when the MT is used.
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q [rad]

ST joint variables
qs5
qs6
qs7

1
0
−1

q [rad]

5 · 10−20.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
MT joint variables
qm5
qm6
qm7

1
0

−1
5 · 10−20.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55
Dexterity index
0.2
0.1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

ds
dm

0.5

time [s]

Figure 4.11. Numerical results for the single stitch trajectory. Top: time
history of the joint variables for ST; Middle: time history of the joint variables for MT. Bottom: time history of the dexterity index with ST (ds ) and
MT (dm ).

Second Case Study: Complete Suturing Procedures
In the second case study, the set of suturing procedures reported in
Tab. 4.4 was recorded. The sutures have been executed by novice (N),
intermediate (I) and expert (E) surgeons, using three types of needles.
The procedures consist in 10 planar sutures with different wound angles,
executed on two different types of phantoms, and 3 circular anastomosis
on a vessel phantom. Each suture consists of 5 stitches. In the table, for
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each suture, it is also indicated if a joint limit was reached at least once.
The 13 suturing procedures have been monitored and, for each sequence of
Needle reorientations

4

5

5
4

4
3
2

2

4

44
3

3
22

2

3
22

3
22

4

3
22

3
22 2

22

33
22

2

2
1

reorientations [#]

tool helpful [#]

SU13

SU12

SU11

SU8

SU7

SU6

SU5

SU4

SU3

SU2

SU1

0

SU10

00
SU9

number (#)

6

tool successful [#]

Needle reorientation time
105
65

55

31
40.3

40.2
16.6

2.3
SU13

32
32

SU12

21.7 24.5 21.8 16.9

ST lost time [s]

50

47

SU11

12
SU4

SU1

0

SU3

22.6 15.5

54

SU8

37.7

SU5

50

46

SU10

42

SU9

62

SU7

67

SU6

65

SU2

time s

100

MT lost time [s]

Figure 4.12. Collected data in 13 sutures (SU1, . . . , SU13) of 5 stitches.
Top: Number of stitches requiring needle reorientation for each suture (gray
bar), number of reorientations for which the MT would have been helpful (red
bar), number of reorientations for which the MT would have been successful
(blue bar). Bottom: Total time lost for reorienting the needle with the ST
(red line) and with the MT (green line).

5 stitches, the following data have been evaluated and reported in Fig. 4.12
(Top):
• the number of stitches that required needle reorientation (gray bars);
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• the number of reorientations performed along the needle tangent, for
which the MT would have been helpful (red bars);
• the number of reorientations with rotation angles that were lower
than the maximum rolling angles for the used needle (considering
the values reported in Tab. 4.1), for which the MT would have been
successful (blue bars).
The overall performance is summarized in Table 4.5. It can be seen that
69% of the stitches required reorientation and that the MT would be helpful
in the 66% of the situations, allowing to complete the reorientation in the
55% of the cases.
To get a better understanding of the problems encountered during the
suture performance we asked the surgeons to explain the reasons of each reorientation. In the 37.1% of the cases we found that the needle was dropped
to move organs or to make knots and wasn’t in the optimal orientation; in
the 48.6% of the cases the needle was gripped in a bad orientation; finally,
in the 14.3% of the cases, the needle lost the correct orientation during the
stitch execution and needed to be reoriented.
Furthermore, for each suturing procedure, the total time lost in reorienting the needle was recorded. The results are reported in Fig. 4.12
(Bottom, red line). This time can be compared to the predicted reorientation time using the MT, reported in the same plot (green line). This latter
has been computed as follows:
• for the reorientations that can be performed with the MT (i.e., those
classified as successful and represented by the blue bars in Fig. 4.12),
the execution time have been estimated considering a velocity of
about 45deg/sec for the rolling degree of freedom of the tool;
• for all the other reorientations the same time measured during he
execution of the real stitch with a standard tool has been considered.
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Table 4.4. Suture procedures

SU1
SU2
SU3
SU4
SU5
SU6
SU7
SU8
SU9
SU10
SU11
SU12
SU13

expertise
novice
novice
novice
novice
novice
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
expert
expert
expert

type
planar vertical
planar 15◦
planar 20◦
planar 110◦
planar 20◦
planar vertical
planar vertical
planar vertical
planar vertical
planar vertical
circular vessel
circular vessel
circular vessel

needle
GL-222
GL-222
RB-1
RB-1
RB-1
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6
UR-6

joint limit
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

Table 4.5. Overall performance of the MT

#
%

stitches
65

reorient
45
reorient/stitches
69%

help
30
help/reorient
66%

success
25
success/reorient
55%

The results show that the MT allows a significant reduction of the time
spent for needle reorientation.
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4.2

The MUSHA Underactuated Hand for MIRS

In this section, we show our last results in developing a new humanlike laparoscopic robotic instrument aims to mimic the human hand. We
call this new instrument MUSHA hand (MH). Besides humanoid robots
and prosthetics applications, other areas such as the minimally invasive
laparoscopic surgery could benefit by the use of suitably designed hands
able to enter the patient’s body through the trocar and to replace the
hands of the surgeon by equaling dexterity and sensory ability at the same
time. Due to the presence of multiple degrees of freedom (DoFs), a synergistic approach inspired by the human hand functioning can be adopted
for design purposes. This kind of hand device will have a high number
of degrees of freedom in order to allow complex and human-like motions
but, at the same time, will be controlled with a lower number of signals,
hence by means of few motors. This feature could be very useful to enhance the traction and counter-traction relationship during the dissection
manoeuvre. Moreover, the grasp can be more efficient and less traumatic
on the bowel during a colorectal procedure. In the same way, according to
a multitasking concept, MH could be used as retractor of different organs
(bowel, solid organ muscles, glands like the adrenal gland). For example,
in a Hiatal Hernia Repair, MH could be useful as Hepatic Retractor, as well
as can serve as an instrument passing under the esophagus during the perioesophageal fundoplication [97]. Moreover, the surgical hand could more
than the actual forceps in the manoeuvre of rectal dissection from the
prostate during robotic anterior resection [151]. Furthermore, due to the
knowledge of the kinematic information, the hand can be used as a caliper,
obtaining precisely the dimensions of wall defect during an abdominal wall
reconstruction rather than to calculate the appropriate distance of bowel
section from a tumour. In addition, thanks to the proposed fingertip force
sensor, MH could be used for organ/tissues palpation to retrieve information about the organ consistency to discern, for example, between stools
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and polyps in the bowel. Finally, it is conceivable the association of MH to
bipolar energy or radiofrequency in order to gain an additional instrument
for haemostasis, that could be very useful during bloody procedures like
hepatic or partial kidney resections. Several works available in literature
are dedicated at improving the dexterity of surgical tools and to provide
forceps with force measurements. Most of them are devoted to surgical
manipulators design. In [61] a new robotic system named "Hyper Finger"
for minimally invasive surgery has been developed. The complete system
provides multiple fingers as separated manipulators that enter in the abdomen through different ports. Each finger has 9 DoFs and has a diameter
of 10 mm. In [18] a telesurgical system with millimeter-scale robotic manipulators is introduced. In [88] Seven different minimally invasive surgical
tasks from 30 surgeons are acquired to design a kinematic optimization of
a 7-DoFs cable-actuated spherical surgical robotic manipulator. In [153]
Starting from a survey conducted among surgeons regarding their opinions
on surgical training and surgical systems, a three-fingered surgical hand
with shape memory alloy (SMA) helix actuators has been realized with a
diameter of 18 mm and controlled using an exoskeleton as a master manipulator. In this way, the motion mapping from the surgeon’s hand is
simple and intuitive. In [89] a lO-DOF robotic metamorphic instrumental hand has been developed for MIS and controlled with a master glove.
The hand can be inserted into the patient abdomen cavity through a port
with a diameter of 24 mm. With respect to the cited surgical hands, the
MUSHA hand has an innovative design that allows a diameter of 15 mm.
The kinematics has 11 DoFs with an underactuated solution that maximize
dexterity and grasp stability and at the same time reduce the complexity
of the actuation system.

4.2.1

The MUSHA Prototype

In this section the design choices and the first prototype are shown.

4.2. The MUSHA Underactuated Hand for MIRS

Requirements and Design Choice
The design requirements have been identified in collaboration with the
surgeons and taking into account the constraints due to the da Vinci configuration for the tools.
• To comply with the task requirements the tools should have a high
number of degrees of freedom in order to allow complex and humanlike motions.
• The need of a unified instrument that would allow simultaneous tissue traction and manipulation and could act as a retractor to gently
manipulate organs, such as the bowel, has been considered.
• The instrument should provide the ability to perform both fine (needle and thread grasp) and power grasp (even for considerably large
anatomical parts).
• The capability to perform dexterous movements while in contact with
the tissue (e.g. torsion or rolling) would contribute to the diagnosis
phase.
• The presented hand has been designed to be an instrument of the
da Vinci robotic platform, hence, the robotic hand requires to pass
trough the trocar and has a restriction on the maximum number of
actuators.
According to the requirements we choose the hand dimension reported
in Fig. 4.15. In Fig. 4.14 are also reported the three versions of the
MUSHA hand to find in the version V3 the optimal solution. In this first
prototype the instrument diameter is of 15mm that is still not adequate for
the daVinci robot where the trocar is of 13mm. The phalanges length has
been chosen according to existing tools like the Storz retractor. In order
to switch among different hand configuration: power grasp, fine grasp,
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Figure 4.13. The hand configurations.

retractor (see Fig. 4.13), the mechanism is composed by two shafts, linked
at the base of the index and medial phalanges, free to rotate due to the
presence of a couple of bearings. The two joints axes are designed to form
20deg with respect to the central axis of the instrument. Two conical gears
are linked to each shaft to guarantees an opposite and coupled motion.
Moreover, another conical gears was linked to the instrument shaft with its
axis orthogonal to the instrument axis and was designed to perfectly engage
with the other two conical bearings. Finally, this last conical bearing was
actuated by a couple of tendon in antagonistic configuration. This solution
allows to rotate and at the same time turn away the medial and index
fingers tip in order to obtain the retractor configuration as reported in
Fig. 4.13(d).
Based on the requirements we develop a conceptual CAD design solution for the MUSHA hand. The tendon configuration reported in Fig.
4.15left was considered. More in detail, in each finger, the proximal fin-
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ger is actuated by a couple of tendons in an antagonistic configuration;
the medial finger rotation is obtained by a single tendon resorting to two
springs to obtain the antagonistic motion. Moreover, the medial and the
distal fingers are coupled using a couple of tendon linked to the distal finger pulley in an antagonistic way and crossed. The described mechanism
permits the rotation of the distal finger coupled with the rotation of the
medial finger and scaled of a value equal to the pulleys ratio, about 70%
to implementing the human inspired ratio between the medial and distal
phalanges.
Hence for each finger we have one actuation in antagonistic configuration composed by two tendons (green in fig. 4.15left) and a single tendon
to move the coupled medial and distal fingers (purple in Fig. 4.15left).
Additionally, two other tendons, in antagonistic configuration are used to
actuate the reconfiguration mechanism.

V1

V2

V3

Figure 4.14. MUSHA versions.

3D Printed in Scale Prototype
In Figs. 4.15 and 4.16 the protype in scale used for the first experiment is shown. More in detail, it is composed by a box containing the
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Figure 4.15. The hand prototype and the tendon configuration.

Figure 4.16. The hand with the motors box

motors, control and actuation electronic boards. The 2 : 1 scaled hand
has been printed in plastic using the polyjet process3 . For the actuation 4
servomotor Tower Pro MG995 are chosen considering the torque (1.1)Nm
that they are able to produce. We found that a torque of 1Nm on all
joints is enough to move the hand and to guarantees a maximum force
on each distal phalanges of about 5N in the worst case. The motors are
controlled using Arduino DUE micro-controller. A Matlab software has
3

http://www.stratasys.com/3d-printers/design-series/objet24
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been developed to implement all the algorithms described in Sect. 4.2.2.

4.2.2

Analysis of Different Kinematic Solutions

For guaranteeing human-inspired manipulation capabilities the robotic
hand should have a number of DoFs comparable to that of the human
hand. However, neuroscientific studies have demonstrated that, in the human hand, joint angles do not vary independently: for a given task, the
hand posture is regulated by few postural synergies [129]. Principal components analysis showed that the first two components account for > 80%
of the variance for grasping tasks. This permits to substantially reduce the
complexity of the grasp synthesis and control. In our work, taking inspiration from this paradigm, we choose to develop a three fingered 11-DoFs
mechanism actuated by four motors. This choice allows to keep human
like dexterity in the mechanism while complying with the restrictions introduced by underactuation, like in the da Vinci Research Kit instrument
interface. In this section we analyze three possible solutions involving
different joint couplings (in the following we refer to this as mechanical
synergies).
Underactuation can be mathematically described by the mechanical
synergies matrix S that relates motor velocities vector ż = [ż1 , ż2 , . . . , żnz ]


and joint velocities vector q̇ = q̇1 , q̇2 , . . . , q̇nq usually in a linear fashion:
q̇ = S ż, with nz and nq being the number of actuators and the number of
joints, respectively. In the following we consider the vector q composed of
joint variables of the thumb, index and middle ordered from metacarpal to
distal joints. That being said, in order to establish which mechanical constraints in motion transmission system gives the overall best performance
for all the given task requirements we analysed and compared different
solutions. Three S matrices are shown below that realize different joint
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couplings:


a

0

S1 = 
0

0
0

0
0
a
0
0

0
0
0
0
a


b

0

b


0
b



a

0

S2 = 
0

0
0

0
0
a
0
a

b
0
0
0
0


0

0

b


0
b


1.0
0


0
S3 = 
0


0
0

0
a
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
a
0
a


0
b


0

b


0

(4.10)

b

where, a = [1.00, −0.30, −0.21]T , b = [0, 1.00, 0.70]T and 0 = [0, 0, 0]T .
As it can be noticed S1 matrix implements a solution in which all the
metacarpal joints are uncoupled while all the other DoFs are coupled with
human-like joint proportions [111]. Conversely, the S2 matrix represents
a solution in which the thumb joints are completely uncoupled from other
fingers. The S3 matrix is similar to S1 but with the metacarpal joints
of index and middle fingers coupled. Thus, there is one unused motor,
therefore the matrix presents an additional row corresponding to a q0 DoF
that accounts for the presence of a wrist mechanism located at the base of
the hand.
The mathematical model of the hand-object system constrained in a
grasp configuration helps analysing the capabilities embodied in the mechanism. Following the approach in [122], we seek to analyse the controllable
internal forces, rigid-body object motion and potential hand redundant
motions. It is possible to show that the following relations between object
displacements ∆u, contact forces ∆λ and synergies actuation ∆z hold

and

−1

GKJS∆z = V ∆z

(4.11)



∆λ = I − G†K G KJS∆z = P ∆z

(4.12)

∆u = GKGT

where G is the grasp matrix, G†K is the weighted right pseudoinverse of G,
K is the symmetric and positive definite matrix of the equivalent stiffness
at the contact, J is the block diagonal Jacobian matrix, S the mechanical
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synergies matrix. For more details on the derivation of grasp and Jacobian
matrices the reader can refer to [123]. For simplicity, the expressions of
matrices P, V, and K summarized here are those obtained by neglecting the
so-called geometric effects, arising from the linearization, and depending
on J matrix variability with respect to hand and object configuration. The
set of controllable active internal forces ∆λ can be, thus, expressed as
(4.13)

∆λ = Es α
where
R (Es ) = R





I − G†K G KJSY

(4.14)

and α ∈ Re is a vector parameterizing the solution. An optimal choice
α̂ can be derived by means of suitable cost functions and optimization
routines.
Complementary, the set of rigid-body motions that do not involve deformations in the contact points and that are controllable activating synergies can be derived imposing ∆λ = 0 in the object equilibrium equation [122], w + Gλ = 0, where w is the load on the object. The rigid-body
motion can be thus obtained computing N ([JS − GT ]).
We can then define a matrix Γ, whose columns form a basis of such subspace. Under the hypothesis that the object motion is not indeterminate
neither redundant, Γ can be expressed as
"

Γzcs
Γ = N [JS − G ] =
Γucs

#

T

(4.15)

where the image space of Γzcs and Γucs consist of coordinated rigid-body
motions of the hand and the object position and orientation, respectively.
It is easy to show that
R (Γucs ) ⊆ R



GKGT

−1


GKJSY ,

(4.16)
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Figure 4.17. Principal direction of motion are represented on the left
images along the two grasp paths, on the top the path along z and on the
bottom the path in the y − z plain. SGV cost variations along the paths are
represented.

i.e. rigid body motions of the objects are a subset of all synergy-controlled
object motion that also contains also motions due to elastic deformation.

Kinematic Evaluation
In this section, we present a comparison that aims at evaluating the
hand grasping and manipulation capabilities, in terms of optimized forces
and allowed movements of the three different solutions. First we evaluate
the force-closure cost function [47]), computed using Syngrasp toolbox [92],
for a given set of object poses along trajectories planned in the reachable
workspace of the three kinematics solutions. It is worth to recall that the
minimum of the cost represent the best grasp feasible with the given set
of synergies. Two trajectories of object poses have been considered: one
along z direction, and one along a circumference arc in the y − z plane
(see Fig.4.17, where in the left image the reference frame is represented).
The path along z starts at zi = 30 mm and ends at zf = 40 mm measured
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[mm]-[rad]

in the palm reference frame, while the path in the y − z plain is an arc
of radius r= 45 mm and θi = 77◦ , θf = 108◦ The results are shown in
Fig. 4.17. The force closure cost function has been computed assuming
a friction coefficient µ = 0.5, a minimum value of the normal force λmin
= 0.1 N and a maximum value λmax = 5 N, and an external load on the
object w = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]. The S1 kinematic solution has smaller costs
with respect to the other solutions in both the planned paths. Figure 4.17
also contains an example of the principal direction of motion of the object
in Cartesian space calculated according to Eq. (4.16) for the S1 (top)
and S2 (bottom) hands. We have found that the column space of Γ in
Eq. (4.16) has dim=1 for the hand having S1 couplings and dim=2 for
the hand having S2 and S3 couplings. This means that the hand S1 can
realize one object movement along z axis, S2 can move the object in the
plane y − z, while S3 in the plane x − z due to the presence of the wrist.
This means that S2 and S3 presents better manipulability with respect to
the solution S1 .
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Figure 4.18. Object errors in the Cartesian space for S1 and S2 and S3 in a
vertical motion (along z) is represented. The top pictures are taken from real
experiments performed on the prototype implementing S1 coupling matrix.

Anyway, these presented here are theoretical results that are valid when
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Figure 4.19. Object errors in the Cartesian space for S1 and S2 and S3
in a horizontal motion (along y) is represented. The top pictures are taken
from real experiments performed on the prototype implementing S1 coupling
matrix.
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Figure 4.20. Object errors in the Cartesian space for S1 and S2 and S3
in a rotational motion (in the y − z plane) is represented. The top pictures
are taken from real experiments performed on the prototype implementing
S1 coupling matrix.

the contact force do not vary. However, some trajectories of the object
in Cartesian space can still be accomplished if we remove this hypothe-
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sis. Thus, we performed a second set of experiments for evaluating the
Cartesian space error introduced by the kinematic couplings along a given
desired trajectory of the object. Three trajectories have been considered:
pure translation along z axis, pure translation along y axis and pure rotation around x axis centered in the object. This have been chosen by
looking at the potential tasks to be performed by the hand. Figure 5.2
contains the error with respect to the desired trajectory. The error given
by the approximation in the inverse kinematic due to the underactuation.
In these experiments we suppose that the motion implying rolling is small
enough so as the contact points do not change over time in the object reference frame. The rotation error has been calculated as the angle, around
x axis, between the plane containing the fingertips and a fixed horizontal
plane. The z trajectory starts at zi = 40 mm and ends at zf = 20 mm,
The y trajectory starts at yi = -5 mm and ends at yf = 20 mm measured
in the palm reference frame, while the rotation os of θ = -25◦ evaluated
in the object reference frame. The graphs show that only the z trajectory
is performed with a small tracking error since the desired path is planned
in the hand workspace, therefore the inverse kinematics, obtained using
the transpose Jacobian, provide a solution with a small error. Overall we
can say that the rotational trajectory is better tracked by S1 at the cost
of higher errors on the other two axis. S2 has the overall minimum error
norm. The y trajectory is better performed by S2 , while the z trajectory is
better tracked by S3 . As a final report we can say that S1 solution is better to stably grasp objects while S2 presents better performance in moving
the objects, but still presents SGV costs comparable with the S1 solution.
According to these preliminary results the solution S2 is preferable.
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4.2.3

Comparison with a standard laparoscopic instrument
in a simulated environment

In this section, we present a comparison that aims at evaluating MH
potential with respect to classical tools in selected tasks performed during
adrenalectomy and colectomy procedures. The simulated tasks are organs
mobilization, grasping, and measurements of critical dimensions of affected
organs. Since the MH is still a prototype, not ready to be used in surgical
environments, the evaluation of the concept is obtained by moving our tool
in a simulated environment qualitatively replicating the standard laparoscopic tool task execution in a real environment. Figure 4.21 presents the
simulation environment. The dVRK and MH simulator is realized using
V-REP [42]. The choice is motivated by the versatility and simplicity of
this software for multi-robot applications. In our experimental setup, we

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.21. Simulation environment of the MH mounted on the daVinci
robot.

use bullet physics engine to simulate the interaction between the MUSHA
hand and a soft organ. The soft organ is simulated using a soft triangular
mesh shape with elastic properties [35]. The organ has been anchored to
the rigid scene in different points to simulate the interaction between the
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organ and the abdominal surfaces. The MUSHA hand has been realized
using three spheres for each finger in order to simulate the hand phalanges.
We have linked the bullet simulated scene to our VREP simulator through
remote API functions to have at each time step the position of each hand
phalanges w.r.t. the robot Remote Center of Motion (RCM).
In Fig. 4.22, MH is used in retractor configuration to lift and mobilize organs to facilitate surgical intervention. This can be the case of the
adrenal gland during adrenalectomy procedure. The advantage of MH is to
provide an extended contact area, force distribution and thus more gentle
and effective manoeuvres.

Figure 4.22. Retractor simulation. Top: real surgical procedure, Bottom:
simulated environment.

In Fig. 4.23, MH is used as grasper to grab organs or tissues. The presence of articulations and of three fingers endowed with force sensors allows
grasping with increased flexibility with respect to different organ/tissues
dimensions and locations, and with increased stability while reducing the
stress and damages of the affected organs.
Figure 4.24 shows the potential of MH has caliper by exploiting its
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Figure 4.23. Grasp simulation. Top: real surgical procedure, Bottom:
simulated environment.

kinematics. What represents an added value is that all these skills can
be incorporated into one instrument: the MUSHA Hand. Changes of
instruments during the intervention leads to time loss, distraction and
stress for the surgeon and greater risk of infection for the patient.
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Figure 4.24. Caliper simulation. The hand direct kinematics can be used
to estimate organs or tissues critical dimensions.

4.3

Conclusions

In this chapter, two new surgical instruments enabling advanced inhand capabilities have been proposed. In detail, we show:
• A new design concept for a laparoscopic needle driver with in-hand
rolling capabilities. The new patent-pending mechanism allows rotating the surgical needle in-hand to find its optimal orientation.
This approach promise to reduce the tedious hand-off movements
required during surgical suturing procedures.
• A new miniaturised and under-actuated 3 fingered hand for laparoscopy.
Our design aims to radically change the standard laparoscopic surgery
philosophy by finding a perfect trade-off between the standard instruments and hand-assisted surgical techniques.
In both the cases we propose experiments with real 3D printed prototypes, in simulation and user studies to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed design. The goal of this research activity was the development of
high dexterous instruments with the aim to improve the surgical procedure
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already possible in MIRS and also to enable the execution of other procedures which can not be performed yet. Therefore, we prove that our smart
suturing instrument can improve the suturing procedure by reducing time
spent and risks due to the occurrence of joints limits. On the other hand,
the MUSHA hand represent a new device enabling new possibilities and
also a better control of the surgical environment. Moreover, with respect to
existing devices, the provided underactuation and the mechanism miniaturization allows a better and simpler integration in the surgical robotic
systems. Finally, the new presented reconfiguration mechanism enables
the use of the MUSHA hand in different modalities and scenarios and represent the first step for the development of multi-purpose instruments for
MIRS.

Chapter

5

Physical-Mental Workload
Reduction Through Shared
Control Strategies
As discussed in Chapter 1.4, a better comfort for the surgeon can be
also translated in a reduction of the physical and mental workload. This
can be obtained by using new devices or sensor to give better environment’s awareness and better control (See. Sec 3 and 4) but can be also
obtained by reducing the number of DoFs directly under the surgeon control. This means providing the robot with more autonomy to reduce de
surgeon fatigue and stress in some surgical tasks. For instance, repetitive
and tiring task that usually increases the operation time, costs and complications risks, e.g. suturing or dissection, can benefit in the introduction
of more degree of robot autonomy.
In [162] the future trends in assistive and autonomous robotic surgery
are discussed, identifying six level of autonomy for medical robotics:
• level 0 : no autonomy
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Figure 5.1. Six levels of autonomy in surgical robotics. Curtsey of [162].

• level 1 : robot assistance
• level 2 : task autonomy
• level 3 : conditional autonomy
• level 4 : high autonomy
• level 5 : full automation
The current paradigm of robot-assisted surgeries (RASs) depends entirely
on an individual surgeon’s manual capability. In this sense, we can suppose
the standard telemanipulated systems can be identified between level 0 and
level 1 because of some small assistance such as scaling and tremor filtering. On the other hand, autonomous/assisted robotic surgery promises
enhanced efficacy, safety, and improved access to optimized surgical techniques. In [98] a review of the state of the art regarding the autonomous
systems and algorithm for MIRS is presented. Many works can be found
that use surgical laparoscopic robotic systems, such as da Vinci research
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kit or the Reven robot. Furthermore in [101] a Learning by observation
approach was used to define a Finite State Machine (FSM) that model
some surgical sub-task. In [81] a vision-guided robotic system based on
a Kuka lightweight robot equipped with a laparoscopic actuated tool is
used to implement autonomous suturing task. More in detail, in this case,
some markers, and in particular Near-infrared Fluorescent (NIRF) markers are used to define the suturing points on the tissues. Recent works
are based on the shared-supervised-assisted control in which the robot can
perform some task autonomously with the supervision of the surgeon in
using telemanipulation and vice-versa. In [139] a teleoperated architecture
for MIRS is proposed. In detail, a supervised agent is developed in order to
autonomously perform or assist the surgeon with surgical sub-tasks. Furthermore, in [65] an automated surgical assistant is presented in particular
focusing on the problem of the tissue retraction (an outer covering of tissue that is pulled away to expose an area of interest) using a FEM model
of the tissues. In [106] a framework for the multilateral shared control is
presented focusing on five possible type of collaboration model.
Special attention is reserved in the literature on the introduction of
some degree of autonomy in the suturing procedure. Suturing is one of
the most challenging problems in MIRS because of the hight dexterity
and mental attention required by the surgeon. In addition to the reference mentioned above, some other works regarding the autonomous and
semi-autonomous suturing in MIRS are reported. In [102] the problem
of the stitching task in laparoscopic surgery using a circular needle and a
conventional 4 DOFs needle-holder is addressed. In particular, the paper
provides a good view on the suturing problem in the robotic point of view
and focuses on the principal steps needed to perform this task. In the
following works assisted suturing procedure ware performed using Virtual
fixtures in order to constrain the surgeon motion along a specific path.
In [67, 23] virtual fixtures are used to perform a collaborative suturing
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procedure. The surgeon is guided through a specific path using the haptic interface to follow a specific trajectory for the needle and for the knot
tying. Some other works in literature are on the completely autonomous
suturing task execution, e.g. in [62] a single camera is used in combination
with an elliptical pose measurement algorithm to find the needle, while
simple markers are used to find the suturing points. A framework to optimize the needle trajectory for a multilateral suturing procedure using
convex programming is presented in [136] using Da Vinci research kit system. The problem of the force interaction modelling between the needle
and the tissues during suturing are investigated in [63] in order to obtain
an autonomous path planner [64] for suturing that attempts to minimize
the interaction forces between the tissue and the needle. Finally, in [137] a
demonstration of in vivo supervised autonomous soft tissue surgery in an
open surgical setting is evaluated using near-infrared fluorescent (NIRF)
imaging system. An autonomous suturing algorithm is developed inspired
by the best human surgical practices: a computer program generates a
plan to complete complex surgical tasks on deformable soft tissue, such as
suturing and intestinal anastomosis are developed.
In this Chapter, we aim to discuss about some methods and control
strategies to help the surgeon in reducing his/her mental and physical
workload. The described strategies can be identified in the first three
level of autonomy (no autonomy, robot assistance, task autonomy). Two
different case studies will be evaluated: assisted dissection and assisted
suturing. The problem will be analysed from different points of view. We’ll
start discussing some results to give a better contextual knowledge of the
environment to the robot during the suturing procedure in Sec. 5.2. In
Sec. 5.3 we’ll evaluate a surgeon-in-the-loop approach for surgical suturing.
Finally, in Sec. 5.4 we will investigate a virtual fixtures adaptation method
for dissection which will also be an opportunity to talk about robot stability
(see Sec. 5.1.2).
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5.1

Preliminaries: Master Robot Compliance

A common practice in robotic teleoperation is to have an admittance
/impedance controlled master robot and a position/velocity controlled
slave robot. This allows a precise motion of the slave robot and a full
control on the master to implement advanced control strategies for HRI.
However, changing the dynamic parameters to adapt the robot behaviour
to the user or environment change can cause instability problem. In this
section we discuss about master robot impedance control and about problems may occur such as external force estimation and the passivization to
preserve the system stability.

5.1.1

Master Impedance Control

Considering a n degree-of-freedom (DoF) manipulator and defining a
task space vector x ∈ Rr , with r ≤ n, the following impedance dynamics
can be achieved through control
¨ + D x̃
˙ = f h + f vf (·) ,
M x̃

(5.1)

where x̃ = xd − x, with xd being the desired value for the robot task
space variable, M ∈ Rr×r and D ∈ Rr×r are inertia and damping matrices
respectively, usually designed to be fixed, diagonal and positive definite,
f h ∈ Rr is the vector of the external forces applied by an interacting user
and f vf (·) is the additional force due to the possible presence of VFs.
The above dynamics can be obtained by setting the torque control input
τ ∈ Rn of the master robot as (see [141] for more details)
τ = B (q) v + N (q, q̇) + J T (q) f h

(5.2)

−1
˙ − M J̇ A (q, q̇) q̇ − f h,A ),
v = J −1
(M ẍd + D x̃
A (q) M

(5.3)
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where B (q) ∈ Rn×n is the joint space inertia matrix, J (q), J A (q) ∈ Rr×n
are the geometric and the analytical Jacobians, respectively, and
N (q, q̇) = C(q, q̇)q̇ + g (q) + h(q, q̇)

(5.4)


accounts for Coriolis and centrifugal contributions C(q, q̇)q̇ , gravity


g (q) , friction and other disturbance torques h(q, q̇) . Notice that the
term f h,A differs from f h by a mapping, depending on the orientation
representation.

Master External force estimation
Equation (5.2) requires the measurement of the external forces f h .
When they are not directly measurable, force estimation could be performed by resorting to a nonlinear dynamic observer presented in Sec. 3.1
(Eq. 3.1, 3.2, 3.4) using the MTM dynamic model discussed in Sec. 2.

5.1.2

Master Robot Passivity

We now proceed analysing the system passivity of a robot when subject to stiffness variations. This aspect is very important when assistive
controllers are applied to the robot because the modulation of the assistance, e.g. virtual fixtures, is usually obtained by a modulation of the
system stiffness (see Sec.5.4). The results presented in this section have
been discussed in [135].
The following definition of passivity is used
Definition 1 A system with state space model ẋ = f (x, u) ∈ Rq , with
initial state x (0) = x0 ∈ Rq , input vector u ∈ Rl and output y = h (x, u)
is said to be passive if there exists a positive semidefinite function S : Rq →
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R+ , called storage function, such that
Z
S (x (T )) − S (x0 ) ≤

t

y T (t) u (t) dt

(5.5)

0

for all input signals u : [0, T ] → Rl , initial states x0 ∈ Rq and T >
0. Thus, proving passivity is equivalent to finding an appropriate storage
function S (x) such that
Ṡ ≤ y T u

∀(x, u).

(5.6)

It can be easily noted that the model in (5.39) is not guaranteed to
˙ if we consider as storage
be passive w.r.t. the input-output pair (f h ,x̃)
function the system energy
˙ T M x̃
˙ + 1 x̃T K vf x̃,
˙ = 1 x̃
H(x̃, x̃)
2
2

(5.7)

where M , and K vf have been defined in Sect. 5.3. Indeed, the time derivative of (5.7) (assuming that M remains constant over time) can be written
˙
as follows (omitting arguments of H(x̃, x̃))
˙ T M x̃
¨ + x̃T K vf x̃
˙ + 1 x̃T K̇ vf x̃,
Ḣ = x̃
2

(5.8)

which, evaluated along the system trajectories, becomes
˙ T f h − x̃
˙ T D̂ x̃
˙ + 1 x̃T K̇ vf x̃.
Ḣ = x̃
2

(5.9)

Since K̇ vf can have both positive and negative eigenvalues, a sufficient, yet
conservative, condition to satisfy (5.6) is to have a negative semidefinite
K̇ vf in (5.9).
A possible solution to this problem is to design a passivity preserving
controller that tracks the desired stiffness profile while limiting its change
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when condition (5.6) is violated. To this end, we exploit the concept of
energy tanks, introduced in [132], which aims at recovering the dissipated
energy of the system to a less conservative impedance variation without
violating the overall passivity of the system. The master side manipulator
is endowed with an energy storing element having the following storage
function
T (z) =

1 2
z ,
2

(5.10)

whose dynamics is described by the following equation
ż =

ϕ˙T ˙
γ1 T
x̃ D̂ x̃ −
x̃ K̇ vf x̃,
z
z2

(5.11)

with z ∈ R being the state of the tank and ϕ, γ ∈ {0, 1} are parameters
used to guarantee the upper bound limitation T̄ for the energy stored in
the tank [79]. We note that (5.11) is singular for z = 0, thus a lower
threshold ε for the tank energy must be set.
Thus, the extended dynamics can be rewritten as follows

¨ + D̂ x̃
˙ + K vf x̃ = f h

M x̃





K̇ vf = α Λk (K vf,d − K vf ) + K̇ vf,d



ż = ϕ x̃
˙ T D̂ x̃
˙ − γ 1 x̃T K̇ vf x̃,
z
z2

(5.12)

where Λk ∈ Rr×r is a diagonal and positive definite matrix containing
the stiffness tracking control parameter and α ∈ {0, 1} is a variable used
to activate/deactivate the stiffness variation in case of passivity violation.
The master system, endowed with the energy tank, has the following energy
function
1
1
1˙T ˙
H = H + T = x̃
M x̃ + x̃T K vf x̃ + z 2 ,
(5.13)
2
2
2
whose time derivative is given by
˙ T M x̃
¨ + x̃T K vf x̃
˙ + 1 x̃T K̇ vf x̃ + z ż
Ḣ = Ḣ + Ṫ = x̃
2

(5.14)
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which, evaluated along the system trajectories, becomes
˙ T f h − (1 − ϕ) x̃
˙ T D̂ x̃
˙ + (1 − γ) 1 x̃T K̇ vf x̃.
Ḣ = x̃
2

(5.15)

By defining the following control laws for α, ϕ and γ

0 if T ≤ ε & K̇ > 0
vf
α=
1 otherwise

1 if T ≤ T̄
ϕ=
0 otherwise


ϕ if K̇ < 0
vf
γ=
1 otherwise
(5.16)

˙
the system in (5.12) is passive with respect to the input-output pair (f h ,x̃)
with storage function (5.7). Indeed, it can be easily verified that (5.15)
always satisfies condition (5.6).
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5.2

Robot Contextual Knowledge of the Environment

Focusing on the suturing procedure in this section we discuss about
some methods to provide the robot with a better contextual knowledge of
the environment. This is of cumbersome importance to provide the robot
with more autonomy.

5.2.1

Force-based task classification

The development of surgical tasks and skills level classification methods
and its combination with adaptive assistance strategies is a very promising
approach in robotic surgery. In order to employ adaptive and time-varying
shared control methods, such as virtual fixtures (see Sec. 5.4), task classification constitutes an essential step. It allows to assess surgeon skills
and intentions in both training and real interventions. In this section we
discuss about the basis to develop a reliable method for the automatic
classification of surgical tasks. This procedure is often challenging if it relies only on kinematic information. Vision sensors might be employed but
they usually require fine parameters tuning and a huge programming effort. Hence, we propose to adopt the interaction force measurement in the
learning process. In the past, similar approaches have been investigated:
Zappella et al. have proposed several methods for automatic surgical gesture classification using video and kinematic data [166]; Pierre et al. have
developed a human collaborative framework for bimanual surgical tasks
based on learned model where they combine active constraints and learning from demonstration [12]; in the work of Despinoy et al. the operating
gesture workflow has been taken into account, in order to provide more intuitive training as well as more accurate solutions for procedural knowledge
assessment [29]; in the work of Perez-Del-Pulgar et al. the authors address
the problem of learning from demonstration trajectories that depend on
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contact forces instead of depending solely on time [114]. In detail, we use
force and kinematic data to train a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in
order to cluster subtasks during a robotic surgical reconstructive procedure.
Our experimental setup is composed by the da Vinci Research Kit commanded in teleoperation mode via open controllers1 . The user teleoperates
the Patient Side Manipulators (PSMs) using the Master Tool Manipulators
(MTMs) by observing the scene through the endoscopic stereo camera. T
During our experiments the PSMs Cartesian state (positions and velocities) and the measured forces, obtained using the results presented in Sec.
3.2, are collected at a sampling rate of 200 Hz. In addition, an external
Kinect2 RGB camera is used to collect videos of the training and test procedures which are lately exploited to verify the accuracy of our method.
ROS is employed to collect all the data in a synchronized way. During
the demonstration phase we obtain a sequence of n elements of sensory
information x̂n = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). At each time step we encode a tuple
xi = (pi , vi , fi ) with pi being the Cartesian position of the manipulator, vi
its velocity and fi the force exerted at the tool tip. These data are classified in an unsupervised way using GMM and Expectation-Maximization
(EM) approach (see Fig. 5.2). A GMM is parametrized by two types of
values: the mixture component weights and the component means and
variances/covariances. For a multivariate GMM with K components, the
k th component has a mean µk and covariance matrix Σk . Given a tuple x
the probability that this belongs to an encoded GMM is:

P (x) =

K
X

φk N (x | µk , Σk )

(5.17)

k=1

where N denotes the classical multivariate normal distribution and the
1

https://github.com/jhu-dvrk
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Figure 5.2. Example of task classification during a robotic surgical reconstructive procedure. The graph on the left depicts the Patient Side Manipulator tool tip Cartesian trajectory segmented using our approach. The
pictures on the right represent some relevant suturing states.

sum of φk is unitary:


(x
−
µ
)
exp − 12 (x − µk )T Σ−1
k
k
q
N (x|µk , Σk ) =
(2π)K | Σk |
K
X

φk = 1

(5.18)

(5.19)

k=1

The log-likelihood function of a GMM can be written as follows:
L (x̂n ) =

n
X

log (P (xi ))

(5.20)

i=1

The learning objective is to find a set of GMM parameters that maximizes
Eq. (5.20). To this end, the EM algorithm iteratively maximizes the likeli-
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hood of a statistical model given the training sequence x̂n and a predefined
number of Gaussians. We have chosen this value to be K=4 in order to
identify four states of a surgical reconstructive procedure. This value has
been established in a heuristic way by observing several surgical reconstructive interventions performed by expert surgeons. We have used 30
suturing procedures as training set and evaluated the unsupervised classification procedure using 2 sequences. Both the training and the test data
have been offline processed using the Statistical and Machine Learning
Toolbox in MATLAB.
Finally, in order to validate our clustering procedure we trained the
GMM and performed the evaluation using test set data. Demonstration
and test phases consisted of suturing procedures conducted on a sponge
phantom intended to act as dummy tissue. The result of a classification
test is shown in Fig. 5.3. Here, only the time history of the measured force
norm is reported, since it represents the most significant quantity for this
evaluation. For the sake of clarity, only PSM1 data and states are shown
but same results hold for PSM2. The four states we aimed at identifying
were: idle, interaction, free motion and thread traction. To give an insightful explanation of the graph, the teleoperated robot is, at the beginning,
in the idle configuration, then starts to move to perform its first action,
i.e. needle grasping. The interaction state identified between 75 and 80 s
is due to the contact occurred with the tissue while grasping the needle.
Then, the operator moves and the next contact is detected while the needle
is passing the phantom between 82 and 92 s. Successively, a new idle state
is identified while the needle is regrasped by the PSM2. A free motion
state is identified during the process of thread scrolling performed in alternation with the PSM2. Finally, the thread traction state concludes the
suturing procedure. Our method allows to classify the correct sequence of
states with 88.32% of accuracy during the fully automated gesture recognition process. This result has been calculated by comparing the obtained
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Figure 5.3. Force norm variation during a reconstructive procedure used
as test set. Different states are classified and shown using different colors.

results to manually annotated data. The annotation phase have exploited
the above mentioned recorded videos.

5.2.2

Needle Tracking

The circular shape of the suturing needle encouraged the development
of a family of model-based approaches for detection and tracking. Authors
in [20] present a RANSAC-based method for needle detection, where 3D
needle pose reconstruction is achieved with the use of a stereo camera.
However, the method does not run in real time and cannot be used for
tracking. In [170], the 3D needle pose is adaptively reconstructed by relying on the observations of needle tip and junction, but tracking is not
faced. Finally, [160] presents a method for a colored-needle tracking that
involves a partial needle pose reconstruction and the use of markers. However, none of these works takes advantage of the kinematics information
available from the robot, that are typically high-frequency and can ease
the needle detection and tracking problem. In this section we focus on
an approach to needle detection and tracking based on Kalman filtering
to combine visual information from a monocular camera with the robot
kinematics. Beside providing a fast and reliable needle pose estimation,
the proposed method is robust with respect to scene variations as in case
of partially needle occlusion or of needle re-grasping operation, as well as
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external disturbances perturbing the needle pose. In addition, the covariance matrices can be adapted taking into account the particular task that
is being performed.
Extended Kalman Filter
In our approach we propose the use of an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) [150] for the estimation of the needle pose Fn in Fig. 5.4a, expressed
in the base frame Fb with origin at the Remote Center of Motion (RCM)
of the manipulator holding the needle.
In particular, the filter provides an estimate of the needle pose ζ =
[pn , q n ]T , being pn the true needle position, represented by the coordinates
of the circle supporting the needle shape, and q n its quaternion-based true
orientation in Fb . The prediction step provides a preliminary estimation
of the needle pose through the linear and angular velocities of the gripper
provided by the manipulator kinematics. Then, a vision-based 3D pose
reconstruction is used in the filter correction step.
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xb

yn
Fn zn

yb

Fb

xn

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.4. (5.4a): Frames of interest in our discussion. (5.4b)-(5.4c)(5.4d): Prediction failure scenario compared with the vision-based corrected
estimation. (5.4e): Detection failure scenario compared with the estimation.
The white circle represents the image area in which the needle is assumed
to be found, based on its radius and the depth of the gripper with respect
to the camera.

Determined from robot kinematics the linear and angular velocities [v g , ω g ]T
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of the gripper in Fb , we consider the following continuous-time process dynamics for the state vector ζ
ṗn = v g + bω g× cr gn + wp
q̇ n =

1
n
2 Ω( ω g )q n

(5.21)

+ wq

where b∗× c denotes the skew-symmetric operator, r gn = pn − pg is the
relative position of the needle with respect to the gripper, expressed in Fb ,
n ω is the angular gripper velocity expressed in F , and w = [w , w ]T ∼
g
n
p
q
N (0, W ) is the process noise. Details on the form of Ω can be found in
[152]. On the other hand, the measurement model of the filter employs
the visual-based pose measurements extracted from the monocular camera:
first, a detection algorithm computes the ellipse-shaped projection of the
needle on the image plane. Then, the 3D pose is reconstructed from the
size and projective reasonings ( [27]). So, The measurement model is
(5.22)

y =ζ+m

where m ∼N (0, M ) is the measurement noise. The error-state vector is
h
iT
defined as
ζ̃ = p̃ δ θ̃
(5.23)
where p̃ = p− p̂ is the position error and δ θ̃ is the 3×1 small-angle approximation vector of the quaternion orientation error δq̃ = q ⊗ q̂ −1 , defined
to avoid numerical instability issues related to the unit norm constraint
on the quaternion vector. Expressing the process dynamics (5.21) and the
measurement model (5.22) with f and h, respectively, the corresponding
jacobian matrices, F and H, are constant with respect to (5.23)
"
F =

bω g× c
03
n
03
b ω g× c

#
, H = I6 .

(5.24)
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Then, the EKF state estimate is readily computed.
To evaluate the robustness of needle pose estimation with respect to
perturbations due to the needle-tissues interactions, we use the simplified
experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.4. Typical vision-related challenges
(e.g., shadows, sparkling metal surfaces, small-sized objects) are not considered to focus on the geometric part of the pose reconstruction. So, an
RGB segmentation procedure and a least-square fitting are sufficient to
extract the projection of the needle on the image plane [39]. In addition,
the needle tip has been colored to ease the detection of the projective point
required for the 3D pose reconstruction.
The target experimental system is a da Vinci Research Kit robot (DVRK)
[1]. Fig. 5.4 shows some preliminary results to prove the advantages in
employing both robot kinematics and visual information for the needle
pose estimation. During grasping, the needle is assumed as a rigid body
attached to the gripper, and its pose can be predicted through robot kinematics, provided an initial estimate. However, since the needle-gripper
transformation is not rigid, external disturbances (e.g., contact with tissues, slippages) can alter its pose, as shown in Fig (5.4b)-(5.4c)-(5.4d),
where the needle pose has been explicitly changed. Robot kinematics can
not cope with these disturbances, the prediction fails and propagates the
error on the next iterations (top). The vision-based correction of our filter
allows to detect the needle movements due to disturbances, and adjust the
estimation accordingly (bottom). On the other hand, Fig (5.4e) shows a
scenario where the vision-based detection fails, because the projected ellipse of the circular needle is degenerate on the image plane of the camera
(top). However, kinematics information provided by the robot allows to
maintain a stable estimation of the needle, even when this is not clearly
visible. The figures are extracted from the videos that can be found at the
link
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5.2.3

Wound Tracking

Last but not least one of the biggest challenge in including some automation in surgical procedure regards the tissue tracking. In this section,
we do not presume to treat the topic exhaustively but only to show a preliminary result regarding the tracking of a wound that is important also to
find the guidelines for future works. In detail, we propose a simple and efficient GrubCut-based wound segmentation method and an automatic stitch
planning that can be used to on-line obtain the optimal stitch poses.
Consider a suturing procedure composed of N stitches, the k-th stitch
can be defined as a circular trajectory, for the needle tip, from the point
ak to bk in the stitch frame Os,k 2 (see Fig. 5.5). Os,k can be defined by
choosing: (i) the axis xs along the direction from xe,k to xi,k (extraction
and insertion points); (ii) the z s axis along the tissue normal unit vector
nk , (iii) the axis y s to have an orthonormal frame; (iv) the frame origin
in the center of the circle, with radius equal to the chosen needle radius
r, passing through the points xi,k and xe,k . Hence, each stitch k can be
uniquely defined by the n-upla sk = [xi,k , xe,k , nk , r] extracted from the
wound shape. Here we model the wound using: (i) a central spline (Σc (σ))
defining the wound shape, (ii) two lateral splines (Σr (σ), Σl (σ)) defining
two guides for the stitch insertion and extraction points, (iii) a parametric
unit vector n(σ) locally orthogonal to the tissue3 .
Each stitch sk have been calculated by equally spacing N points imposing a relative 25% of overlap between the stitches: N = d1.25l/De where,
both the wound length l and the wound depth D are obtained on-line
respectively from the length of the central wound spline and the average
distance between the wound borders.
2

The stitch and PSM base frame has been calibrated w.r.t. the camera frame using a
standard hand-eye approach
3
σ ∈ [0, 1] is the curvilinear abscissa.
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Figure 5.5. Stitch plan. βi /βe : insertion/extraction angles

Wound Segmentation and Registration
Using the force measure, obtained using our trocar force sensor [40]
and the surgeon’s visual perception in the loop, we design an effective
method to interactively initialize the wound pose. In detail, the wound
initialization is obtained by touching the tissue at the beginning and at
the end of the wound, moving along the wound shape. All the collected
points are smoothed using a spline and used to initialize the segmentation
by defining a set of pixels belonging to the foreground.
To on-line segment the wound we rely on the efficient and widespread
GrabCut method [127]. The GrabCut algorithm addresses the visual bilayer segmentation task as an energy minimization problem, based on statistical models of the foreground (FGD) and the background (BGD). For
an input image, we denote by α = [αi ]N
i=1 the set of the unknown binary
labels of the pixels (αi = 0 for the BGD pixels, αi = 1 for the FGD).
Estimating the values α̂ of an unknown pixel can be formulated as the
minimization of an energy-based Markov Random Field objective function
E(α) =

X
(Ui (αi )) + γEs (α)
i

with respect to α, where, Es is a smoothness energy term, γ is a gain, and
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Ui (αi ) is a term accounting for the observation probability p(pi |αi ) for a
pixel pi to belong to the FGD or to the BGD. In our implementation this
therm is computed as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), based on image
color distribution, learned, during the initialization process, for both the
FGD and BGD layers.
Once the initial image is segmented through user interaction, the following frames are evaluated by considering a defined mask. In details, from
the previous segmented foreground, we calculate the distance transform,
providing a signed distance map. On this distance map, we define a narrow
strip composed by three areas (trimap) with different probabilities of the
pixels to be FGD or BGD. With reference to Fig. 5.6 (b) we have been
defined. m1: Ui (αi = 1) = inf (FGD); m2: Ui (αi = 1) = − log(p(pi |αi ))
(probably FGD/BGD); m3: Ui (αi = 0) = inf (BGD). In this manner,
temporal consistency is ensured, since energy minimization is only effective within the strip in the vicinity of the previous segmentation boundary,
avoiding some outliers outside or inside, and reducing computations [118].
From the segmented image, the straight morphological skeleton of the
polygon has been extracted4 . The role of the skeleton is to account the
topological structure of the incision. Moreover, the wound contours have
been extracted relying to well known Open-Cv functions (Canny and find
contours). Hence, we fitted: (i) the image central spline Σc,i (σ) on the
skeleton points; (ii) the two image lateral splines (Σr,i (σ), Σl,i (σ)) by a
defined offset w.r.t. the wound contours points belonging to the central
spline normals unit vectors in the image plane. Finally, by resorting on
the efficient stereo (ELAS) approach [51] the 3D point cloud of the tissue
has been calculated. From the point cloud we obtained the wound normals
n(σ), the 3D splines (Σc (σ), Σr (σ), Σl (σ)), by registering the image plane
splines, and the 3D stitch points in order to have a 3D description of the
wound.
4

felix.abecassis.me/2011/09/opencv-morphological-skeleton/
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.6. Snapshots: (a) initial image, (b) segmentation trimap mask,
(c) segmented image, (d) wound skeleton, (e) wound model and stitching
points overlapping, (f) registration onto the 3D point cloud. In (e,f) the
central spline is indicated in blue, the lateral splines are indicated in green
while the stitch points are indicated in red.

Figure 5.7. Left: robustness w.r.t. wound motion or deformation. Right:
robustness w.r.t. partial occlusion occurrence.

Our experimental setup is composed of the full da Vinci Research Kit
commanded in teleoperation mode. All the visual computations, including
the 3D point cloud generation, have been obtained using the da Vinci endoscopic cameras acquired at 30 Hz. Figure 5.6 shows some snapshots resulting from the segmentation. From left to right all the segmentation phases
and the stitch point selection and registration have been reported in a case
study tested on a suturing phantom. Moreover, in Fig. 5.7right we report
some snapshots showing the robustness of the proposed approach w.r.t.
partially occluded images. Our preliminary experiments show also the capability of the method to maintain the segmentation during the wound
motion or deformation allowing a wound tracking at 10Hz (Fig. 5.7left).
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5.3

A Shared Control Method for Suturing

In this section, supervised and shared controllers have been developed
in a vision-free, human-in-the-loop, control framework to help surgeon during a surgical suturing procedure. The presented results obtained in collaboration with the Hamlyn centre of the Imperial College of London have
been published in [44]. Experiments conducted on the da Vinci Research
Kit robot proves the effectiveness of the method indicating also the guidelines for improving results.
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Figure 5.8. Proposed master-slave control structure. MTM: Master Tool
Manipulator, PSM: Patient Side Manipulator.

5.3.1

Assisted Suturing Framework

In this section, the proposed framework is presented in details focusing on the adopted methodology for the stitch planning and presenting
the three proposed assisted stitching control strategies (see Fig. 5.8 for a
schematic visualization of the proposed controllers).
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Figure 5.9. Slave side frames disposition. With Σs , Σt , Σe1 , Σp1 we
indicate respectively the stitch frame, needle-tip frame, end-effector frame
of the PSM1 and base frame. With xe and xi we indicate the insertion and
extraction poses. βb , βi , βe represent respectively the base, insertion and
extraction angles described in Sub. Section 5.3.1.

Interactive stitch planning
In the proposed approach all the trajectories are planned in the relative
stitch frame Σs (see Fig. 5.9). To this purpose, an interactive stitch selection strategy has been implemented. Using the slave side force measure and
the surgeon’s visual perception in the loop we design an effective method
that can be locally used to interactively select the stitch frame without
other visual input. In details, the norm of the force measured with our
trocar force sensor has been used to classify the gripper-tissue interaction.
Particularly, a threshold ρs has been defined experimentally considering
both the tissue elasticity parameter, in order to minimize the tissue deformation during the selection, and the sensor resolution. Basically, the
entrance and the exit point for each stitch have been selected touching
the tissue sequentially at the desired insertion and extraction points xi
and xe , with the PSM gripper fingers orthogonal to the tissue surface. At
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each selection, the slave end-effector pose xp ∈ R6 has been recorded and,
from that, the fingers normal unit vector r f i ∈ R3 and r f i ∈ R3 has been
calculated respectively for the insertion and extraction points. Therefore,
the Σs frame (see Fig. 5.9) has been obtained by choosing: (i) the xs
axis along the direction from xe to xi ; (ii) the y s axis as cross product
y s = xs × (r f i + r f e ), (ii) the axis z s = xs × y s to have an orthonormal
frame; (iv) the frame origin in the center of the circle (with radius equal
to the chosen needle radius) lying on the plane defined by xs and z s and
passing through the points xi and xe .
After defining the stitch frame, the stitch planner deals with calculating the needle tip trajectory, in Σs , to approach and execute the needle
insertion/extraction. The goal is to minimize the tissue stress during the
stitch execution. To this purpose, based on the result presented in [64, 63],
we define a circular tip trajectory tangent to the circular shape of the needle. More in details, defining an insertion and an extraction angle βi and
βe , considering the angle βb as shown in Fig. 5.9 and a needle with radius
r, the tangential path to perform the stitch insertion/extraction is calculated as parametric pose, with respect to the scalar curvilinear abscissa
σ ∈ [0, 1],
xst (σ) = [pst (σ), Φst (σ)]T ∈ R6

(5.25)

where, in this implementation:
pst (σ) = [r cos(−βσ + θi ), 0, r sin(−βσ + θi )]T
and Φst (σ) = [0, −π/2 + θi + βσ, 0]T with β = βb + βi + βe , θi = βb /2 +
βi − π/2 (see Fig. 5.9).
This trajectory is used to plan the PSM motion or to plan the virtual
fixture assistance as discussed in the next sections.
Following, we compare the standard fully telemanipulation paradigm
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Figure 5.10. A visualization of the mapping between the master DoFs and
the slave DoFs in the two implemented shared controllers.

with three different assistance strategies.
Fully telemanipulation
In this modality, the user is given the full control of the 6-DoFs of the
slave robot. This can be achieved by implementing the classic velocity
coupling between master and slave
#
"
sRpm 0
vp =
vm
0
Rpm

(5.26)

where, v m = [ṗm , ωm ] and v p = [ṗp , ωp ] 5 are respectively the master and
the slave velocity, s is the scalar scale factor and Rpm ∈ R3×3 is the rotation
matrix between the MTM base frame “m" and the PSM base frame “p".
5

ṗ and ω represent respectively the linear and the angular velocity.
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Supervised control
In our framework, the supervised control represents the higher level
of autonomy given to the robot for the stitch execution. In this control
paradigm, the slave robot motion is fully autonomous, when performing
the stitch trajectory, while the user can supervise the robot by starting and
stopping the controller as described in Sec. 5.3.2. The described behaviour
has been obtained by considering a trapezoidal velocity profile temporal
law [141] for the parameter σ(t) in (5.25) and projecting, at each time
interval, the desired tip velocity v st (σ(t)) to the slave robot end effector:


Rps −Rps S Rsp pp − pst
 v st (σ(t))
v p (σ(t)) = 
p
0
Rs

(5.27)

where, Rps ∈ R3×3 is the constant rotation matrix between the stitch frame
Σs and the PSMs base frames Σp1 or Σp2 (see Fig. 5.9); pp , pst are the
position vectors related to the PSMs direct kinematics and position vectors
related to the needle tip in frame stitch respectively. Notice that, the
two PSMs have been calibrated using the efficient hand-eye calibration
approach proposed in [168] to find the relation between the two robots
base frames. Finally, S(·) represents the skew symmetric matrix operator.
Shared control using virtual fixtures (VF)
In this control strategy, we propose a guidance virtual fixture (GVFs) [14]
method to constrain the user in position along the specified path while
leaving his/her orientation free. On the other hand, on the slave side,
the position is controlled in telemanipulation by the master while the orientation is automatically imposed. In Fig. 5.10 the defined mapping is
visualized: the motion along the VF on the master side (v 1 ) is mapped
into a tangential motion of the needle tip along the needle circular shape.
Moreover, the slave motion in the two directions orthogonal to the path
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(v 2 , v 3 ) is even possible by applying a force f h 6= 0 on the master. The
described behaviour has been obtained by considering a spatial variation
law for the trajectory parameter σ based on the minimum distance x̃t between the actual needle tip pose xste and the curve xst (σ). In details, given
the actual needle tip position, the curvilinear abscissa σ̄, corresponding to
the minimum distance, is calculated with respect to the trajectory xst (σ)
as:
s
s
σ̄ = arg min kW p (xt (σ) − xte )k
(5.28)
σ

where, W p = diag(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) is a selection matrix used to consider only
the position error. In the case of a circular path the minimum distance can
be obtained in closed form. The mathematical derivation is not reported
here for brevity. Finally, a low-pass filter has been used to smoothen the
σ̂(t) behavior and avoid possible switching when the needle tip is near the
circle center: σ̄f (s) = σ̄(s)/(1 + skf T ) where T is the control sampling
time and kf is a positive scalar gain.
Therefore, to obtain the desired behaviour the virtual reference on the
master side xmd is calculated by opportunely projecting, at each time
interval, xst (σ¯f ) on the master side by integrating the following velocity
mapping between the slave and the master pose:

v md (σ¯f ) = 

1 m
s Rs

0

s
s
− 1s Rm
s S R p pp − pt

Rm
s


 v st (σ¯f )

(5.29)

m p
where, Rm
s = Rp Rs .

Hence, the impedance controlled master manipulator described in (5.1),
endowed with an attractive GVF constraint enforcement method given by
a spring-damper force:
˙ m ) = −K vf x̃m − D vf x̃
˙m
f c (·) = f vf (x̃m , x̃

(5.30)
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is described by:
(5.31)

¨ m + D̂ x̃
˙ m + K vf x̃m = f h ,
M x̃
with D̂ = D + Dvf and
K vf = diag [k, k, k, 0, 0, 0]

(5.32)

chosen diagonal to constrain the user motion only in position.
On the other hand, at the slave side the desired velocity v p has been
obtained considering the reference provided by the master, for the position,
and by the programmed trajectory for the orientation:
"

sRpm 0
v p (σ¯f ) =
0
Rpm

#"

ṗm
ωmd (σ¯f )

#
(5.33)

Shared control using an orientation mapping
The aim of this control strategy is to constrain the motion of the needle
tip along the defined trajectory commanding the desired coordinate on the
path, defined by σ̄, using the master orientation. The described behaviour
has been obtained by considering the parameter σ as a differential projection of the angular velocity around the axis of the master gripper and by
using Eq. (5.27) to obtain the slave velocity.
T
σ̇ = W m (Rm
e ) ωm

(5.34)

where Rm
e is the rotation matrix related to the master direct kinematics
used to evaluate the angular velocity in frame end effector and W m =
[0, 0, 1] is a selection matrix used to consider only the orientation around
the master gripper axis. In this case, the master manipulator is controlled
in impedance to have its position fixed in the space and the orientation free.
To this purpose, the VF stiffness is imposed as described in Eq. 5.32. This
choice is motivated by the fact that in this way the orientation of the user
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is completely free and only the last joint needs to be rotated. This allows
an intuitive control of the needle by minimizing the effort needed to reach
the correct orientation. Moreover, in order to enable the user to correct
possible errors in the stitch pose, due to imprecision in the stitch selection
or due to the tissue motion, we design a stitch pose adaptation strategy.
Basically, the pose transformation between the adapted stitch frame Σŝ
and the current stitch frame Σs can be obtained by integrating the force
at the master side to have a 3-dimensional motion. We choose to use only
the force information without considering the torque information due to the
noisy and less predictable master torque estimation. Hence, the camera
pedal has been used to switch between the position and the orientation
adaptation. In details, we consider the velocity v sŝ of the adapted stitch
frame w.r.t Σs as:
"
#
−γW
f
p h
(5.35)
v sŝ =
(γ − 1)W o f h
where, W p = [∆p, 0] ∈ R3×6 is a selection matrix used to extract only the
position terms and W o ∈ R3×6 is:

∆Φ1 0
0

Wo =  0
0 ∆Φ3
0
0
0



03x3 

(5.36)

and γ a binary coefficient used to activate the position and the orientation
adaptation; ∆p = [∆p1 , ∆p2 , ∆p3 ] and ∆Φ = [∆Φ1 , 0, ∆Φ3 ] are respectively the position and orientation steps obtained experimentally. Finally,
an element-wise force threshold of ρm = 2N has been used to avoid undesired motion during the stitch execution.
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5.3.2

Performance Evaluation

This section aims at proving with both performances metrics and user
study whether and which type of assistance is useful to perform the stitch
task minimizing the tissue damages and at the same time the surgeon’s
workload.
Experimental set-up
The experimental setup is composed by the full dVRK [71] robotic
platform provided with a console composed by two master side manipulators (MTMs) and a stereo-visor; two patient side manipulators (PSMs)
and an endoscopic arm (ECM) provided with a stereo camera. The provided ROS-based functions included in the “dvrk-ros" API have been used
to read the robots state and to control (at 5ms) the slave and the master
robots respectively in position and in torque. The stiffness value k in (5.32)
˙
has been opportunely filtered with a first order filter k̃ + Kp k̃ = 0 with
k̃ = kd − k and Kp > 0 to smoothly adapt the stiffness variation, where,
we chose kd = 300N/m for needle insertion and kd = 150N/m for needle
extraction.6 A surgical suturing phantom has been used to simulate a human wound on which two red dots have been marked as a guide for the
stitch selection. A large needle driver instrument from Intuitive Surgical
Inc. has been used to move a GL-222 needle with an external diameter of
17.5 mm. In order to have the full control of the needle position a metal
printed needle holder (see Fig. 5.11) has been used whose design was inspired by [136]. Finally, a VREP simulator of the slave set-up has been
6
Is a worth noticing that since the stiffness matrix is not constant the passivity of
the system is not proved [135] and hence instability problems can occur. Following the
results presented in [74] by injecting a constant damping into the system D vf > αM ,
where M is the master robot inertia matrix and α is such that K̇ vf (t) − 2αK vf (t) is
negative semi-definite, the passivity is guaranteed. Hence, by choosing opportunely the
Kp filter parameter we can bound the stiffness variation K̇ vf (t) and avoid to inject
undesirable high damping.
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Banner

Needle holder

Planned circular path

GL-222 needle
Extraction point

Insertion point

Insertion point
Extraction point
Tissue phantom

Figure 5.11. Description of the experimental setup. Left: Augmented
Reality (AR) feedback. Right: setup used in the proposed experiments.

used for the preliminary tests and for augmented reality (see Fig. 5.11).
Moreover, as described in Fig. 5.12, we choose to use “gripper passwords" to give the user control of the high-level state machine. More in
details, three different passwords have been used to switch between: (i)
telemanipulation; (ii) stitch selection; (iii) needle insertion; (iv) needle extraction. Each password can be commanded when the robot is not in
telemanipulation, e.g. CP = 0 (CP: coag pedal flag), by simply pressing
a combination of the master right gripper (R) or master left gripper (L).
Each control, including the standard telemanipolation, is activated by the
pressure of the coag pedal (CP = 1) and is stopped when it is released
returning at the state telemanipolation.

Test Setup
The user study has been performed by volunteer users recruited from a
population of both engineers and surgeons in the Hamlyn Center of Imperial College of London. A total of ten right-handed subjects (average age
26) completed the experiment. All participants had at least one previous
experience with the da Vinci platform. Each participant spent about 20
minutes, performing different suture in telemanipulation, for training both
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Figure 5.12. Description of the password-based state machine.

the robotic platform and the stitch framework, before to start the experiment. None of the participants has neurological or vision disorder that
may negatively affect the results. The conducted experiment is composed
of the following phases: (i) the surgeon selects the stitch using the provided
force-enabled method; (ii) the surgeon executes the stitch performing both
insertion and extraction of the needle by using, in a random sequence,
the four described control paradigms. In each experiment the user is fully
autonomous, receiving all the information regarding the stitch frame, the
actual control active and instruction about the action to undertake directly
in augmented reality by messages and visual information in the VREP simulated environment. In Fig. 5.13 the timeline of the experiment is shown.
In details, we report the needle tip position and orientation in stitch frame
in Figs. 5.13(a,b)7 , the master robots (MTMR, MTML) position and orientation in Figs. 5.13(c,d,e,f), the PSM1 out-of-tangent needle tip force in
Fig. 5.13(g) and the time evolution of the stiffness in Fig. 5.13(h). The
behaviour of the four control paradigms, described in the previous sections, is clearly visible showing the different mapping between the master
and the slave. In details it is possible to notice that: (i) the master needs
to be moved in both position and orientation when the telemanipulation
7

To have a clearer visualization, the trajectories are plotted only when the needle is
gripped and the insertion or extraction trajectory is performed.
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Figure 5.14. Out of tangent needle tissue interaction force in the four
control cases. σ represents the curvilinear abscissa.

controller is active, (ii) it is fixed when the supervised controller is used,
(iii) it needs to be moved only in position, leaving the orientation free, using the supervised VF control paradigm while only the orientation needs
to be controlled considering the shared mapping control paradigm. This
translates into different levels of workload as will be discussed in the next
section.
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Controllers Performance Evaluation
As evaluation metric, for each stitch (insertion and extraction), we
calculate the execution time and the applied forces on the tissue. More
in details, we measure the out-of-tangent forces acting on the needle tip
during the needle insertion as f nt =kW f Rtp f s k, where, f s is the slave
force obtained using our trocar force sensor described in Chapter 3.2, Rtp ∈
R3×3 is a projection matrix and W f ∈ R2×3 is an opportune matrix used
to select only the yt and zt components. In Figs. 5.14, 5.15 are shown the
results of one of the experiments performed in the user study by a trainee
surgeon. In details, the out-of-tangent force for the needle insertion is
reported in Fig. 5.14 and the executed needle tip trajectory respectively
during the needle insertion and the needle extraction sub-task are shown
in Fig. 5.15. It is clearly possible to notice that the executed trajectory
in both tasks performed in telemanipulation is not following the correct
circular path. Indeed, during the insertion usually the surgeons firstly
moves following a linear path and after the needle is rotated (as was also
reported in [23]). Furthermore, during needle extraction, the behaviour is
still worst showing that in the 60% of the cases a linear trajectory in the
opposite direction of the needle shape is performed. Moreover, the average
measured time and the out-of-the-tangent needle force is double when the
task is performed in telemanipulation compared to the use of one of the
proposed assisted controllers(see Fig.5.16).
Comparing the three proposed control strategies, we can see an improved precision using the supervised and the shared mapping controllers
while the time consumption and the out of tangent forces show similar results. This is because, with respect to the supervised and the shared mapping strategies, in the shared VF controller only the position is constrained
and hence bigger errors in the needle trajectory are possible while, on the
other hand, the automatic orientation control allows having bounded forces
in all the cases. Finally, although the supervised controller shows the bet-
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Figure 5.15. Needle tip trajectory during the needle insertion (top) and
the needle extraction (bottom). The insertion is from the right to the left,
the extraction is from the left to the right.

ter results in precision and exerted forces, we measured a success rate less
than 75% considering our implementation. The failure cases are due to
an incorrect needle position inside the gripper, a bad stitch selection or
because the needle has not gone out on the other tissue side preventing a
correct supervised needle extraction. On the other hand, the two shared
strategies show a better success rate enabled by the possibility to correct,
on-line, the performed trajectory.
Subjective User Evaluation
We have asked the users to complete a NASA TLX workload survey [57]
to evaluate the level of workload required. In the analysis four parameters have been chosen by the user (Effort, Frustration, Mental, Physical)
while the Temporal and Performance parameter has been calculated as
discussed in the previous section. The result of the experiment in shown
in Fig. 5.17. We can notice that for the three proposed control strategies
the resulted workload is significantly lower with respect to the standard
telemanipulation paradigm. Better results are shown considering the supervised controller, with less workload for the surgeon and also better
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performances. However, as discussed before, this control is less robust and
more prone to failure. Moreover, the two shared control solutions show
similar results with a slightly better performances and less effort for the
Mapping controller respect to the solution based on virtual guidance. At
the question: “This type of assistance can be useful for both the needle
insertion and extraction?" the answer has been positive in 70% of the cases
for the needle insertion and 90% for the needle extraction. Moreover, we
have asked whether with the proposed strategies the user felt to have less
control of the robot and the answer has been: 55%, 21% and 23% positive
respectively for the supervised, shared VF and shared mapping controls
but never in a negative sense. Also for the supervised strategy, the possibility of the user to switch easily between autonomous and telemanipulation
state give the sensation to not loose completely the system control. Finally, at the question: “Which is the preferred controller?" the result have
been 20%, 20% and 60% respectively for the supervised, shared VF and
shared mapping. Hence, instead of the slightly improved precision and the

0

Time stitch [s]

Figure 5.16. Performance evaluation of the four proposed controllers considering time spent for each stitch and out-of-tangent force exerted on the
tissue.

reduced workload provided by the supervised controller, the users feel to
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have better performance, control, and less workload when at least one degree of freedom, for the needle motion, is under his/her control. Moreover,
the possibility to correct the stitch frame pose on-line has been appreciated
giving the sensation of a better control of the task.
Frustration

Effort
Tel.
Sup.
VF
Mapp.

Mental

Perform

Phisical

Temporal

Figure 5.17. Nasa TLX workload survey using the four control strategies.
Values near the center indicate better results.
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5.4

A Shared Control Method for Dissection

Automatic VF generation/adaptation can be performed by exploiting
vision-based techniques [134, 133]. Vision systems allows tracking of organs as they move or deform. However, this can be a demanding task,
particularly in cases where surgical targets have few structural features
for tracking. Alternatively, force controlled exploration of patient-specific
anatomy can be a time consuming procedure and thus not practicable in
some surgical interventions [158]. Whatever method is used to generate
them, to be effective in the surgical scenario, VFs must be adapted online as the environment moves or deforms, i.e. they must be repositioned
and/or opportunely refined in order to reflect the different environmental
configuration. Very few papers make a significant consideration of adaptive VF, where the constraint geometry (semi-) autonomously moves as a
result of environmental changes.
Historically, robotic teleoperation systems have made use of VF as a
perceptual overlay to enhance the human experience in performing remote
manipulation tasks. Rosenberg pioneered VF in his work [126]. Since
then, renewed interest has been shown in their use for robotic surgical
procedures. In [112] the first attempt to transfer VF to the operating
room is shown. The authors used VF generated from preoperative computed tomography images and constrained the motions of a surgical robot
to a predefined path during the dissection of the internal mammary artery.
Interactive generation of VF in surgical applications has been addressed
in [83] where constrained optimization is used to enforce the VF constraint
with objective function derived by user inputs. More recently, it has been
shown that VF can be opportunely generated using scans of the area of interest [13, 82]. A dynamic VF technique to enhance the surgical operation
accuracy of admittance-type medical robots in the deforming environment
is presented in [167]: the target deformation is tracked actively and the
proxy motion is constrained on a deforming sphere to simulate the beating
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heart surgery environment. One of the major obstacles in implementing
vision generated VF in surgical applications is the organs displacement and
deformation: whether the constraint geometry is defined preoperatively or
intraoperatively, it must be mapped correctly to he organs as they move
or deform. Alternatively, VF may be opportunely adapted according to
the currently being executed task or on the estimation of surgeon’s skills.
Learning from demonstration has been used for task dependent VFs application in [4], whereas adaptive VFs, based on the surgeon’s level of expertise, are shown in [138]. An algorithm to select an appropriate admittance
ratio based on the nature of the task was developed in [93]: automatic
admittance ratio tuning is recommended for an efficient use of VFs. A
method for online task tracking and on the use of adaptive VFs that can
cope with their inherent inflexibility is presented in [31]. On the other
hand, guaranteeing a stable behavior of the robot endowed with adaptive
VF control is of a paramount importance in robotic surgery. Interactive VF
application results in variable impedance controllers that could threaten
the stability of the robotic system are shown in [36, 76]. The analysis of
the system behavior is complicated by the interaction with the user which
further contributes to the overall system impedance parameters variation.
Thus, passivity-based control techniques need to be exploited in order to
ensure the safe use of the system for every change in the impedance parameters. When the impedance variation profile is known in advance, a
state-independent stability constraint could be imposed [74]. However, this
would imply the application of a fixed damping parameter on the system
(opportunely defined on the basis of the maximum stiffness variation, i.e.
worst case design) which degrades the system transparency when the bilateral teleoperation is enabled. The same applies to other passivity-based
control techniques, such as the time domain passivity-based control approach [56]: here, the control action in the form of a dissipative element
that absorbs the energy generated by the system causes, in general, the
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presence of higher damping on the system. These considerations motivated
us to use the energy tanks passivity-based control approach discussed in
Sec. 5.1.2.
In this section we will discuss the results published in [135] focusing on
virtual fixtures adaptation in the surgical dissection task.
Virtual Fixtures
VFs can be classified into two main classes: forbidden-region virtual fixtures (FRVF) and guidance virtual fixtures (GVF) [14]. Generally speaking, FRVF are suitable for simulating barriers, constraining surfaces or
delicate regions that the user should be forbidden to enter. In contrast,
a GVF has an attractive behavior that pulls the robot towards a desired
path (see Fig. 5.18).
Here, we focus on the latter type (we will hereafter refer to GVF simply
as VF). Two quantities are essential to describe a VF: its geometry and
the constraint enforcement method.
VF geometry model
a simple, yet general, way of geometrically formulating a smooth continuous VF is through parametric curves. Without loss of generality, we
adopt cubic splines. In its 1-dimensional form, a cubic spline is defined by
Γi (s) = C0 + C1 (s − xi ) + C2 (s − xi )2 + C3 (s − xi )3

(5.37)

where Γi (s) denotes the curve in its i-th interval [xi , xi+1 ], s ∈ [0, 1] is the
curve parameter, C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 are constants determined by imposing four
conditions (usually being boundary constraints Γi (0), Γi (1), Γ0i (0), Γ0i (1),
where Γ0i (·) denotes the curve derivative w.r.t. the parameter s). As explained later (Sect. 5.4.1), we build the spline geometry by fitting a set of
recorded interaction points. For this purpose, we use parabolically terminated splines.
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VF constraint enforcement
a GVF exhibits attractive behavior towards the desired path. The simplest constraint enforcement method consists in applying a spring-damper
like force. In the linear case this can be defined as

˙ = −K vf x̃ − D vf x̃,
˙
f vf x̃, x̃

(5.38)

where K vf ∈ Rr×r and D vf ∈ Rr×r are properly designed diagonal and
positive definite matrices and xd is the set point belonging to the constraint geometry having minimum distance from x (see Fig. 5.18). An
impedance controlled manipulator (5.1), endowed with VF control forces
defined in (5.38), exhibits a closed-loop behavior that can be described by
¨ + D̂ x̃
˙ + K vf x̃ = f h ,
M x̃

(5.39)

where D̂ = D+D vf contains the damping assigned both by the impedance
control and the VF constraint enforcement method. The desired dynamics
(5.39) can be easily obtained by adding the elastic and damping contributions shown in the right-hand side of (5.38) to the control input defined
in (5.3).

Minimun distance
For cubic splines, described by (5.37), there does not exist analytical solutions to the problem of minimum Euclidean distance computation.
However, this problem can be tackled by resorting to iterative methods,
such as Newton-Raphson (NR). This represents a general method of finding the extrema (minima or maxima) of a given function in an iterative
manner. Our goal is to find the spline parameter s̄ corresponding to the
minimum distance point xd = Γ(s̄). For this purpose, starting from a
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Figure 5.18. Example of Guidance Virtual Fixture (GVF) spline geometry
and minimum distance from the robot tool central point x. t̂ and n̂ denote
the tangent and the normal directions, respectively, with origin in xd , i.e.,
the x nearest point on the curve. Fi : {O i ; xi , y i , z i } = inertial frame,
Fvf : {O vf ; xvf , y vf , z vf } = virtual fixture frame.

generic initial condition s0 ∈ [0, 1], we use the customary NR update law
sk+1 = sk +

δ(x, sk )
.
δ 0 (x, sk )

(5.40)

where δ (x, s) : Rr × R → R is the distance function between a point x
and the spline Γ(s), that is
q
δ (x, s) =

(x − Γ (s))T (x − Γ (s))

(5.41)

and δ 0 (x, sk ) denotes the derivative at sk of (5.41) with respect to the curve
parameter s.8
8

Although computationally very efficient, NR method can converge to local maxima/minima. To tackle this problem, we use the previously determined s̄ as initial guess
for the next minimum distance query. We empirically found this method to be effective
for our scope.
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5.4.1

Virtual Fixture Generation and Adaptation

We now proceed to describe the VF generation technique and the adaptation strategies.
VF generation
Our aim is to let the user interactively program VFs for interaction
tasks (e.g. surgical dissections). Among many other choices, we adopt
the policy of recording a set of interaction points that are then used to
build the VF geometry. In this way, the surgeon is given the ability to
program the VF geometric path by simply interacting with the environment. Interaction detection is possible by measuring forces at the slave
side. Recorded points are then fitted through a penalized regression spline
fitting algorithm in which coefficients of (5.37) are obtained minimizing
the sum of least squares plus a penalty function which suppresses nonlinearity and controls the curve smoothing. Mathematically, the problem is
described by
Γ (s) = arg min
Γ(s)

X

2

(yi − Γ(si )) + λ

Z

!
00

2

(Γ (s)) ds

(5.42)

i

where λ is the regularization parameter that penalizes nonlinearities in the
path, yi is the i-th recorded interaction point and Γ00 (s) is the curve second
derivative of Γ(s) with respect to its parameter s.
VF adaptation
To adapt a VF preserving the proposed human-in-the-loop approach,
a non linear and time varying stiffness profile is adopted for K vf in (5.39).
This is used to both limit the spatial and the temporal influence of a VF.
More specifically, we design each non-zero entry of the stiffness matrix to
be
kvf,ii (x̃, t) = β(x̃, t)Kmax ∀ i = 1, . . . , r
(5.43)
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where kvf,ii is the (i,i) entry of the K vf matrix, β(x̃, t) is an impedance
shaping function, t denotes time and Kmax is the maximum stiffness value
adopted. The definition of β(x̃, t) allows to realize different adaptation
strategies as detailed in the following two sections.
Pose adaptation
The pose adaptation strategy consists in positioning a predefined VF
geometry into a desired location. With reference to Fig. 5.18 the problem is
to define a desired reference frame Fvf,d : {O vf,d ; xvf,d , y vf,d , z vf,d } to which
the current VF reference frame Fvf : {O vf ; xvf , y vf , z vf } must converge to.
As explained, to make this procedure interactive for the user, we adopt
the policy of recording a set of slave robot interaction points with the
environment that are then used to fit the predefined geometry. To allow
the user to freely record new interaction points, we found convenient to
limit the spatial influence of the current VF adopting the β(x̃) function,
qualitatively depicted in Fig. 5.19: this function allows the operator to
easily exit the VF constraining zone and freely record new interaction
points as sought. For each task space variable β(x̃) is mathematically
described by


0
if |x̃| ≥ l




1 
π (|x̃| − d)
1 + cos
otherwise
β (x̃) =

2
l−d



1
if |x̃| ≤ d

(5.44)

where l is the distance at which the VF attractive action vanishes completely and d is the threshold distance value inside which the stiffness
perceived is Kmax . Once a set of recorded interaction points is available,
the classical least-squares minimization method is used to fit the predefined geometry onto it. This gives the VF pose that minimizes the sum of
squared residuals between the VF from the point set, i.e. Fvf,d . This pose
is then tracked online by suitably defining the pose error between Fvf,d
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and Fvf frames. Indicating with R = [n, s, a] and Rd = [nd , sd , ad ] the
rotation matrices associated with Fvf and Fvf,d , respectively, the error can
be written as [141]

# 
O vf,d − O vf
eP
,
e=
= 1
eO
(n × nd + s × sd + a × ad )
2
"

(5.45)

where O vf,d and O vf ∈ R3 denote the desired and current frame origins,
respectively. A simple proportional control law on the error defined in
(5.45) allows the error to asymptotically converge to zero guaranteeing a
smooth regulation behavior. The resulting error dynamics is indeed
ė + Λp e = 0

Λp > 0,

(5.46)

where Λp is a positive definite diagonal matrix containing control gains
that are numerically different to account the non-homogeneous dimensions
of the error blocks.
Geometry adaptation
The geometry adaptation strategy consists in transforming the current
VF geometry into a desired one.
We suppose that the user is performing a task aided by the currently
active VF and necessarily needs to deviate, e.g. to comply with the environment deformation. The same interaction points fitting strategy used
for the VF generation (see Sect. 5.4.1) can be used to define a new desired
geometry. In this case, the user may want to completely deactivate the
current VF to freely record new interaction points. To let the impedance
parameters of the former VF to gradually vanish, we use the following
temporal variation of the stiffness
β(t) =

1
2




π (t − ts )
1 + cos
ti − ts

ts < t < ti

(5.47)
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where ts , ti are the starting and final instant of the stiffness variation time
interval. Once a new desired geometry has been defined, the problem is to
redirect the robot tool central point x towards the new VF.
To achieve a smooth behavior of the system, we let the impedance parameters gradually materialize. This is realized by the following temporal
stiffness variation
β(t) =

1
2




1 − cos

π (t − ti )
tf − ti


ti < t < tf

(5.48)

where ti , tf are initial and final instants of the positive impedance variation, respectively. To activate/deactivate the VF according to the stiffness
variation laws (5.47) and (5.48) different strategies can be adopted. We
decided to associate this functionality to the pressing of a dVRK console
foot pedal.
It is worth noting that the proposed impedance variation strategy can
be also employed to smoothly apply a VF or switch between two of them:
switching the attraction point xd from one VF to another, when the stiffness reaches zero, guarantees a smooth transition of the system. From a
passivity point of view this translates in not generating additional energy
into the system.

5.4.2

Performance Evaluation

We now describe the experimental setup and present the VF pose and
geometry adaptation experiments.
Experimental setup
The experiments have been performed on the dVRK platform. The
robot has been used in teleoperation mode, with one Patient Side Manipulator (PSM) commanded by one Master Tool Manipulator (MTM). The
MTM has been controlled using control inputs described in Sect. 5.1.1
with mii = 1.5, dii = 0 being the (i, i) entries of the matrices M and D,
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Figure 5.19. VF impedance shaping function β(x̃) used to limit the VF
spatial influence. x̃ denotes the difference between the desired and current
value or the master task space variable.

respectively. The dVRK dynamic parameters used in (5.2) had been previously identified in [41]. The application of torque inputs has been possible
thanks to the open-source hardware and software architecture developed
by [72]. Given the discrete-time implementation and in order to have a
critically damped system behavior, the D vf has been adapted based on the
p
stiffness such that dvf,ii = 2 mii kvf,ii where dvf,ii and kvf,ii are the (i, i)
entries of the matrices D vf and K vf , respectively. Forces at the slave side
have been measured making use of the dVRK trocar force sensor developed in [40]. The object used for experiments is a silicon rubber phantom
commonly used by surgeons for training. It has been placed on a plastic
3D printed support. The fitting algorithm described by (5.42) has been
implemented using the ALGLIB library 9 . The values of the β function
limits in (5.44) have been fixed to d = 0.005 m and l = 0.02 m, while
ti = tf = 2.5 s in (5.47) and (5.48). The maximum stiffness has been fixed
to Kvf,max = 600 N/m. The energy tank upper threshold has been chosen
as T̄ = 0.01 J while the lower threshold, has been set to ε = 0.002 J.
The gap between these two quantities has been designed to be equal to
9

www.alglib.net
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the maximum potential energy that is possible to store using the proposed
β(x̃) function (see Fig. 5.19), i.e. Ep,max = 1/2Kvf,max d2 . The VF control
loop runs at 5 ms while the teleoperation loop at 1 ms.
Pose adaptation experiment
The pose adaptation strategy (introduced in Sect. 5.4.1) is evaluated in
multiple dissection tasks executed in spatially separated regions. Without
loss of generality, we fix the geometry of the VF to be a spline representing
a straight line. This particular choice is made to present clearer and more
intuitive results of the pose adaptation. In this case, the fitting strategy
for the VF geometry reduces to a linear regression problem where the desired y vf,d axis of the Fvf,d reference frame is fitted using the last np = 50
recorded interaction poses of the slave robot with the environment. In addition, we leave the human operator free to move in the direction orthogonal to the phantom. Every dissection task requires multiple interaction
phases with the environment in which points are recorded. The VF pose
is continuously updated by fitting these recorded points. With reference
to Fig. 5.20 the experiment starts with the VF approximatively placed on
the first dissection line. As soon as the robot starts interacting with the
environment, the desired stiffness reaches the Kmax value and the user is
aided in accomplishing the first task by complying with the VF geometry. Around 20s the user switch to another task by exiting the current
VF influence area (|x̃| > l). This can be seen in Fig. 5.20(e) in which we
register a peak in the estimated force at the master side (≈ 5 N) when the
stiffness starts to decrease. Notice that this exiting is made possible by
the β(x̃) function chosen in (5.44). During the subsequent time period,
the user moves in free motion, i.e. fh ≈ 0 as it can be seen in Fig. 5.20(e)
(time interval [20,25]s). A new interaction phase takes place in a spatially
separated region at 25s. The new desired VF pose is calculated and the VF
is updated following the method described in Sect. 5.4.1. Figure 5.20(d)
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Figure 5.20. VF pose adaptation experiment. Time histories of: (a) VF
and tool central point pose along the x direction; (b) stiffness; (c) energy
tank level; (d) slave interaction force; (e) human operator force on the master
side.
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shows the interaction force norm recorded at the slave side together with
the chosen threshold δ̄ = 0.5 N. This has been used to discriminate between
interaction and free motion during the acquisition of points for the VF
generation. Also note that, upon the starting of a new task, xvf,d changes
significantly. However, the user does not experience guidance forces until
the VF reaches the proximity of the master robot position. Indeed, only
when |x̃| < l the stiffness is increased. This effect is again produced by the
chosen β(x̃) function (5.44). As mentioned in Sect. 5.1.2, the change in
stiffness threatens the system passivity. The energy tank passivity-based
control ensures a passive behavior by implementing the change in stiffness
only when sufficient tank energy is at disposal. This is evident looking at
Figs. 5.20(b) and 5.20(c). In particular, we can notice that the stiffness is
kept constant (i.e. K̇vf = 0) when the tank is at its lower threshold until it
gets replenished, thus not introducing discontinuities. This is made possible through the use of control laws given in (5.12) and (5.16). Fig. 5.20(b)
contains a focus around 50 s that emphasizes this behavior.
Finally, looking at the estimated forces in Fig. 5.20(e), it can be noticed
that relatively high forces (≈ 5 N) are only applied at the task switching.
Geometry adaptation experiment
The geometry adaptation experiment consists in the refinement of a
VF geometry to comply with a possible environmental change. We sought
for a simple yet effective method to perform the VF geometry adaptation
respecting the human-in-the-loop paradigm. This resulted in a procedure
composed by the following steps: (i) the user can generate the desired VF
geometry using the proposed interactive generation method presented in
Sect. 5.4.1; (ii) the user can activate the VF by pressing a foot pedal and
start performing the task; (iii) the user may want to deviate from the previously defined path to comply with the environment/plan change; thus
she/he can deactivate the current VF and freely record new interaction
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Figure 5.21. Geometry adapation experiment. (a) First VF geometry
generated by the recorded interaction points. (b) Second VF geometry. (ce) Time histories of: (c) stiffness; (d) tank energy level; (e) human operator
estimated force on the master side.

points for generating a new VF path; (iv) the user can activate the latest
generated VF by releasing the foot pedal and be aided during the task
completion. We have performed an experiment involving the above defined steps. Referring to Fig. 5.21, the experiment starts with the first VF
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generation (time interval [0, 13] s) in which interaction points are recorded
and the path is generated by the fitting algorithm10 . The resulting VF
geometry is shown in Fig. 5.21(a) as a solid red line, together with the corresponding interaction points (in pink). Subsequently, the VF is activated
and the dissection task is started (time interval [13, 32] s). During the task
the surgeon decides to change the previously defined VF geometry to comply with a possible plan/environmental change. First, the current VF is
deactivated and a new VF generation phase is undertaken (time interval
[32, 51] s). To deactivate the current VF the impedance is brought to zero
following the variation law presented in (5.47) by pressing a foot pedal.
Newly recorded points are fitted as explained in Sect. 5.4.1 to generate
a new VF. The resulting VF geometry is represented in Fig. 5.21(b) as
a solid red line together with interaction points in gray. The VF is then
activated to complete the task (time interval [51, 70] s). Figure. 5.21(c)
contains the time history of the desired stiffness variation according to the
laws (5.47) and (5.48). Even in this case, the passivity of the system is preserved by means of the energy tanks passivity-based control described in
Sect. 5.1.2. Figure 5.21(d) contains the time evolution of the tank energy
used to implement the stiffness variation. The effect of the passivity-based
control action is evident in 5.21(c) (around time 51 s) where the tank is discharged and the stiffness is kept constant until it gets replenished. Finally,
figure 5.21(e) shows human operator’s estimated forces on the master side
during the task execution: it can be seen that when the VF is activated
the user is aided by guidance forces in performing the task.
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We note that the VF generation time is negligible with respect to recording phase,
thus we can assume it is an instantaneous process.

5.5. Conclusions

5.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we discussed the use of advanced control strategies to
reduce the surgeon mental and physical workload during repetitive and
tedious surgical tasks. Focusing on the suturing and dissection procedure,
we showed different approaches aimed to increase the level of the robot
autonomy reducing the surgeon stress. In Sec. 5.2 we described preliminary results promising to improve the robot contextual knowledge of the
surgical environment. In Sec. 5.3 we propose a comparison of different
control modalities, with different level of robot autonomy, aimed at reducing the number of DoFs directly under the surgeon control. We prove with
a complete user study that an human-in-the-loop approach can be used to
improve the surgeon precision, reducing his/her workload and at the same
time leaving to the surgeon the total control of the procedure. More in
detail, we prove that, in the suturing procedure, solutions in which at least
one degree of freedom, for the needle motion, is under the surgeon control
are preferred by the surgeons.
Finally in Sec. 5.4 we showed simple and effective methods for VF
adaptation during a surgical dissection task. This work gives us also the
possibility to investigate the stability of the system when variable stiffness
controllers are adopted. We also note that the VF path generation proposed in Sec. 5.4 constitutes a simple yet effective method of programming
a VF path in real-time. This can be used whenever the desired path is not
definable pre-operatively. For instance, tumour resections are some of the
most critical and precision-demanding procedures that might benefit from
the proposed approach.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we discussed about surgeon sensory-motor enhancement
in minimally invasive robotic surgery through novel innovative devices and
control strategies. We had the opportunity to work closely with surgeons
of the Policlinico of Naples on both the da Vinci research kit and the da
Vinci Xi robotic platform. We worked to find advantages and issues of
the current surgical platforms and identify the best strategies to improve
both the surgeon capabilities and comfort. As discussed in Chapter 1, enhance the surgeon’s comfort, capabilities and ergonomics allows improve
the surgery results, increase safety, increase patient’s outcomes and also
enable new surgical procedures. In this thesis, we worked in three different direction: (i) improve the robot sensing capability to enhance the
surgeon contextual knowledge of the surgical environment; (ii) design new
innovative devices aimed at improving the robot, and hence the surgeon,
manipulation capabilities and dexterity; (iii) design new shared control
strategies to reduce the surgeon physical-cognitive workload by increasing
the robot intelligence in surgical tasks in which the robot results to be
more precise and reliable. The provided results have been validated with
real prototypes, simulated environments and also in real surgical scenarios
201
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as discussed in previous Chapters. We found that both the innovative devices presented and the control strategies developed give to the surgeon a
better understanding and control of the surgical procedure. We presented
different strategies aimed at improving the surgeon ergonomics at different
levels such as sensing, actuation and comfort with the goal of presenting
some innovative solutions but at the same time give to the reader an idea
of issues and potentiality of the covered topics. We think also that our
work on the dVRK dynamic model identification and simulation can be an
useful tool for the research community helping to speed up the search with
the dVRK. Most importantly, during this three years, we had the opportunity to listen to surgeons opinion and understanding better the impact
of our solutions. Obviously, surgeons want have constantly the control of
the environment and the robot not have to be a hindrance. Whatever
assistance strategy or devices must leave the surgeon the ability to perform the surgical procedure how they are used to but at the same time
increasing his/her capabilities. Hence, more than in other scenarios the researcher in this field must focus on the user interface and user experience,
safety and reliability of every new improvement included in the surgical
systems. We tried to do that founding our research on specific keywords,
such as, human-in-the-loop, non-invasiveness, in order to enhance the surgeon capabilities, to open the way for new possibilities, but at the same
time giving the surgeon the sensation to have full control of the situation.
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